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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Peter Novacco, standing for Bayside, Central Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Development pressure on open spaces and remnant bushland, development exceeding policy recommendation, not
enough focus on implementation of climate change strategy, parking and traffic congestion, and lack of genuine
community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
A long-time resident of Hampton, I attended school locally and care deeply about Bayside.
I have been closely following and engaging with the community on many local issues such as the sporting facilities at
Glamis Avenue Reserve, the proposed redevelopments at Dendy Street Beach and Hampton Village, and the beach
masterplans.
There are many resident and planning groups active in Bayside. These are listed in the community directory at
www.datascape.com.au/InfocomSE/BaysideCC
I have not been a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
DILNAZ BILLIMORIA
RIVERSDALE WARD, CITY OF WHITEHORSE
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Over development with unsustainable policies[ traffic, parking, safety, drainage and sewage],
Parking
Green Canopy being obliterated
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

With VCAT being a lengthy , costly and
cumbersome process, residents have Hobson's
choice..Where do they go if the Council [and
Councillors] is aligned with the developers?

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I have to state that as I am not a Councillor [as
yet!], i would need access to more information
to provide a more detailed response.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Less important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

I have to state that as I am not a Councillor [as
yet!], i would need access to more information
to provide a more detailed response. However
high rise towers in areas where the
infrastructure has not been upgraded such as
Yarra Water, Energy and Power, Roads,
Parking, drainage, sewage, and simultaneously
cutting down foliage and our green canopy is
not acceptable.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not at all, It should be mandatory for developers building over a certain number of housing to provide affordable housing
for those who need it most.
Eastern Region Housing Alliance has one of the highest waiting lists for housing and I have attended quite a few
meetings of the Eastern Metropolitan Area Conferences and workshops which show that our Councils are only
interested in raking in the money[rates], not equity!
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Ghettos with poor quality, unsustainable , not
environment friendly development will ruin our
suburbs. Already communities are being
negatively impacted by losing social
inclusiveness. Faceless, nameless residents in
ghettoes is not the way to go in Whitehorse.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Never been a Councillor.
Have been a dedicated passionate volunteer in Whitehorse, Manningham, Boroondara, etc for 16 years.
Was recognised by receiving the Chisholm Award for volunteer work in Oct 2015, the Menzies Australia Day Award
2016 for contributing significantly, the Whitehorse Australia Day 2016 Civic Award for Community Achievement and
recently the Victorian Multicultural Commission Meritorious Service Award 2016.
Member of the Whitehorse, Manningham and Boroondara Interfaith Networks to promote social cohesion and harmony
in the community.
Part of the Box Hill South Residents Group formed to protest against gross over development in Hay Street.
Local issues: protest against over development.
Also promote social cohesion and community harmony.
Attended numerous Council meetings in 2015-2016 to know personally what is going on. Read Council Minutes,
Council Plans, Operating budgets, Income and Expenses, Rates allocation as I am a Finance person and can
understand and interpret number crunching.
Worked as a volunteer with Eastern Community Legal Centre on Prevention of Financial Elder Abuse. Invited by Ethnic
Communities Council Of Victoria, state wide body to participate in the project on prevention of Elder Abuse in CALD
communities.
Volunteer on women's health issues, youth and mental health, healthy ageing, etc.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Gary Homewood (Mornington Peninsula - Seawinds)
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Planning decisions and approvals need to also be accompanied by Infrastructure and employment considerations and
fully costed. Some areas are being over developed with low quality housing, creating traffic congestion and reducing
percentage of open space. VCAT to often can override community preferences.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

No

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Probably not

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing affordability is impacted by the fact that housing investments are regarded as solid investments with reduced
capital gains . . the result is wealthier people will continue to accumulate homes and drive prices until the return no
longer justifies further investment.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

Not sure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Josh Fergeus
Monash Council
Oakleigh Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Monash faces a number of issues which must be dealt with over the coming term of Council.
In terms of governance:
- I support a ban on donations from developers;
- only the bare minimum of issues should be 'in camera' and contained to only those matters described in section 89 of
the Local Government Act 1989;
- I support the live streaming of Council meetings. Ithink it is a good way for people to access local democracy. There's
no good reason why public meetings shouldn't be streamed, and it's an important transparency measure.
It's extremely important that we protect our public space. Monash only has 9.9% of public open space, and Oakleigh
Ward has the lowest proportion in the municipality. We also need to invest in our pedestrian and cycling infrastructure,
and ensure we protect our treescape, avoiding inappropriate overdevelopment.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

In relation to Question 5, the best way to ensure
greater accountability is to ensure genuine
community collaboration, whether that be
deliberative processes, citizens juries, people
panels or the IAP2 spectrum of public
participation. They all have their place and are
important to ensure authentic and genuine
consultation and have the added benefit of
reinforcing accountability to the community.
With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
A great deal of current housing development is focused on maximising profit, not solving the issue of housing
affordability. Many residences in Monash are also being bought by foreign owners as investment properties, and many
sit empty.
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was born and raised in Monash, and have lived in the area for the best part of 30 years.
There are many groups active in the area, including Save Our Suburbs groups for 1 Beryl Avenue and 10 Alvina Street
in Oakleigh South, the Friends of Scotchmans Creek, the Ratepayers Association, Neighbourhood Watch, and the
Ashwood-Chadstone residents group.
I have advocated for action on many issues over the years, including the protection of our local waterways, supporting
our community childcare centres, the proper resourcing of our public libraries, changes to hard rubbish collection
methods, adequate parking at our railway stations, protecting local trees, and the introduction of live streaming of
Council meetings.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Fiona Sievers in Edendale ward in Nillumbik
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
We are at present receiving too many very inappropriate requests for permits to build massive unit developments. I am
not totally against development if it is appropriates and not offensive. Any development must fit with the Nillumbik area
and feel so we keep our beautiful area as it is.
We also have some issues that need to be looked at with our public transport situation in Eltham our train station and
bus area needs much attention. I believe this is being considered at present with council and other parties.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Political donations from developers should be
illegal for starters!

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

As President of Eltham Chamber of Commerce
& Industry it is important to protect our traders
and small business to ensure or residents shop
local and keep the $ in our community rather
than spending elsewhere.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The current level of housing development in Nillumbik is not helping affordability in my opinion. Developers with $ are
buying up properties that might otherwise have been affordable to buyers looking to live in Nillumbik.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have not been a councillor before but I have served on Eltham Chamber of Commerce & Industry for 5 years, currently
as President. I have been heavily involved in the redevelopment of the Eltham Town Square which had both positive
and negative support and issues we had to deal with. We administer the Special Rate paid by traders and do the
marketing of the Eltham shops and small business. I have lived in Eltham for 30 years and have brought up my family
here. I plan to live here all my life and I want Nillumbik to retain its current community atmosphere and feel. We are
vibrant with the arts and open space and these are some of the many reasons people choose to live in Nillumbik.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Roger Bowen
East Gippsland council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Proposed Sand Quarry at Lindenow
Bastion Point Mallacoota
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No it's not, the current level of house building is not keeping up with demand. Hence housing affordability is getting
harder . I think negative gearing laws should be looked at, to deter speculators and overseas investors
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
None so far. But I am concerned about inadequate street lighting and footpaths that the council have been promising to
fix.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Con Zois Glen Eira City Council and Rosstown Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The Skyrail
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
To some degree it is.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been disappointed with the lack of consultation in regards to the skyrail issue. We need greater levels of
transparency and to represent local residents as much as possible.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Robert Petrevski
Chaffey Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
We have a Council that is more interested in developers interests then the communities interests. We need to bring
balance to our council to deliver the family values our Council has lost
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

This would depend on the proposals, especially
when it comes to reform of VCAT and "call in"
powers.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Less important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Less important

Protecting biodiversity

Least important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
We need more housing in our region and a greater variety of types of housing.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Heide
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Too much on street parking due to high density living creeping in. Roads becoming blocked.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I am standing for council as this being one of
my main issues. Regular residents are not
being considered when higher density living
plans are passed. Residents current living
standards are suffering as a reslut of badly
planned higher density living.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I am standing against what I perceive as
possible corruption in the planning process. I
want to see a much more transparent and
accountable system.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

Further comment

I agree with most sentiments in your questions,
except for maybe, over regulation for those who
want to make simple changes to their homes. I
have seen extremes where people cant even
pick the colour of their house paint.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Too complex to answer easily. Many variables and things to consider. I do however believe we should do more to make
housing affordable.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

As each year passes, residents are starting to
realise they are losing out more and more due
to councils not considering them.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am currently fighting against a 45 house development on Donvale where and existing street of 50 years is now being
forced to take take on this extra traffic and disruption. There are soultions available but it seems like the council and
developer are not interested in making ANY compromises.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Neil MESLEY
Central
Swab Hill Rural city council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
River crossing
Road maintenance
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Less important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Less important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
No
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Virginia Forbes-Webster
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
To see an Independent Run Council with a Brand New Team who will look at Safety , Security , Health , Planned
Infrastructure and Buildings .
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I think the Housing Developers are making it less affordable and congested .
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am resident in Sydenham , Professional Accountant and Volunteer at Western Health -Sunshine Hospital .
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Dean Norman O'Callaghan
Moreland - South ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Rampant construction of dog boxes
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
affordability is impossible with negative gearing.
remove negative gearing and watch the baby boomers invest in BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT as opposed to sitting on
real estate!!
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
as yet unelected SAVE THE PLANET lead candidate.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n92f44p7h4312oj/Just%20Deano%20DS%20ready%20to%20print.pdf?dl=0
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify)
save the planet - not yet registered
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Bryony Edwards - Darebin / Rucker Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Darebin has a history of bloc voting, stooge candidates, thoughtless planning and development, free for all pokie
licenses, and paying their CEO $400K. There's much cleaning up to do. The 86 tram needs attention and naturally, all
public transport could be improved along with pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, and it needs more shade in many
areas. The Darebin community could produce all of its power from community and privately owned renewables. We
could also be turning our organic waste into biochar. There's also insufficient stormwater infrastructure in Fairfield and it
poses great risk around Station St.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Decision making needs to be decentralised and
with community oversight. Council meetings
should not be private and each councillors
votes should be made public.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

I would like to qualify many of these selections
above - medium rise infill development is
acceptable when appropriate. High rise in
activity centres, the same.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes, to some extent (imagine prices if this development wasn't happening) but affordability would be greatly assisted if
the federal govt took 'investment' potential out of real estate, eg. removed negative gearing for existing dwellings. Many
councils, including Darebin, have fought to gain the ability to demand inclusionary zoning on multiunit developments for
real affordability but the state government has apparently blocked this.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

It's quite shocking what get's approved.
Standards are low and there is no recourse for
serious flaws for those who purchase off the
plan. While much of this sits with the state
government, there is so much more councils
can do to make any development appropriate
while still allowing for an increase in net
dwellings.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Helping raise awareness of the climate emergency we face. Our governments are ignoring the climate emergency since
they are too unimaginative or compromised to act meaningfully. There is so much that councils can do to help not just
slow down but reverse global warming while the larger governments refuse to take action. I've also helped develop
affordable housing strategies for councils, including Darebin.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify)
An unregistered party called 'Save the Planet'.
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Karin Kaufmann
Baird Ward
Knox City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Without prejudice, some propsosals do not have enough onsite parking, adequate setbacks, rules of our Structure Plan
for Boronia Activity Centre seems to be sometimes stretched in favour of the developer. Having that that, I am aware
that Knox City Council has had extensive community consultation, has opposed MR Wynnes changed proposes to
housing developments in Knox, the council supports no increases to heights proposed to C133.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. The number of units and apartments being built are so expensive, that first time home buyers will still have difficulty
in finding affordable home of their own. Perhaps there could be much higher stamp duties placed on properties
purchased by foreign investors! Just a thought.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have never been a councillor.
I am not affiliated with any political party.
Due to the horrendous developments proposed in Boronia in 2010/2011, I became one of the co-founders of the
Appropriate Development for Boronia Group Inc. The community support we obtained exerted so much pressure that
the then planning minister, Matthew Guy gave a media release stating the Boronia Residents could 'dictate ' their height
limits. We were successful in reducing heights to 7.5 metres for 3/4 of the activity centre, nestled at the foothills of the
Dandenong Ranges, 32 km east of Melbourne.
Without prejudice, I am personally very disappointed with Mr Wynnes changes to proposed height limits in Victoria. I
have read he has a sociology degree and as such, would have thought he would be aware of the impact of higher
density living.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Michael Phillips
Maroondah
Mullum
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
How to cope with pressure to develop apartment blocks by the railway line, rapidly increasing house values and rates
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

There's a need to develop satisfactory
processes of finding a balance in
accommodating people and in maintaining what
makes Australia the best place to live

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Money talks: we need to too

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

High rise can be done responsibly particularly
when a percentage (15%) is reserved for low
cost housing

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
My concern is the bubble will burst, like in USA. Not much good having a lovely 10% increase in house value if where
we want to move has a 15% increase (say). International investors need limits to stop hyperinflation
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

We're all a bit nervous
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Protesting about inappropriate development and tree clearing
First up nominee
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
mary-anne lowe
mullum ward, maroondah
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
issue with state govt having authority over some large parcels of land, issues with how quickly the development is
occurring in the activity centre, and also heights of buildings
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

no political donations should be allowed in local
government elections
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
no there should be mandatory amount of reduced social housing in all developments of more than 12 units, and
reduced planning application fees based on the percentage of social housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Currently a councillor and have been for 2 years, was elected on count back in 2014. Issues with the activity centre
and the parking and access.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Watts
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Insufficient infrastructure to meet growth of population and estates developing too fast. Inadequate public transport and
road networks. Lack of educational facilities in all areas of education. Poor representation on council as council should
not be represented by state or federal political parties such as Labor, Liberal and the Greens. Local councillors should
have to fund their political campaigns without political or religious support as for independents it is a unfair process as
we can not afford to spend $10,000 on our campaign.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Especially from developers.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing affordability is an issue for young Australians as the continued high levels of immigration are making it difficult
for those trying to get out of the rental market. Public housing is also requiring greater scrutiny as more services are
needed for those waiting on the list for housing.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Residents are concerned about houses being
built closer together and the growing urban
sprawl and lack of planning by developers. In
the City of Melton, there are estates being
constructed throughout many wards without
inadequate planning of needed infrastructure
from all states of government. This includes,
roads, transport, education, retail and
employment. This is a major issue know and is
becoming worse due to lack of foresight in
planning by all levels of government and
developers.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived in Melton for over 40 years and I am a member of the Melton Residents Association and volunteer in
various capacities in the community. I am a primary school teacher in Caroline Springs and I am very concerned about
the rapid growth of housing and the lack of infrastructure being planned for the immediate needs of residents.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Gordon moore, whipstick ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Lack of basic infrastructure ( footpaths and guttering) and updating ageing infrastructure
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Probably not

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
It's not about supply and demand, housing prices are now being determined by what price the market will bear not what
the property is worth.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have involved in local transport issues and support many local community groups. I have never been a councillor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jo Clutterbuck
Mildura Rural City Council
Wards are not applicable
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Planning overlays particularly in the Mildura Older Irrigation Areas are restrictive of development in the region.
Combined with an less than satisfactory processing rate through the council planning department, residents and
developers are frustrated with the region losing development opportunities
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

State legislation which made sweeping changes
to planning laws stripped millions of dollars of
worth from horticultural properties in our region
leaving many in dire financial situations. Local
understanding of the needs of the region need
to be considered in planning options. The
current planning laws unfortunately do not

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

In regards to the second question, further
information is required on the circumstances. I
am reluctant to make such bold claims without
the capacity to ensure that the planning laws
being enforced are actually satisfactory in the
first instance

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

I believe that planning needs vision with all
factors considered including future land needs
particularly for infrastructure such as hospitals

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Certainly not in rural areas. Added costs as levied by local and state government are a limiting factor in housing
affordability. Further work needs to be undertaken to ensure that satisfactory housing is available throughout the state
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

One does not need to look far for examples of
poor planning decisions in our region. I cannot
comment beyond my electorate, however I
believe that development in our region has
been poorly executed by successive councils
and further impinged by state government
developments which were outside of the local
council control.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have spearheaded a campaign to return our hospital to public hands and been an active member of many community
groups.
Locally we have a Residents & Ratepayers group of which I have attended meetings.
This is my first time standing as a councillor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Robert Williams
Knox City Council
Dinsdale
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Main issues brought to my attention are issues around Traffic Management, and Car Parking.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
It is helping somewhat, but a review is necessary. we also need to look at the development and costs involved to look at
affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a local volunteer within the CFA and been a part of the community for many years.
I am not currently a councillor.
I am a small business operator and owner in the area.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Wayne Smith
City of Casey
River Gum Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Maintaining a green wedge
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Zoning, affordable land
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Been on Casey Council for 19 years with a strong focus on the arts, community development, graffiti eradication &
youth
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Derek Balogh
Mt.Waverley Ward
Monash City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Developments of high rise apartments across residential areas
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Yes, it strongly appears, Developers have no
restriction or issues to push through their
developments through VCAT, against the best
interests of the community.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Monash City Council have made too many
decisions, with very little or restricted
discussion, in favor of developers, against the
community.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Least important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

Monash City Council, have in the past, been
too willing to sell off the last open spaces for
over - development. Monash residents will
suffer the consequences in coming years.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, Council costs and charges are driving up costs, and this is a well known fact. State and Council fees and charges
are too high, and drive up the costs, reducing affordability for first home buyers, and assisting foreign nationals and
investors. This is a proven fact.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

The social impacts will be born out in the next
decade as we have too high a number of
residents contained within the confined spaces
we have today. Small Business is feeling the
pain.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I believe we must change local Councils back to 'Community' focused organisations, not continue the path of the
'Corporation'. I am a member of a local group running on the policy of 'Freezing Council Rates', for Small Business,
Families and Retirees, for the next term of Council. This is my first attempt to run for Monash City Council.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Robin Weatherald
Lake Nagambie Ward
Strathbogie Shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Planning law interpretation.
Specialist advice outside of officers resource deficiency
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Who is the transparency serving. All parties
equality Plus fairness

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Probably not

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

No

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Less important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Less important

Protecting biodiversity

Less important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No simple low cost land for cheaper affordable homes
Process increase costs
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Farm rates for primary producers
Life style residential living in farming areas.
Residential homes in farm zoneing.
Township living vs lifestyle residents.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Brad Woodford, Candidate for Greater Dandenong, Paperbark Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There is increasing concern about the impact of medium to high density residential developments in residential areas.
We are seeing a substantial number of residential blocks being purchased by developers to be developed into multilevel apartment complexes. This is causing concerns among some ratepayers around quality of living and our local
roads and infrastructure being able to cope with the explosion in population brought on by these developments.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I take a stance that I will never accept
donations from property developers in an
election. It goes without saying that any
donation from a property developer has
expectations attached to it.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Further comment

I do take a balanced approach to high rise
developments. They are probably acceptable
under certain conditions in our main activity
centre, that being Dandenong, but less so in
areas such as Noble Park and Springvale, both
of which have unique character and potential
attached to them.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are numerous factors contributing to housing affordability at the moment, low interest rates being one of them.
However high levels of housing development is certainly a contributing factor.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
As a youth worker I am connected mainly with social type issues surrounding mostly young people. These include
homelessness, education and employment/training. I am currently a member of no resident or planning groups. I have
never been a councillor before. This is my second time running in an election.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
The Strengthening Melbourne team consists of:
Leadership Team
Ron Hunt -Lord Mayor
Doone Clifton - Deputy Lord Mayor
Councillors
Robin Matthews
Wesa Chau
Roger Smith
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
People's safety, untangling traffic and safeguarding precious heritage are some of the urban planning issues that
concern our team. We believe that we must cater for the flourishing population with more schools, child and aged care
services and facilities and public spaces for more more breathing space in the world's most liveable city. These
increased services must be planned in conjunction with the local community to ensure sustainable fitting developments.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Melbourne has suffered from some poor
planning decisions in the past. With greater
transparency in decision making based on local
input, we should have better outcomes for local
communities.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Local communities should be able to voice their
concerns and lobby their Council
representatives. That is why we have council
representatives to make decisions on behalf of
their community. However, some community
consultation has resulted in better outcomes for
some Council decision making processes.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

These are all important considerations,
however often need qualification.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. There needs to be more social housing, but also utilise existing empty buildings.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

The City of Melbourne is vastly different to
metropolitan suburbs, regional cities and rural
areas.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been a member of the East Melbourne Group Inc for over thirty years. This resident's organisation is actively
involved in protecting local heritage, encouraging participation in local events and improving local amenity.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David Craker, Yarriambiack Shire Council, Dunmunkle Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Remote and Rural with little population but still needing services and support that is funded based on the population
size and areas to be supported are far harder to support than a larger populated area with smaller geographic area.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Transparency removes the chances of
nepotism and cronyism often considered as
part of local government officials and councillors
where the local laws are set by local and small
community representatives and where
generations of decisions rested in families that
held official power to influence the decisions.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

Any donations by external bodies and
individuals could be a problem in where they
related to commercial interests being served or
undue influence made and transparency and
compliance with disclosure needs to be
presented for the community to feel confident
that these decisions are done in good faith

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Less important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

Some of these are not direct issues in our area
so I have presented what I feel is a balanced
view

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Our general housing is lowcost and low quality according to surveys undertaken by development associations and any
building or housing is considered of a high importance to the region in sustaining the population and growth.
Affordability is quite good but the cost to renovate and add valuable services is high or not an option, including
maintaining trades to carry out work..
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
new council candidate with a passion for community services and the lack or maintenance of these for the future
generations
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Hyma Vulpala
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Appropriate development, with adequate infrastructure to meet the needs of growing diverse population in Knox.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

in the best interests of Community.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The cost of a home in Knox, compared to average household income, soared 43 per cent in the past decade according
to the Master Builders Association of Victoria.
Approximately 52% of knox residents are families. In my opinion Families are struggling to meet the needs of daily living,
unemployment, low income etc.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a Knox resident from past 15 years not aligned with any planning groups. I am not a Concilor before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Nicole Marshall
Moonee Valley City Council
Myrnong Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Increasing high density development and the impact on the residential amenity of existing residents. This includes traffic
and parking effects, the destruction of heritage and neighbourhood character.
Often these developments are poorly designed which has effects for those who ultimately live in them too.
One of the big challenges faced is the management of the construction process.
We have some very significant planning proposals at the Moonee Valley Racecourse, Flemington Racecourse and at
the old Moonee Ponds Market site. These present very significant challenges for Moonee Valley
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Minimum mandatory planning standards where
there is no discretion to be exercised are only
okay if the community is satisfied with what
those standards are. I am very supportive of
mandatory height limits as preferred heights are
more often than not exceeded by developers.
However, there is no point in having minimum
mandatory standards if the community does not
support them. In relation to the Minister's
discretion, again, there may be times where the
community and/or Council actually want a
development application "called in"

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, it does not appear to be at this stage. Affordability is a complex issue - other factors contributing to the issue include
increasing population growth, low interest rates, tax incentives and foreign investment
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've been a Councillor for one term and am seeking re-election. I'm also a lawyer. I've led the fight against a range of
inappropriate developments in Moonee Valley. I've also set up a Strategic Planning Advisory Committee which is an
advisory committee to Council made up of local residents. One of the goals in setting up this Committee was to ensure
that the community views on strategic planning issues are heard early and often.
There are a variety of resident or planning groups active in my Ward - Save Moonee Ponds, the Flemington
Association, AVRAG. There are also other groups in other parts of Moonee Valley that have a particular interest in
planning issues.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
My name is Lucas Eldridge and I'm the number 3 Greens candidate for Lake Ward in the City of Port Phillip supporting
my fellow candidates Katherine Copsey and Paul Leitinger
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Preserving Lake ward's heritage (such as the Palais) and ensuring the City of Port Phillip puts the pressure on the
council to ensure places like the Palais become heritage listed so that they are permanently protected from unnecessary
development.
When development is clearly against the communities wishes, the final say on whether developement goes ahead
should come from the councilors and not the State Government planning minister.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I believe I summed it up above (in answer to
question 2).

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Donations from developers should be banned
permanently and IBAC powers should be
strengthened so that they are brought in line
with that of NSW's ICAC and should able to
investigate corruption at both a State
Government level and Local Council level.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There needs to be more public housing for those in need and despite negative gearing being a federal issue, more
pressure needs to be put on the feds to scrap negative gearing and other measures that are putting unfair and
unnecessary upward pressure on housing prices.
But a local level, elect councilors can play their role in ensuring that existing community housing is both adequately
maintained and protected from being bought out by developers and that local council works with the community to
ensure that low cost rental properties are avaialble and new community housing is established for those in need.
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've lived in St Kilda for eight years and am passionate about ensuring that Lake Ward has accessible public transport
for all, that residents are given the best possible incentive to switch to renewable energy and that landmarks are saved
from unnecessary development.
As someone who has used both St Kilda Rd corridor trams, where there are two low floor tram routes that service St
Kilda Junction (i.e. routes 5 & 16) I'd like to see this stop upgraded to have an accessible platform.
Similarly we've got route 12 having accessible platforms, but no low floor trams, so as a councillor, I'd lobby the State
Government for C, D and/or E class trams to be provided for route 12.
The State Government has gone to the trouble and expense of building these platforms, and rightly so, but at present
there is the unfinished business of providing the ideal trams to service these stops.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
my name is vikein mouradian I hold a Grafuate diploma in local government law from monash university in AUSTRALIA
and I am standing for meadow valley ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Governance the CEO earns too much. Infrastructure there is a need for better transport in particular I think the airport
west tam should be extended to gladstone park. In planning it is important to put height limits on any proposal to
develop apartments. In broadmeadows I consider that the concept of mixed use should be adopted. that is there are
many lines and lines of houses and streets. Mixed use means incoprporating say entertainment shops and other
activities not just confined to one particular area such as zoning does but cinemas cafes should all be interspersed in
between the suburban streets of broadmeadows. I favour MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT rather than ZONING. I think
ZONING has had its day. But of course factories with OBNOXIOUS ODOURS or activities that could affect health
should be zoned. otherwise shoops businesses and other activities shoud be interspersed throughout the municipality
rather than just be confined to one area.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

certainly transparency should be looked at
seriously. The Ministers call in powers are far
too wide and authoritative. he has the final say
.in what goes up or comes down. There needs
to be a better process in place . While Planning
panels may temper a ministers decision
neverthless a new system needd to be devised.
Such as for example the formation of a citizens
planning council where such a council could
ultimately may be not have a final say but have
a strong say in all planning decisions within the
city. I think CITIZENS PLANNING COUNCILS
or formation thereof would be a good thing. It
could work along side the minister in the
deliberation of his decisions.
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I agree entirely with section 5 everything there
is right on. developers trying to influence
planning decisions with lots of money I think is
extremely despicable. Accountability of council
performances I see very liitle of it now. very
very little. Community representatives should
certainly be instituted as a matter of urgency
now to oversee council performances.On thing
that really IRKS me with hume city council is
that they have used head hunters private
employment agencies to hire senior staff .
These head hunters cost a lot of money I am
sure that council has competent staff that is well
able to hire senior executive staff. I propose
that senior council staff take a pay cut of say
10% and this money be reinvested soa s to
provide greater rebates to pensioners in the
municipality. I think that the chief executive
officer has too much power. The Council should
not be run on a BUSINESS or CORPORATE
MODEL as such with a chief executive officer
who wields the act in the major decisons
council makes. I think Council needs to change
to a more collegiate culture engaging with its
ratepayers more and giving them more say in
KEY Decisions such as in town planning that
the council. Currently council is VERY
AUTOCRATIC VERYVERY . It wields a big
stick whenever given the opportunity. perhaps
Council SHOULd be run by a COMMITTEE
rather than one sole chief executive officer. I
propose the formation of ratepayers
consultative councils which should be given a
real say in key decisions of council.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

you have posed excellent questions I would
need to do a PHD to answer them all. I see
economic activity everywhere providing little in
terms of employment opportunities excep may
be for a select group of trades people. What we
need to do is to put peoples needs FIRST .
people's needs should generally overide any
economic development needs. Economic
development will flow once peoples needs are
met to a reasonable standard.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
NO . other factors are . 1 overseas investment such as China. 2 development concerned solely with making money. 3
Construction designed to meet only the aspirations of the professinal classes rather than a general mix of constructions
that also caters for those in the lower middle classes or for that matter the homeless. Council has alot of empty
properties sitting in the municipality . many of these properties could be converted by council for renting buying or
leasing to those on the lower socioeconomic strata of society.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

I have not heard many people being happy with
whats happening in Victoria. many high rises
which with time in the end will end up as
Ghettos dilapidated and infested with crime.
One way to stop crime is to ensure social
pressure by other residents and people getting
to know each other more than is the case now.
Too many nationalities only mix with their own
as far as poosible I would like to see the
different antionalities talk to each other more.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
WELL I am a great guy . I am well educated holding seven degrees. including local government law. I think in Hume 1
AGED CARE would have to be a prime issue. Including Isolation. Perhaps council should form a MOBILE CRISIS
SUPPORT unit with staff who could come out and help when you are faced with a crisis. The issue I face in Gladstone
park is that of Isolation. I think that while I respect the privacy of others but there also needs to be some form of
cohesion existing between residents. Such cohesion between residents would also help reduce crime Of course the
other issue is of Transport. Yiou have provided a set of excellent questions I am sorry if due constraints of time I have
been unable to answer then all as I would need much more extra time to consider the issues that you have enumerated.
I have worked as volunteer for the Melbourne City Council for a period of 12 months in their tourism visitor centres in
the melbourne CBD . I started in the above while this service had just begun.Transport Public transport of course should
be given a TOP PRIORITY before Roads in any planning decisions. many people cannot afford a car and many are too
old to drive. Public transport you can never lose with that one . Always a great investment no matter what.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Marian Smedley, Surf Coast Shire, Torquay Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Managing town boundaries, pressure on open space, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting Ministerial decisions under the
power to "call in" projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use panning
policy in detail visit:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to Question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I live locally in Torquay and have been involved in local groups such as SCEG (Surfcoast Energy Group)
There is a local Residents Group called 3228Residents.
I have not previously been a Councillor in Surf Coast or elsewhere.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Joe McCracken
Colac Otway Shire (no wards)
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Roads
Lack of accountability
Councillor code of conduct
Excessive rate increases
Little value for rate payer dollar
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The whole process needs to be simplified

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know

Further comment

Donations are less of an issue, than having a
council that is competent and connected to the
community

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Least important

Protecting biodiversity

Least important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

There always has to be balance

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Excessive regulation and paperwork is killing the housing industry. If we could get a streamlined approach, more
approvals, more housing stock, lower rental prices.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

We need wider streets
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
First time candidate. I'm 28, former accounts rant turned teacher, and my priorities are:
- lowering rates
- returning council to core service delivery: roads, footpaths, rubbish collection and public spaces
- reducing red tape and bureaucracy
I'm on Facebook at: Joe McCracken for Colac Otway Shire Council
Happy to talk more there
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Sale, central ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Resident Growth may outstrip education facilities
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Adrian Schonfelder
Winchelsea ward
Surfcoast shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Maintenance of Green Wedges, Limiting Ribbon Development in Coastal Areas and Lowering Rates on Farmland.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

More Heritage Protection.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Foreign ownership inflating property values.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Yes
2 years prior to amalgamation.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
East Ward, City of Stonnington
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The increasing number of poorly designed, imposing apartments - in particular, student housing near Monash
University that is changing the context of our suburbs. Many character homes are being demolished making way for
dwellings that do not conform.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

More needs to be done to communicate to
residents how much power the state
government has over local governments'
decisions.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I would need further information regarding
these 'oversight committees' and how they
would work.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

It is difficult to convey entire perception via the
responses above. Suffice to say, I am angered
by successive state governments interfering
with the planning in our suburbs when they are
vulnerable to vested interests, like developers.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
This is a difficult one to answer: developers claim they cannot provide improved housing because it be ones
unaffordable: how ridiculous! Inadequate research us being done in thus area. All we do know is banks are reluctant to
loan to purchasers of inner city/suburban because they do not offer good resale value. Ironic!
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Stonnington's suburbs are changing because of
the appalling structures that have been
approved by VCAT.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
A communications/PR consultant, I have been involved in many issues in my community. I was previously a councillor
between 1999-2004 and mayor during 2002-3. I am a member of the Malvern East Group which - through founder, Ann
Reid - has helped thousands of locals understand the complex planning legislation. I also care about the lack of open
space and recreation facilities in our suburbs.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Margaret Scarff. Moorabool Shire Council, East Moorabool Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Time (5 pm) and place (some held in small communities about 80k from Bacchus Marsh) and monthly meetings instead
of fortnightly of council meetings excludes anyone working in the city which is most residents, from attending Council
meetings. Staff reports to Council not rigorous quality, Participation in decisions that affect residents need improvement.
Amalgamations of shire resulted in division between West and East wards including differing opinions about funds
allocated to these.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Decisions aren't consistent particularly whether
extensions are granted to developers.
Warehousing happens.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

No
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Developers have too much influence.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

each town should be treated on it's difference
and own merits. Anything above 2 storeys has
no place in a small semi rural town like
Bacchus Marsh. Residents move here because
it looks and feels rural. Melbourne is spreading
to semi rural towns and imposing inappropriate
building styles here just because we are
commuting distance. Infrastructure can't keep
up with development and without funds from
other levels of government.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Blocks are getting smaller but prices are higher and out of reach for a lot of low income families. State and Federal
governments need to continue to subsidise cheaper housing, managed by Social Housing Providers. It won't happen if
left yo developers or Council initiatives.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Smaller blocks and larger houses are creating
high density without open space. Developer
contributions should go to creating parks and
gardens and not snapped up by council for
sporting facilities.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Community activist and volunteer, protecting housing from inappropriate industry too close; help rally the community to
challenge inappropriate rezoning of land thus threatening residential amenity; rallying to save heritage eg Avenue Of
Honour. Environment group, wind farm overload too close to housing are examples. Haven't been a councillor but have
been very active in the community.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Geoff Hayes
Boroondara
Glenferrie
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Renewal of infrastructure
Development controls
Parking
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

No

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Too high a concentration in metropolitan areas. Communities in regional Australia need more support
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Boroondara 8 years, Ballarat 4 years
I am involved in my local community and contribute through being a Councillor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jackie Fristacky
Indpendent candidate for re-election to City of Yarra's Nicholl's Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Tackle State attempts to over-regulate local government through increasing State controls and reducing LG as an
independent tier of Government.
Securing greater protections in Yarra's planning scheme to preserve our valued heritage streetscapes
Community facilities and infrastructure to match population growth, eg Yarra multi-purpose indoor sports centre,
protection of existing netball courts, traffic management through local area placemaking.
Expansion of public transport in growth areas to reduce through traffic in Yarra.
Evidence based decision making
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Need height controls, plot ratios, inclusionary
zoning, permits lapsing with sale of property,
minimum standards for apartments including
apartment sizes The discretions cause too
much uncertainty, lengthen approval processes,
appeals, costs, and have contributed to
increased property prices through speculation

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

No

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

There is already standardised financial
reporting and reporting of outcomes, targets
and performance benchmarks. Councillors are
elected by th community as community
representatives to set Council policies and
directions, to oversight Council performance
and accountability and work with community
representatives and stakeholder committees to
these ends. I would not have any political
donations.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Our Council is battling high rise development in
our activity centres and oppose this in Yarra
given need to protect heritage streetscapes.
However, higher rise development is
appropriate for areas around rail stations eg
Sunshine, Box Hill, as we need to develop
diversified CBD's beyond the Melbourne CBD
to develop Melbourne as a City of cities and for
Victorian regional cities to expand as a State of
cities
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No! Factors are:
1. Federal policies on negative gearing, allowing foreign purchase of property, and failure to invest in rail services and
social housing, focus in rental support rather than building social housing
2.State: excessive reliance on property taxes; failure to extend social housing, failure to extend public transport in
growth areas to match population growth; failing to introduce height controls, plot rations, inclusionary zoning, minimum
apartment standards, and failure to tackle speculative property development and land banking; being captured by
commercial interests.
Local Government: planning controls sought not supported by the State and its key agencies which are captured by
planning interests and giving priority to raising more revenue from property taxes through increased property prices and
transfers of property to increase stamp duty, land taxes, fees and charges, rather than supporting stability in housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Certainly in inner areas of Melbourne which are
being subject to a property development frenzy.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Councillor since March 2002-October 2016
Mayor 2006, 2012-2014
Council's Transport Delegate
Involved in Local Area Traffic Management Groups, Historical Societies, Fitzroy Football Club,
Council's Planning Committee, Bicycle Advisory Committee, Disability Advisory Committee, Arts Committees
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Stewart Lockie, Mornington Peninsula, Briars.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inconsistent planning decisions. Basic infrastructure not being maintained and upgraded.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I don't believe I have enough understanding of issues to offer an opinion, but i'm willing to listen and learn.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I'm involved with Disabled Surfers Association Mornington Peninsula, Mornington Foreshore Committee and the
Mornington Life Saving Club. I have had involvement in developing the access path at Pt Leo and the executing of the
Mill Beach Master Plan in consultation with the shire. I have never been a councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Antonio Bonifazio
North East Ward
Moreland City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Infrastructure is inadequate for Gas,water,and sewerage.Our gas and water pressures have dropped considerably.The
sewerage system often gets blocked in the mains.
Council inability to keep the builders in line,due to private surveyors authority.
Removal of asbestos materials is a joke,as the regulations state that a builder can remove up to 10 meters without
notification to authorities and to the neighbours. Local laws do not exist on the week ends.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Planning regulations are all in favour of building
developers. Its very hard to lodge a complaint
with most authorities. Our streets are being
turned into one way streets.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Its so discussing how some political parties
accept donations knowing they are from
property developers.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Council CEO should not overrule councilors
decisions .

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
not helping at all,as it seems to be all about property developers not home affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

For aproximatly 12 yrs I have been an advicate
for my local community,and they are not happy.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been an advocate for my community,and have attended several cases on their behalf at vcat.Am very interested
in becoming a councillor so I can represent the ratepayer,because at the moment its not happening.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Edwina Hanlon. Gateway
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Childcare, health, rates, planning decisions and protecticting heritage buildings.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

They (the current council) have decided to
knock down the London Hotel. It's an icon. It's
the first thing you see. It should be heritage. It's
iconic. It's port Melbourne. Makes sense to me.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Numbers of children & space to raise them in.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Drug dealers. Taking advantage of public
housing.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I'm just a mum. One has diabetes type 1. The other is just a normal teenager. I support the people I trust. As I tell my
children "don't make promises you can't keep."
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Lana Schwarcz Maribyrnong City Council Yarraville Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban
planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
This is my first nomination as a candidate. As a result I am not as up to date with the local planning as the other
candidates. I have been living in my area for over 11 years though and have a concern for overdevelopment in my area.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Biljana Gerali nillumbik edendale
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban
planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

No

Further comment

Any and or all planing needs proper clear
precise disision making and thought out planing

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I think our rates are ridiculously high $$$$ how much more can we be charged for living in such a place that you'd never
think that the rates are this high. I can't see where all our money is spent ????
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Too many people in a fast growing state is
making Victoria feel congested and dirty it's
litter ridden suburbs are embarrassing can't
everyone see this ?? People need to speak up
like me

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Never done this before but I feel the need to speak up as things are being ignored and nothing is being done about the
real things that matter
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Wyndham City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
City Governance
New Developments - many, we have 0ver 10 at the present time. Congested Roads, - State and Local Government.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I believe our City is very good as we have had
good planners working for us

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, I do not. The Housing Industry is still growing. Demand is there so what we are seeing is the market forces at work.
People prepared to pay with such low interest rates.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

I think Many people would like to see a slow
down in the growth Cities. WE need to see
more money for the State and Federal
Governments to help with the infrastructure, we
are getting further behind each year. I believe if
there is no infrastructure then there should be
no growth.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been an active person in my community for many years, in the business community. I attend all the Resident's
Groups so that I am well aware of their concerns and issues. I spend over 30 hours a week on council work. I love being
with the people and helping where I can. I have been a councillor for 11 years and yes I am standing again this year.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
James Searle, standing for Yarra, Melba.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Ongoing pressure on open space, balancing population growth with appropriate development, improving cycling and
pedestrian infrastructure.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I'm a Richmond local and I've lived and worked in the area for 10 years. I am an SES volunteer at the Malvern Unit
(which covers the Richmond area). There are many resident groups active in the City of Yarra.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Harry Hook, Boroondara Council – Lynden Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Boroondara is a truly special part of our city. Lynden Ward contains some of Melbourne's most beautiful streets and
heritage houses, and a prime concern amongst residents is that inappropriate development could threaten the character
and amenity of the area.
Traffic and parking are also issues here. Some developments are being built without adequate parking, leading to cars
being parked on the street. This has caused safety concerns especially near schools and on 'rat-run' roads.
Boroondara's network of off-road walking and cycling paths is extensive and well-maintained, with the last gap in the
Anniversary Trail being closed soon. However, riding on roads remains very dangerous, and more separated bike lanes
are needed to keep everyone safe.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

All Land Use Planning decisions must be made
in the best interests of the community and the
environment – social equity and ecological
sustainability are key. The Greens' aims include
the removal of general thresholds in municipal
Planning Schemes, which pass responsible
authority status from Councils to the Planning
Minister, and subjecting ministerial decisions
under the power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. The Victorian Greens' Land Use
Planning policy is available in full here:
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity, including consideration of the above
issues, to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
As a young person, I may never be able to afford a house, making housing affordability a very important issue for me
personally. I'm concerned with the impacts of negative gearing, foreign ownership and limited rental stock on the
housing market in Boroondara.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

I have heard a wide range of views relating to
this question over the course of the campaign.
To avoid generalising peoples' opinions, the
best way I can answer this question is to share
the Greens' Land Use policy. It covers quality,
design and development, and is available here:
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived in Lynden Ward my whole life, and I'm running for council because of my deep connection to the area. As a
local, I'm invested in seeing my community and its liveability continue to grow. I am a volunteer with Boroondara
Council's youth program, and having seen the benefit well-funded council services can have, I am passionate about
expanding service delivery to more people. I'm a graphic designer, and I work predominantly on animal welfare
campaigns.
As a volunteer with Boroondara Youth Services for more than four years, I've organised events for young people in our
area, run stalls at community markets and participated in consultation with council officers as a member of the
Boroondara Youth Reference Group. These experiences have been invaluable, and in my opinion have prepared me
well for the duties of being a Councillor.
Additionally, I support the linking of the gap in the Anniversary Trail through Riversdale Park, and was published in the
local paper on the topic. When I attended Camberwell High School, I started the school's support group for lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and queer students. I noticed that some students were being severely bullied and were falling
behind, and so I decided to act.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Horsham Rural City
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
VicRoads and other agency processes and governance in proposed by-pass of city impacting on amenity and
functionality of Horsham including threat to future viability of airport.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

More complete and accurate data and truthful
interpretation and reporting of expert reports.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

A greater concern in my experience is the need
to protect the community from state
instrumentalities rather than municipalities. The
Planning Panel needs to have teeth and be fully
independent, in our case, from VicRoads.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Broad spectrum of availability in this municipality.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

Concerned with poor engagement over
important infrastructure developments.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Involved in a range of community issues over four decades. A number of active community 'collectives' are active. I am
not yet a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Chirnside Ward Yarra Ranges Shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Concerns by residents on sizes of houses i.e high rise town houses and increase in population but roads & infastructure
are not being met to balance increase demands for traffic
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I believe that Vcat is used to allow Councils to
use an appeal process and Councils need to be
held more accountable to rate payers on town
planning needs

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I am against single donations that are used for
individuals purpose to entertain future
considerations. I believe no council or councillor
should be held to ransom for single interest
donations

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Further comment

Councils and councillors need to be held to the
highest integrity and to serve the interest of the
shire sustainability and urban infastructure is a
tricky balancing act but i am of the firm belief if
councils listen to rate payers above beauracrats
it can be balanced to find everyones needs

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Other factors for affordability are foreign investment, lack of state government releasing land areas.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Residents of my Ward and the Yarra Ranges
shire are finding that some infastructure
projecyts are being centred in certain areas of
the Shire of Yarra Ranges instead of meeting
needs in every part of the shire.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been active in seeking an upgrade to roads and intersections in my ward and seeking safer pedestrian access
and crossings. The interest groups vary fro concerns about urban housing development to youth and social justice
issues. This my second attempt at becoming a councilor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Bernadene Voss
Gateway Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Fishermans Bend
Waterfront Place
Tourism and Station Pier
Parking
congestion
Public Transport
Housing density
inappropriate planning applications
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Further comment

There needs to be a return of 3rd party rights in
Fishermans Bend

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

There is already an exhaustive amount of
standardised reporting for Council, It needs to
be less prescriptive and more intuitive. The
State Govt templates for LG's are not friendly to
the average resident. Adequate resourcing and
financial compensation is an imperative if
standards are to be maintained. I am please to
see after years of advocacy that indexing to
Planning fees will be restored and fees set at
appropriate levels so that the rate payers are
now not paying for them, rather it is user pays.
between 20-30% was funded by fees, now it will
be more like 80%. A much more reasonable
solution.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
demand, and the proximity to the city and the Bay make this area highly desirable and therefore the prices are reflecting
this.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

This depends on where they live. Most people
are concerned with their local neighbourhood
and suburb.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been involved in many local community groups, running the Port Melbourne family & Childrens centre for 6 years
on the Port Melbourne Primary School grounds, kinder committees, childcare committees, School PFA,
TwoSchoolsNow, 3207BeachPatrol, Port People, BCNA, PMBA, Port Liaison group etc
I have been a Councillor for 4 years and I am the current City of Port Phillip Mayor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David Box, Rosstiwn Ward, Glen Eira Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Glen Eira local government management has been quite dysfunctional. Not just Council, but also the executive (key
problems have left). There are significant issues on development height and inappropriate design and location. Despite
this I am not against development. Having lived overseas and observed various urban environments, a complete
coverage of our quarter acre blocks creates an urban structure where transport can become inefficient, people end up
living too far from their work and housing becomes even less affordable for all. In summary: reasonable, well planned
development with consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes helping.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
See candidate statement.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Manningham-Mullum Mullum Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Higher Density Living and associated traffic increases
with slow responce to road infrastructure.
Heights of redevelopments on privacy to neighbours
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Most people are reasonable in my
experience,however council can be overbearing
not communative which needs to change.They
work for the community dont they?

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Mandatory committies may not work
effectively.Council community disclosure before
decisions are taken inviting ratepayers and
other group inputs should be the norm.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

Overlays no matter the purpose must be
explained to the effected individuals before
being imposed and compensation assessed if
values are denegrated-Fair

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Development is not helping housing affordability.From 1901-1972 a average house was 4 times average wages. It is
now about 12 times
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

State and Federal development plans appear to
be tied to the election cycle with little forward
vision rfom either side of politics

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Only personnal planing issues.
Have not been a councillor before.I have a business background which i believe would bring benefits to council decision
making
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify)
I have affiliations with several political organisations
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Bethwyn Mell La Trobe ward City of Darebin
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The issues as outlined by the community, existing councillors and candidates follow themes concerning lack of the
strategic "big picture", ability of infrastructure to cope with expected large population growth, loss of amenity and
liveability for existing residents, a lack of consultation at all phases of council processes and a lack of transparency and
accountability of councillor interests and activities.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

In regard to the middle statement, I stress that I
feel we need to be willing to move in our
personal and possibly sentimental opinions
regarding growth and be willing to accept
exceptions, however where a development
does want to vary from the standards, the
process must be completely transparent and
open to argument and most difficult of all must
prove that there are clever solutions providing
advantages to both the existing and future
inhabitants. I comment that many of these
questions are extremely general and need
further detailed explanations as to meanings. I
have generally answered perhaps to these
questions.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

In regard to the second last question, I
generally agree with the principle but I believe
the process for developing the oversight
committee needs to be openly debated and
decided, plus if the whole system was fair,
transparent and consultative there would be no
need for an additional layer of purview. I am
remiss to stop people from donating to political
parties based upon their thoughts, especially in
regard to small parties who do not have
existing federal funding, what I think must occur
is for required weekly open reporting of every
donation, gift and other contribution to any
person or party running for election to a public
office.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

I believe strongly that the role of council is to
provide visionary solutions for sustainability,
liveability, amenity and provision of services for
the community.This includes helping its more
vulnerable and impaired users. It should not be
council's role to try to prop up business and
global economies. The local council's coffers
are simply too small to effectively affect change
in this regard. There is no single answer to
what type of new development is appropriate for
all areas, it will depend upon existing uses and
densities and should be decided according to
the strategy for a particular area.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
They do not seem to be any more affordable given the reported statistics on the degree of housing stress for both
renters and owners, particularly in relation to other "western" countries. Even though new housing developments are
denser and contain more units, they do so for no great discount and at the expense of provision of less space, access to
light and air and use of orientation whilst providing enjoyable, charming spaces capable encouraging individual and
community pride and improving individual quality of living.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

I completely agree in regard to the lack of
sensible, beautiful, careful and caring
development solutions with immediate profits
the main aim and no real hope of longevity and
growth.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been vegetarian for 15 years and vegan for the last 4. Over the years my concern for human and animal rights
along with the future of our planet has grown. I have consequently been studying the relationship between (the
intersectionality of) animal and human rights issues. The summary of my findings were addressed in my 2013 thesis:
”Bearing Witness: How can persuasive imagery for the abolition of speciesism be generated?”.
I share my life with cadl, my beautiful 5 year old cat, in the suburb of Reservoir. I have volunteered for the AJP for the
last 3 elections (state and federal) and passionately believe in and wish to contribute to its stated policies affecting both
human and non-human animals.
I believe that changing the direction of society to provide rights to ensure equity for all and particularly those of nonhuman animals benefits everyone. In helping the AJP become a recognizable advocate for all things animal, whilst
combining other social justice platforms similarly directed towards equality, requires our participation in the political
process particularly when this involves direct communication with voters and potential party members.
I further believe that with the aim of achieving well-being for all, in working and conversing with the local community to
effect change, we can utilize and model empathy, appropriate research and reputable data sources and principles of
positivity and non-violence.
The particular issues I am campaigning about include: Ensuring the City of Darebin achieves absolute no kill status in
keeping with stated policy; Responsible and responsive residential development; Extending the suite of services and
benefits of registration of companion animals in Darebin; Suite of reforms and services for added sustainable practices;
Advocating for declaration banning selling of live animals in the City of Darebin; and Supporting the proposed “youth
business incubator”. You can read the Animal Justice Party's comprehensive and complete policies here:
http://www.ajpvic.org.au/our_policies. In regard to particular local issues please do not hesitate to contact me at
bethwyn.mell.ajp@gmail.com or on 0405420393
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) Animal Justice Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Richard Uglow
Stonnington City Council
East Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Urbanisation
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Further comment

There must be scope for discretion. It is called
for when general rules are not well suited to a
particular situation, so the public good can be
served.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

Arrangements that make Councils more
responsible and accountable should be
preferable to measures designed to
micromanage Council performance.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

The relative importance of planning
considerations is always specific to the
circumstances.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Demographic factors causing changes to occupancy are an important factor in determining housing availability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

Some are happy that their neighborhoods have
been protected from inappropriate
development. Others are unhappy because
inappropriate development has or might affect
them

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have an abiding interest in the management of car parking. Car parking is a scarce, hence valuable, resource in
urban environments. But, the peer reviewed literature on municipal parking management is sparse, to say the least. I
should like to see greater investment in technology to enable better management of car parking, and to reduce Council
dependence on revenue from parking fines and penalties.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Trevor Shewan
City of Kingston South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Protection of the Green Wedge, the environment, the neighbourhood character of our residential streets and restrictions
on overdevelopment, the heritage listed Mordialloc Masonic Hall and the Mentone Hotel,
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

It depends on who is the Minister. When
Mathew Guy was minister I would not agree for
him to have discretionary powers because he
ticked off high rise development at will, with no
accountability for the resulting carnage of the
smallest apartment room sizes on record. The
majority 5 Kingston Councillors in 2014 voted
against embarking on a neighbourhood council
study to protect Kingstons residential streets

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Landowners in the Green Wedge can increase
their wealth 10 times if they convince
councillors to rezone their land to residential. It
is open to corruptions.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

The community has to be heard before any
approval is given for high rise development in
activity centres is granted.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are a number of factors determining affordability, such as negative gearing, developers outbidding first home
owners, overseas investment and immigration from overseas and interstate.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

local communities are very unhappy with the
prospect of the increasing multi-unit
development that includes double and triple
storeys destroying their amenity

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was a Councillor in 2001 - 2003 and 2008 - 2012.
I am the President of Kingston Resident Association and President of the Defenders of the South East Green Wedge. I
have been involved in saving parkland from residential development. A successful rally against a proposed concrete
crusher and other materials recycling on the Green Wedge. I was an objecter at a Kingston Planning Consultation
Meeting to an application for five dwellings (two double storey and three triple storey) Council has not yet made a
decision on this matter
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Simon Brooks, nominating for Seawinds Ward, Mornington Peninsula
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Transparency, Strategic planning, Infrastructure planning
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I firmly believe that we need to resource Local
Government to improve Strategic planning. We
need to develop a more sophisticated method
of Planning in general with clearer and more
responsive planning frameworks that directly
relate to the community's expectations.
Specialised planning tribunals would also
ensure that a more consistent level of appeal
that takes into account community concerns.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Political donations are a blight on our political
system. Our democracy at all levels is
threatened by political donations and true triple
bottom line outcomes merely an aspirational
spin

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

High rise in activity centres will only work if it is
designed-in at subdivision stage. Otherwise
there will be adverse impact on existing
infrastructure, residents and environment.
Residential highrise needs additional services
and infrastructure including parking, public
open space, schools, child care etc.. before it
should be considered. We need a holistic
blueprint to ensure a sustainable community in
the future.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. IMHO, I think that unless there is a more sophisticated and prescriptive model for housing, with good infrastructure
as a prerequisite we will continue to perpetuate the sprawl, and produce apartments that are not responsive to
community, just maximise the yield for developers.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

As a resident of the Mornington Peninsula, I
have shared concerns over the poor Planning
controls over much of our urban townships. Our
council has failed to protect what makes us
unique. Growth and renewal is only good if it is
properly planned for with existing
neighbourhood character identified and only
modified with thoughtful planning controls.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have a building and design background with a recent quaification in architecture. I'm a long-time local and therefore
have perspective over years of where the Peninsula has come from and where it is heading. I've been active in
community groups; the CFA, a local community advocacy group in Dromana where we have been prodding council to
undertake true reform of planning controls.
I havent been a Councillor; I have the support of our current progressive Mayor who has encouraged me to run.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) No, not in pink fit!
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David O'brien
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Low rise conservation, road repair
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Conservation, custodian and CURATORIAL
surveys are required across the state and
should be managed in conjunction with IPB
products to ensure a sound management of
demographic responsibilities.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Further comment

The focus on enforcement can't be qualified
without reference to a codified regulatory
system. The matter of demographics and
custodial matters will always provide a context
for what we deem appropriate as a community
based management system. Political donations
should always be itemised anyway.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Intergenerational transfer of property
sometimes requires intergenerational custodial
and social responsibility

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
That is a geopolitical issue and cannot be answered in a general sense
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Most people are generally uninformed of the
demographic taking place in Australia since
Hong Kong was handed back to China

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have extensive experience in the construction and communications industry and have trade union social welfare/social
science qualifications with a stint in the UN with the Australian Military
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Anthony van der Craats
Light on the Hill team
Melbourne City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Delegated Decisions, Lack of proper panning, decreased local amenity. Heritage protection
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Licensed premises (Including Gaming Venues)
should be removed from the definition of Retail
Space and required to obtain planning permits.
No as of right use

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

Failure to uphold and planning permit
conditions seriously undermines the confidence
in the planning system and must be addressed

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Supply and demand must be balanced with community needs and requirements. Governments need to be more
proactive is providing low cost housing
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Quality design, innovation and are essential in
ensuring that social and environmental issues
are addressed and that housing/development
makes a positive contribution. Minimum
standards must be established and enforced to
ensure high standards

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Actively involved in local community issues for over 40 years. Life member and Former member of the Board of
Directors of the National Trust of Australia (Victoria).
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Aravind Putta
City of Casey
Mayfield Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Hospitals, Schools, Police/Railway Station and basic infrastructure like roads, child/aged care have not been planned to
the actual growth of the Council's growing population. Crime is growing, has to be stopped before its too late.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

No

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Under no circumstances we should be make
changes to acts/policies that is currently
working for the benefit of the people. We
should remember that once elected, we
become their voice. Consultation is a must.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

If Ombudsman/Auditor General has been
critical about the above issues it should be
looked into very seriously.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

Basics first and then we move towards the
other important activities.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, There is too much expansion in my area and have not been provided with proper infrastructure to cater to the
growth.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

I am talking more about my Ward, there is too
much with no planning on the ground for a new
Police Station, Railway Station, Hospital, etc
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I work and live in the same Ward. I am married and have 2 beautiful children, I have participated in the CFA Rally at
the Parliament steps. I stand by the people and I promise to be their voice if elected.
My current Local issue is the Rise in Crime.
This is my first time in an Election.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Richard Foster, City of Melbourne
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Being a Council without wards, with a directly elected Lord Mayor and with businesses entitled to two votes and
residents only one, many (including me) are concerned about democracy in the municipality and are advocating for
reform.
Being the fastest growing residential community in Victoria means that we also encounter significant planning and
infrastructure challenges. Urban renewal offers us opportunities for world-best planning outcomes, but this requires
good representation and advocacy by Councillors. Similarly, protection against inappropriate development requires
Councillors that are prepared to put the community's interests first.
Transport infrastructure is another challenge with more people accessing the CBD every day. Public transport
infrastructure is something the state government is acting on, but as a local government we can do more on local roads
to ease traffic congestion and continue developing bicycle infrastructure.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The type of housing development is more crucial in the City of Melbourne to achieving a better level of housing
affordability. Families, for example, find it pretty hard to live in a studio apartment.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a current Councillor (elected in 2012) and Chair of the People City portfolio which includes responsibility for most
social policy issues like child care, aged care, community sport, homelessness, indigenous affairs, community health
and more. I have introduced ten smoke-free areas across the city, improved child care investment with an additional
$7M in funding, and added $2M in this year's budget to help deal with the city's homelessness crisis.
There are around 16 resident groups that are very active in the City, all of which advocate strongly with both Council
and individual Councillors on residential and planning issues, among other things.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Christine Sindt
Latrobe City Council
Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
No effective grant acquittal process, no plan for maintenance of historic building, secrecy about expenditure of State
government funds by a contractor, Council officers assist some Councillors in power play issues, acceptance by
Councillors of inadequate responses to issues raised, community engagement processes which have gone off the rails,
e.g. Hazelwood Mine Fire Health Study and Future Morwell project, inadequate plans of drains
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Latrobe City is the vibrant heart of eastern
Victoria, and provides a unique environment.
Our Council takes pride in differentiating itself
from metropolitan Melbourne in planning
issues.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There appear to be Melbourne-based community housing schemes which are to the detriment of the Morwell community
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Veryhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have worked in science, engineering, business and transport and hold a PhD in Physical Chemistry. Latrobe City is
officially known as the Engineering Capital of Australia. I have been a Councillor for four years.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
George Salloum
Rosehill ward Moonee Valley Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate and compromising developments
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or
very limited rights.

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

No

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Rose Hill Ward
Salloum, George
I am developer and have lived with my family in Avondale Heights area for the last twenty five years, with a passion for
community work and volunterying at different levels which i have been involved with for most of my life. I have seen
many positive changes in the Rosehill ward, but i believe their is more to be done . There are urgent need for respite
and support families caring for disabled persons in Moonee vally , i would like to see all levels of goverment to combine
together and create a facility in Moonee Vally residents. I also support the redevelopment of East keilor Leisure Center
with 50m meter outside pool, this facility was built in the sixties it is time to upgrade for the benfit of the community.
Even though I am in the building industry ,I find these one and two bedroom developments in many cases does not
complement the neighberhood charcter and inappropriate and comprimising in many cases a challange which must be
taken seriosly by listining carefully to residence concerns. The level crossing in Buckley street has been problematic for
traffic flow for such a long time it is time explore and inplemnt an acceptable solution.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Diane Teasdale
Greater Shepparton
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
This Council plays games and does not listen to the ratepayers. Money wasted on consultants is out of control.
Maintenance is neglected.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

We need to return the right to have a citizens
vote on controversial issues if support for this
comes from the community. This right was
taken out of the Act some years ago

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I believe that councillors are financially backed
and then "work" for that person in Council.
There needs to be some oversight of spending
during elections.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Further comment

Heritage must be balanced by common-sense.
This is not happening in Greater Shepparton. I
do not support Agenda 21.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
We need to slow immigration until our own people are properly housed.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Victorian ratepayers are not happy. Wasted
money and having no say and no accountability
is frustrating most people and hurting local
businesses that employ people.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am concerned that councillors spend to much time on "pie in the sky" plans and not enough on the down-to-earth
issues that need to be addressed for the good of the ratepayers.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Amber-lea Drinnan
Arrabri
Maroondah City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Lack of transparency
little community engagement
over-development
lack of car-parking
loss of green spaces
loss of canopy
traffic congestion as development does not match road investment
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I would also suggest we need to limit the ability
for real estate agents and developers to stand
for Council.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not at all. Affordability is worsening and so is the condition of both rentals and homes for sale.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have not been a Councillor.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify)
I am no longer a member of a political party but hae
previously held membership
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Andrew McDonald.
Wellington Shire,
Central Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Infrastructure - Road maintenance - upgrading.
Urban planning - House blocking size reduction and battle axe blocks is town.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Keep politics out of councils - councils are for
the well being of the residents.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Unsure - I believe low interest rates my be helping.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Surf Life Saving Club Building Co-ordinator.
Never been a councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Marcia TIMMERS-LEITCH
Knox City Council
Collier Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
We need to make sure that services and infrastructure meet the changing needs of our community. We need to ensure
that we implement appropriate housing strategy that caters for the character and feel of the municipality.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
This is a complex issues with many determining factors affecting affordability. I believe that there should be an
appropriate mix of housing available to cater for the needs to the municipality.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I live in the heart of the Collier ward and have been volunteering for the past 7 years at Billoo Park Playgroup,
Mariemont Preschool, Kinderlea 3 Year Old Preschool, Regency Park Primary and Knox Council's Early Years Advisory
Committee.
I am interested in building strength in my community through two way communication with residents and being available
on a local level.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Paul Houghton, Hepburn Shire, Birch Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate development, Heritage issues and unclear policy direction and implementation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
First question - No. Second question - If you take into consideration my response to the rest of this survey and apply it
to something like the Bush Fire Management overlays we now have in Victoria you will find that we could build safer
houses without the huge expense that our current system has built into it. Therefore we could then build safer houses
with a lot less red tape and cost, helping housing affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have never been or run for any public office previously. I and my partner live and work within our Shire and Ward. We
have been involved in BMO, fuel reduction, maintenance, bike path, planning, building and Council governance and
accountability issues. Many residents and some groups are active in our electorate.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Joh
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
to much unit development and lack of infrastructure to cope with this.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
no because units are costing more then an established house with a good sized block of land.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am an advocate for affordable housing and lower rates. I support local parks and heritage sites.
I believe we need more efficient infrastructure eg.more underpasses
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) Australia First
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Silvia Tejedor, Candidate for Taylors Ward in Brimbank City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
a) Governance issues: Brimbank City Council has a lot of plans, policies and strategies, but still an issue of
consequences if those plans, policies and strategies are not followed through.
b) Urban planning issues: there is more land to be rezone to ensure housing growth, however neighbourhood
infrastructure and an appropriate housing design is a problem because where there used to be one family, now there
are eight families all overcrowded in a much smaller dwellings.
c) Infrastructure issues: as the suburbs are becoming overcrowded, one of the many infrastructure issues is public
transport because people cannot park their cars legally at the train stations and sometimes miss the train because they
cannot get in.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Absolutely!

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Absolutely! As politicians or councillors, we
should never have connections to such conflict
of interest situations. If we do, it should not be
voluntary that we excuse ourselves from the
decision making event. Ombudsman and
Auditor-General take too long to remedy the
situation and usually the damage is done.
There should be another mechanism where
politicians or councillors are excuse when a
known conflict of interest is on the table for
decision making.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
a) I don’t believe that the current level of housing development is helping housing affordability because young people
have to live with their parents longer in order to be able to buy their own homes.
b) I believe the other factors are determining affordability such as
1. government allowing non Australians residents to buy whom are prepared and can afford a higher price, and
2. housing developers that use cheap materials and have no consideration to the future dwellers.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
a) My decision to become a Candidate for Taylors Ward demands that the community know about my accomplishments
and involvement with the Brimbank community where I have live in the last thirty-eight years. Throughout my life, and
despite my full- time employment, I have always engaged in volunteer work, i.e. Sunshine Boy Scouts and St.
Christopher’s Junior Basketball Club. I am retired now, but I will continue to work as a volunteer for non-profitable
organisations in and outside Brimbank, pursuing my passion for helping others, i.e. Women and Mentoring and We are
Union Women. I choose to run as an independent candidate. I am new to this arena and I want to keep an open mind
with no connections to businesses, previous Councils or political parties. I have always tried to help people while
maintaining principles of fairness and respect.
If elected, my objective is to create a safer, cleaner and crime-free
community, a goal I will carry out by closely listening to the needs, concerns and aspirations of Brimbank residents, then
actively promoting these interests during the Council’s decision-making process.
b) I am currently helping a group of interested businesses and residents to change the Level Crossing Removal
Authority (LXRA) decision to build a bridge over the railway crossing on the Melton Highway, Sydenham. The
businesses and residents believe that an underground road crossing will be more appropriate because we believe that
the road over the railway crossing will create issue in regards to :
1) safety, i.e. pedestrians will still be crossing the railway;
2) potential for crime activity, i.e. graffiti;
3) loss of business and employment, i.e. reduced road exposure
c) The following are active planning groups:
1) Albion Neighbourhood Plan: provides direction for future housing development in Albion. It was adopted by
Council in 2013 after a very comprehensive Study was carried out to identify a range of associated issues, i.e. access,
traffic management and community infrastructure improvements.
2) Planning ahead for cycling and walking trails: Council has released a draft for Brimbank Cycling and Walking
Strategy for community consultation in 2016, but it has already built about 20km of off-road trails, 21km of on-road cycle
routes, and other related improvements at a cost of around $11m.
d) I have never been a Councillor, but I am willing to give it a try.
Authorised by: Silvia Tejedor, 10/95 Davidson Street, Port Douglas Qld 4877
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Sue Marstaeller
Mitchell Shire South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
We are a growth council and especially in the south which is now a part of the urban growth zone whilst the north is still
rural We have no council owned land to put new infrastructure and with rate capping our financial ability without
government help is very limited before the growth gets to a certain point where it starts to make a difference
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

there is always room for improvement in
making things more transparent

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

reporting standards are ok as long as they are
not overpowering and take too much in the way
of resources from council. Oversight
committees may work but without intense
training in the planning laws it could cause
more issues than we have now

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

our environment we don't get back if we lose it
so is most important to protect what we still
have the other issues can be dealt with in many
ways

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
when you get competition it does help with affordability as well as quality There are probably many other factors
determining affordablility including the amount people earn in comparison to the past We were on very small wages and
were paying 18% on our home loans whilst today they are earning over or close to $100k and have the lowest home
loans on record
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Most communities are concerned with local
matters and rarely consider the whole state

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have a strong planning and governance background and have been a councillor since 2003 serving three terms as
Mayor. In my ward there is no resident group and we spend considerable time talking to our community Just recently
we underwent the development of structure plans for a number of towns and consulted thoroughly with all groups within
the towns
we are also developing a citizens jury and other means of talking to as many residents as possible
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jill Joslyn Mildura Rural City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Mildura Old Irrigation Area
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Probably not

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Councils are the most regulated of any
government level
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
stamp duty
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

government need to offer incentives for city
people to move to country cities

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Multicultural and Indigenous issues. Sunraysia Mallee EthnicCommunity Council, Aboriginal Action Committee. I have
been a Councillor for 4 years
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Matt Riley,
Wyndham City Council, Harrison Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Road duplication is needed to reduce traffic congestion
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Probably not

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes. Many factors, it's a complicated issue.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
The work I do is related to drug law reform and specifically revolves around helping empower people to overcome the
negative effects of prohibition, enabling them to live happier lives and create better outcomes.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) Drug Law Reform
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Tom Ma for Morack, City of Whitehorse
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The Arts Centre
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Probably not
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I believe there is abundant supply of housing in my ward. State laws and regulations would have more impact on the
housing market than anything Council could do.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
This is my first time running as a Councillor. I am particularly against over development and aim to maintain a green
leafy neighborhood. I am also a huge advocate for funding for indoor sporting facilities.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David Kenwood - I have nominated for the Borough of Queenscliffe Council election
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Failure of Council to listen to residents planning concerns. Resident consultation is largely a sham process with Council
taking little notice of community views. Little Council concern for key heritage buildings and vegetation cover in the
Borough. Queenscliff's botanic park is currently being stripped of its mature trees to make way for permanent
caravanning/camping. Climate change and coastal erosion issues, particularly at Point Lonsdale front beach are an
ongoing concern for State Government. Future of Point Lonsdale and Queenscliff lighthouse precincts remain an issue
as does the rebuild of Fisherman's Wharf in Queenscliff and Council's future plans for Queenscliff's Fort. Increasing
consultant and legal fees are a worry for many residents as are newly listed waste charges designed to circumvent rate
capping. Council is currently also looking to annex an area of CoGG west of Fellows Road Point Lonsdale. A number of
recent landmark planning decisions including Vic Tavern and Mercer Street resulted in VCAT important wins for
residents and the recently proposed Stingray Stadium in Queenscliff Harbour is being bitterly opposed by many
residents.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Need more Council and resident participation in
Heritage Victoria decisions when key heritage
buildings are being altered. Heritage Advisor's
should report independently to
Council/Councillors and not report to Council
Planner - all Heritage Advisor reports should be
made public.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I don't think current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability especially for young
people trying to raise families.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Have previously been a Councillor in Queenscliffe for 7 years during the amalgamation purges which we survived. After
leaving Council I was appointed as a Board Director at Barwon Health for 5 years. I am currently President of
Queenscliffe Environment Forum and have been active in local civic groups for many years. I regularly make
submissions to Council on many local issues and currently sit on Council's Finance and Governance Portfolio
Committee.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Merle Hathaway
Ballarat, South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Poor community engagement processes, failure to accept community views even after consultations.
Short term thinking & planning.
Governance in general - conflicts of interest, failure to adhere to Code of Conduct etc.
Ballarat Railway Station - Council's role in allowing commercial purchase & development.
The Civic Hall - largest hall in region. Council closed 2002, 14 years of indecision, with 2 Council attempts to demolish &
current plan to partially demolish, without plans for what's to replace it.
Biodiversity plan supposedly in pipeline, but Council still removes more trees than it plants, and "weed management" is
obsessive, was focussed on weedicides, & destroying biodiversity.
Public transport poor throughout most of Ballarat.
Commercial development on what was public land.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

VCAT is often the last resort of communities
opposing decisions made by local
governments. Therefore I would not want to
limit its powers. While mandatory planning
standards are important, there may be
occasions where it in the local community's
interests to modify these.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I am deeply concerned at the potential for
persuasion of decision-makers by developers.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

So much of this depends on local content. High
& medium density living in urban and rural
areas could lessen suburban sprawl into open
spaces. Green belts in Ballarat are being
eroded to create more housing development,
sometimes in areas of high fire risk. Heritage
values are of particular importance to Ballarat.
It's a creator of visitor and resident amenity,
wealth and employment. Where an important
"heritage" building has lost its original function,
I'd like to see adaptive re-use as first choice,
before demolition.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
It doesn't appear to be. We are seeing more huge, probably unsustainable houses, and few well-designed compact, or
clustered houses and appartments. I'd like to see incentives for creation of small and tiny houses with flexible rent
arrangements. We have a huge problem of homelessness in Ballarat, which is quite unacceptable.
In Melbourne, such as South Yarra, are increasingly seeing gutting of the interior of heritage apartments to create
massive, expensive apartments. Ordinary people are being forced out of the area.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Unfortunately, perhaps most people are too
caught up in their own lives, creation of their
own wealth, to pay the attention they should to
these issues. I and many of my friends are most
unhappy with current development patterns.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Save Civic Hall: Secretary & media officer. ( We have successfully prevented total demolition; still working on reopening
for community use.)
Ballarat Heritage Watch, member. Many issues of planning, demolition, heritage.
Ballarat Residents & Rate-payers Association, member.
Buninyong & District Community Association, member & on Bypass subcommittee.
Friends of Buninyong Botanic Gardens, member. (advocating for a Master Plan)
Ballarat Rural Australians for Refugees (particularly supporting local asylum seekers in limbo)
Ballarat Arts Alive, secretary. Advocate for arts of this region.
I have never been a Councillor before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Martin Duke Surfcoast Shire Torquay
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Boundary and expansion on to green fields
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Torquay Commerce and Tourism
which has developed a future plan of Torquay business district which includes height restrictions but encourages infill.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Riley Baird, City of Casey, Edrington Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Pressure on green wedge, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths, lack of footpaths, poorly planned community
infrastructure, not enough focus on local climate change initiatives, lack of genuine community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

In relation to Question 5, the best way to ensure
greater accountability is to ensure genuine
community collaboration, whether that be
deliberative processes, citizens juries, people
panels or the IAP2 spectrum of public
participation. They all have their place and are
important to ensure authentic and genuine
consultation and have the added benefit of
reinforcing accountability to the community.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a member of the Casey Residents and Ratepayers Association and support the Alliance for Gambling Reform and
Neighbourhood watch.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Councillor Narelle Sharpe,
Moonee Valley City Council
Buckley Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Not enough clear guidelines around development
We need to implement the new residential zones so residential areas can be protected from overdevelopment
Congested roads
Lack of parking
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Clearer guidelines that are mandatory not
preferred would help in the decision making
process

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Have been a Councillor for 8 years and Mayor twice. Have actively been involved in the new residential zoning
process. Moonee Valley's proposal was knocked back by the State Government so we have GRZ1 throughout our
municipality and are now the target for overdevelopment as other municipalities have the new residential zones in place
which afford the residents with protection. Moonee Valley has to re-submit their zoning proposal next year
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Dr Randyl Flynnn Bayside City Council Southern Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Expenditure on infrastructure in a well established area , control burns causing breathing problems
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The construction materials used in a lot of new
buildings has a limited life putting a high cost
burden on owners

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

High rise development in the past has led to
social problems and puts pressure on facilities
like power etc requiring upgrades not normally
required in well developed areas

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No pulling down well constructed buildings and replacing them does not increase the number of houses causing the
housing shortage to be maintained
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Too much focus on centralisation and transport
focused on the city. Not sustainable with a large
increasing population

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have had problems with air quality from control burns and wood fires
I have had problems from noisy clubs
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Ballarat
Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Consultation with Residents
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Save civic hall.A member of BRRA.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Suzie Zagami, Frankston City Council, South Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There needs to be a balance between progress and limiting the over supply of dual/ multi occupancies in narrow streets
where only a percentage of development ought to be permitted.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

The level of oversight would depend on the cost
of each project. For instance if a project was
worth between $600,000 to $1,000,000; or up
to $10,000,000, the level of governance to
access the overall impact on the community
must be taken into consideration as well as the
physical structure of the building being
constructed.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The over inflated prices of house prices caused by overseas purchasers. Young people who are educated but have
huge HECS debt - therefore it takes longer to save for a deposit for a house. The rising costs of running a household
for the elderly living on their own may cause them to sell and move into rental accommodation which is not secure.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lobbied for the redevelopment of the Frankston Train Station Precinct to local State candidates in 2014, with the
Frankston Community Coalition which included one public gathering of up to 180 people.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
My name is ROD BAGON. I am standing as candidate for Councillor in the CITY OF CASEY - FOUR OAKS WARD.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban
planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Certainly. I think the inhabitants of every council
deserved to be informed/consulted before a
decision is made. One example is - when a tree
falls/dies at a nature strip, the property owner
should be consulted first as to what sort of tree
to be planted as replacement.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I strongly agree. Should I be given the voice in
the council, I would introduce mandatory or
standard provision of sunken rain water tanks in
every new property being built be it industrial or
residential. Use these political donations
instead from developers, thereby this provision
can be affordable.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

My general comment is - minimise
development. Centuries-old trees should be
given with utmost care and respect. It hurts me
when an old tree falls victim by developers.
Avenues, Boullevards, Parks and residential
areas should be dotted with Elm, Acorn, Maple
trees, etc. and Gum trees, etc. be planted only
in forest reserves to encourage wildlife.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I have mixed feelings on this issue. The law of supply and demand states, "The higher the demands, the higher the
price. The lower the demands, the lower the price". Generally, housing development and construction should be
balanced.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Poorly designed and cheap materials are a
concern. Every structure should be flood-proof,
earthquake-proof and fire-proof. They should be
on heritage list-style. If I am given the choice to
which of the two buildings I preserve, wether
The Federation Square or The Parliament of
Victoria, I will choose the second one
wholeheartedly. Excessive development is
destroying our Common Home. Leave the
Crown Lands alone.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am so concerned about the well-being of our elderly. I am a volunteer in every way I can. The Casey Residents Rates
Association. This is my first time to stand for a council seat.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Nicole Allison
Monash City Council
Mount Waverley Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Selling of nursing homes
Removal of trees in local area
Housing
Development in the local area
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Most developments that are occurring of being proposed are high end large scale. These properties are developed for
the purpose of making a huge profit for developers. These developments are not affordable.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I love living in my community and being an active member. I have been involved in migrant groups by helping them
connect with their community and access support groups and facilities. I was also fortunate to be mentored by social
workers and financial counsellors which allowed me to get a better understanding of community. I am currently a
committee member at Waverley Helpmates. I studied Social Science at La Trobe University, with a major in Sociology.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Tasma Minifie, standing for Frankston Council, North-West Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Pressure on green wedge, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths, lack of footpaths, not enough focus on local
climate change initiatives, lack of genuine community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community. In relation to appeal rights, the
Victorian Greens believe significant land-use
and transport projects should be subject to
public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived in Frankston since 2013 and I care deeply about protecting our precious natural assets, including Kananook
Creek, our natural reserves, the foreshore and our parks and gardens.
With regard to development, priorities that I will take to council include seeking to;
Maintain the integrity of the Green Wedge by scrutinising all proposed uses and actions.
Protect neighbourhood character and heritage buildings; including the identification and conservation of Indigenous sites
and artefacts.
Have appropriate building controls in residential areas.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Katherine Copsey
I'm standing in Lake ward, Port Phillip.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
I've spent most of my time this campaign listening to locals, because the one thing voters are consistently saying is that
council needs to be open, transparent, accountable and responsive.
Beyond that, many locals are telling me they're concerned about the strain on communities that can result from
development pressure. We need to make sure development is appropriate and matched with supporting infrastructure to
keep Port Phillip liveable. Smart and active transport options, respect for existing cultural and heritage landmarks,
support for renewables, open space and the services our community needs to remain resilient. These are some of the
issues I'm hearing are at the top of voter’s wishlists.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are a wide range of views amongst local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am not an incumbent, this is the first time I am standing for Council. I'm a former planning and environment lawyer and
my skills in this area are directly relevant to the decision-making role of councillors in planning. I’ll be a vigilant and do
the work to seek good outcomes for our community. I'm also a musician and arts and culture will have a fan, a friend
and a passionate advocate in me if I am elected.
Port Phillip has many active community and residents groups, it's one of the great things about our area and means we
start from a higher base of community engagement than many other municipalities.
I grew up in bayside and have been back in Port Phillip and loving living here since 2010. The things our community
values about living in this area are the things I love about it too, and I’ll fight to protect them as a councillor if elected.
Thanks for taking the time to seek out this information. If you’d like more information on me or my candidacy, head to
http://greens.org.au/candidate/vic/katherine-copsey
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Bernie Farquhar East Gippsland shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
mining, waste management, forest management,
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

planning departments are over burden by
overlays that create significant cost and extend
time lines for approvals

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
rising energy costs and rates are impacting on affordability
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Have successfully lobbied council in building a bridge at the end of Giles st Bairnsdale. The Giles street extension was a
Council commitment made in the early 1980s to connect councils sub division to cbd something they had overlooked for
30+ years. I am now a candidate for council, have been actively involved in turning waste into energy throught the
construction of Bio Gas plant at East Gippsland water sewage farm. Passionate about East Gippsland and wish to
establish a childrens trust for Gippsland Children who find themselves in crisis, current member of the Rotary club of
Bairnsdale sunrise. Believe that our Forest resources have been totally mismanagement by Vic Forest.East Gippsland
requires urgent road funding the princehighway East of Orbost is a mess. Increase of possible future mining trucks will
have a significant negative impact on this road if not upgraded. Additionally resouces will be required to assist our
growing elderly population, public transport, hydrobaths, nursings homes connected to infrastructure like shops and
tafes libraries. sporting facilities.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Andrew Conlon
Manningham Council
Mullum Mullum Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Maintenance of the green wedge
Managing bushfire risk
Local roads
Traffic congestion through Warrandyte
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Foreign investment in real estate is reducing affordability without any economic/employment benefit
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Barry May, Knox City Council, Collier
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
601 Boronia Road, Five ways Pedestrian Crossing, re-zoning with minimal consultation. Little notice of intentions
displayed to public for major changes to our green and leafy landscape. Roads particularly state roads.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

If we change the law to a particular way, we
must ensure there is no loop-hole to prevent
further damage to our area.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
In Collier, we have a relatively low level of housing development and construction compared to the Casey area.
However, market forces of supply and demand has increased house prices, housing development from single dwellings
to 2-3 dwellings on the same property. Housing affordability is under pressure in a bid to preserve the green and leafy
area. If the current development near our freeway finalises, this will help affordability but only temporary.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

"Dog boxes" was a word said to me during my
door knocking. People are not happy about the
type of development that can occur.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
My name is Barry May, I have a Degree in Commerce majoring in Accounting, Commercial Law and Finance. I am a
member of a political party and have been one for 3 years. I was sick of the federal government so joined to make a
difference. I am now sick of council government and have nominated to make a difference.
I stand for: PUBLIC SAFETY – I will resurrect Knox Neighbourhood Watch; APPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT – I will
fight inappropriate multi-storey apartment complexes. I will fight for appropriate building in residential areas; LOCALS
FIRST – I will fight to consider local traders in the Knox City area, first for Tenders!
Knox Rate Payers; KADA are active in my area and some individuals who have taken the mammoth task of David vs
Goliath. I have not been a councilor before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Ewan Waller
East Gippsland Shire Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Infrastructure: replacing the many wooden bridges, maintaining roads especially gravel roads (large shire 10% Victoria0
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Probably not

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Less important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Certainly - a good selection of new and old estates and house prices are quite affordable
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Sand mining proposal
First time running for council
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Alison Bruce, Mullum Ward, Maroondah City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Property prices in Maroondah have climbed in recent years and the resulting rate rises have come as a shock to many.
Escalation in subdivision development has resulted in unsustainable traffic flow issues and increased difficulty for many
residents in narrow streets to safely exit and enter their driveways. Major circulation problems around Eastland since
the redevelopment, and accessibility has decreased for the aged and disabled with greater difficulty with parking and
'drop off'. Reduced parking at the Ringwood train station and the prospect of a similar situation with the redevelopment
at Croydon are of concern. The place and 'rights' of heritage with many older properties sought after for development is
an area requiring urgent attention.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Certainly no-one knows their own back yard
better than local council. Whilst I support a
consistent state-wide planning scheme in
principal, I am concerned at the rate of
developer 'wins' at VCAT and the over-ruling on
Council height limits in particular. Again, I am a
strong supporter of heritage and would like to
see greater protection for properties and sites
Council deem worthy of listing (after Heritage
assessment) at any developer disputes brought
before VCAT.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I am in favour of complete transparency of
Council and Councillor expenses and financial
transactions. I have concerns that waste forms
a far too high percentage and that Councillors
should be providing community service and not
undertaking often expensive courses at the rate
payer's expense. Building quality is a major
concern in any area with booming development
and must be strictly supervised. As to political
donations, I am strongly against any external
funding.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

Maroondah has experienced rapid growth and
development in the past few years. Now is the
time to pause, review the changes and consult
with residents as to the successes or failures to
date. Further development is inevitable,
however to ensure that resident amenity, open
space, vegetation and heritage character are
not sacrificed, further planning guidelines must
be created and implemented.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I believe the current level of developer interest in properties in Maroondah is creating a severe shortage of affordable
housing. What would once have been a 'first home buyer' option is now being fought over at inflated prices by
developers anxious to cash in on subdivision opportunities.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

As an architectural designer myself, this is an
area that causes me great concern. New
developments are pushing the boundaries of
reduced living areas, minuscule outdoor open
space and poor materials. We are creating
future slums. With the recent discovery of
asbestos in some imported materials, Council
must be proactive in creating standards and
policing them. Heritage and the preservation of
neighbourhood character are in danger of being
lost in the race to develop every possible
square inch.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have never been a member of any political party and neither have I ever stood for Council before. I do not believe local
council is the place for political point scoring or launching a political career.
I have lived in North Ringwood for 25 years and raised my son here. I am a member of the local Heritage Society and a
strong supporter of small business, having managed several of my own, I am a hard-working, caring person who has
served the community through volunteer work with sporting clubs, school groups, charities and as an Anglicare foster
carer. I am passionate about education at all stages of life and have taught adult education and lectured at a tertiary
level during my career as an interior/architectural designer. Currently a carer to my legally blind godmother, I am aware
of the special needs of aged persons and those living with a disability.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Rosemary Glaisher. Greater Bendigo, Eppalock Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Protection of remnant bushland and open space whilst catering for new housing needs, lack of public transport, lack of
separate bike paths, effective climate change initiatives, achieving genuine community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've lived locally for 23 years. I've volunteered with a range of community groups relating to education, aged care
farmers market. I am interested in environmental issues and the effect the built environment can have on quality of life.
There are community groups doing tree plantings, setting up communal food gardens and exchange, local swimming
pool protection, beautification projects. I have never been a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mehmet Nuri Varol, Brimbank Council, Taylors Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
As seen in my website:
www.mehmetnuriblog.wordpress.com
My new projects proposal:
1. Health: New major public hospital.
- Plus, two low to medium capacity public outpatient clinics with specializations, including aged care, disabilities, and
free dental care for low income earners.
2. Community transportation: Better and wider bus services.
3. Safety: -All major, minor roads and streets are well-illuminated. -Day & night Police patrol more.
4. Greenery, environmental protection: Many natural habitats are endangered to extinct. They need protection; greenery
areas are enlarged. All streets are to be tree-lined.
5. Liveability & sustainability: Housing plans are integrated with best environmental protection, with harmonious
appearances. Lands are cared well, maintained to sustain. (www.resilientmelbourne.com.au)
6. Social cohesion: Diverse cultures are welcome harmoniously and respectfully through Australian culture.
7. Economy: Private & public business attraction and job creation: Work intense manufacturing, high-tech, ICT
institutions and corporations are attracted, sustained. - Joblessness: University, TAFE and school leavers are employed
in increased vacancies. -500 volunteers have opportunities to become employees.
8. KPI: Modern project management techniques, measurements are utilized.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Minimum standards as applied in high
developed countries, such as in the
Netherlands, to protect waterways, soil and
lands and make them known by all site
construction related people. In severe
breaches, money penalties may not be enough,
instead confiscating the land for public good is
a must.
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

No need to allow any donation which may lead
to corruptions. Tighter controls and laws must
be reinstated, of course.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

To solve the dilemma about high rise
development or dense residential areas versus
population growth. In case of greenery, land
protection and animals, habitat, high rise type
development in some restricted areas may be
allowed. There is no need to reinvent the
wheel: There are some countries which are
very successful in this goal, such as the
Netherlands.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The current level of housing development is terrible and not future promising and leading to more problems in the future.
The houses are so weak, and have flaws and waiting to be tested by harsh weathers to reveal.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

All developments plans may need review and
retouch under the lights of future targets.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a member of an advisory group, 1.
Brimbank Vision 2030, and also 2. Keilor Safety Group. I am not councilor now, but willing to be a sharp challenging
councilor with new fresh and revolutionary ideas., and open to collect the others' ideas to be viewed and benefit for
common good.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Rosemary Cousin, Tarwin Valley Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Subdivision of rural lands, coal seam gas exploration and exploitation, unrestricted native vegetation removal, transport
services [reinstatement of rail for passenger and freight] and poor quality roads, verges and footpaths; water security,
need for place making to reinvigorate small towns; housing diversity and affordability, lack of land care funding; and
poor quality customer service, including long time for decision making, incomplete and inadequate decision making
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I acknowledge that there may be circumstances
in which the Planning Minister may need to call
in a d.a.'s, but these should be exceptional and
strategically justifiable cases; especially as the
process to approve planning schemes involve
public and agency consultation and Ministerial
approval in the first place. Planning schemes
and policies are sometimes overtaken by
economic, social and environmental changes
and some degree of flexibility is required, but
this is the role of state-wide and local strategic
planning - to look ahead. A code of conduct for
the Planning Minister, Responsible and Referral
Authorities and Appeals bodies is a potentially
strong form of governance to set out
reasonable performance frameworks.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

It is unclear how mandatory formal oversight
committees with community reps would be
selected and work. Planners are often criticized
for slow decision making, so a balance of speed
and accuracy is required. this is a highly
complex area that requires careful
consideration before loading more on top. for
example, what matters are allowable for
delegated decision making, how accountable
are elected members?
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

Planning for population growth and change is
important. so too is planning to prepare
communities for extreme events such as those
caused by climate change and market failures.
this requires our cities to rejuvenate, include
flexible spaces and smart technologies. I also
strongly support cities and towns connecting
with and protecting the natural and altered
environments in their regions. Food security,
energy security and environmental recovery are
all part of sustainable societies.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not just level of development, but also style and layout. So many of the "affordable suburbs" on the fringes of Melbourne
were constructed with little regard for building a sense of place and community, so now, some of the worst are social
traps with little transport, work and hope. housing is not just four walls. The idea of developer contributions seems to
have slipped, but might be reinvigorated.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

I suggest though that this is not just to do with
design and development, but a deep seated
dissatisfaction with governance and
governmental performance and concern about
economic, social and environmental viability
and the place of the individual, family and
community unit in conditions of dynamic and
unprecedented changes. To understand this
angst we need to consider the whole subject of
'grief' - sense of loss [things
demolished/destroyed...]and loss of control - in
modern society. From this understanding we
may be able to design new governance
systems.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Most people I talk with in rural areas have had problems with long delays in planning decision making, and pressure
from developers to subdivide rural lands. Our shire has been steeped in internal conflict, bickering and bullying and has
a very poorly developed community plan, which lacks overview and vision.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
My name is Anthony Searle and I'm a candidate for Baird Ward in the Knox City Council Elections.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate development,community safety maintenance of infrastructure
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I have been an active member of the
Appropriate Development for Boronia Group
(ADBG) Since forming in 2011 and more
recently joined forces with Knox Appropriate
Development Alliance (KADA) this year for the
very reasons as per question 3.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I feel I'm at one of our regular meetings as
these are the very topics in discussion! Knox
Council needs more staff to enforce permit
conditions. Too much is not being adhered to.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

I find our council uses too much discretion and
doesn't follow our structure plan especially with
heights and density. Propping up and relying on
construction for our economy is of concern to
me as this promotes corruption and loss of
liveability in favour to employment and financial
gain to developers.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Affordability hasn't improved as these new developments are being snapped up by overseas buyers and pushing out
first home and local buyers as they are simply out bidded at auctions. Just ask any current first home buyer trying to
access the property market !!!!
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Since the proclamation of the Boronia Activity
Centre there has been a dreadful feeling of
anxiety, lack of confidence and loss of
neighbourhood character and amenity. I could
go on for hours regarding this issue!

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have never been a councillor, I'm a local resident with a growing family and have been fighting against inappropriate
development as already stated above Please google the above mentioned group names to see.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Travis Matheson, Whitehorse Council, Elgar Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Transparency on council matters and understanding/seeing the process of development planning in Whitehorse
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Development is but one factor in the affordability equation, development to add more housing stock does push
affordability up (higher demand) but other factors are pulling affordability down
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a local and an IT teacher at the local institute of TAFE. I want to see open and transparent governance at the local
level and a protection of the community character through green and open spaces
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council - Nepean Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There appears little oversight of spending and waste on supposedly vote grabbing projects that deft logic
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Probably not

Further comment

The process is mostly transparent but many
decisions are inconsistent depending to a large
extent on the person who handled the
application at council

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

All donations over $1K should be banned.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. The federal tax regime works against affordable housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

This is a very complex issue. Older people
want to downsize but stay in the same area

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Waste both in spending and the incumbent councilors desire to close the waste recycling depot
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Swan hill council- Murray mallee ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The need for improved public transport for the small communities surrounding swan hill.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Need not affordability
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Been a councillor for 4 years. I'm a strong advocate for listening to the priorities of the community consultation groups
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Wayne Gregson, City of Greater Bendigo, Whipstick Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Poor intercouncillor behaviours, protection of remnant urban bush reserves, policies designed to reduce CBD heavy
traffic .. for a start
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Mandatory minumun standards and some
degree of ministerial oversight is essential to
prevent some councils being captured by
opportubnistic developers.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Community oversight committee are possibly
just doing the job that councillors are supposed
to do.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Need to support the affordable housing sector through organisations such as Haven
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Councillor 2004-08. Active in Rotary, Bendigo Heritage, heritage motoring,. Strongly interested in trying to preserve
urban bush reserves, restoring good governance and reputation to council. Act groups in this area Bendigo Sustainabily
Group, believe in Bendigo,
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Blair Heading; Mornington Peninsula Shire Council; Cerberus ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate planning that does not suit the community atmosphere and the extended time it takes the Council to
process planning permits.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The current level of housing development and construction is not adequately helping housing affordability. The
residents, state government and local council need to work together to strategically plan affordable housing options for
all.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
1) I will be your fresh, new, independent residents’ voice: a third generation Mornington Peninsula resident who is
committed to ensuring the Peninsula is ‘Heading’ in the right direction. I am a child and family psychologist and former
teacher with over 13 years’ service in the health and education fields, and have governance experience as President of
a sporting club.
2) I have been actively involved in advocating for appropriate local planning and development to conserve the village
atmosphere.
3) The local resident's association is active in my electorate.
4) I am not a current Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Judy Hindle, Stonnington Council, South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
I am concerned that our beautiful neighbourhoods are being ruined by inappropriate development. Loss of tree cover
and inadequate landscaping of new developments also worry me.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No because many of the apartments are overpriced and badly planned and too small. Yield seems to be the
developers' ultimate priority.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was a Councillor at Stonnington from 2002 to 2012 when I retired. Prior to this I was actively involved in seeking
neighbourhood character overlays in my area. The Malvern East Group is very active in Stonnington.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Anne Patch
Maroondah City Council
Wyreena Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Open, accountable governance, with urban planning taking more account of neighbourhood character, density,
environment and in particular tree canopy preservation and landscaping. Traffic and transport are issues currently
causing a deal of concern. These need to be addressed taking into account the preservation of the natural landscape.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The present system takes too little account of
the existing environment. Whilst development is
inevitable more account needs to be taken of
the existing neighbourhood character,
enhanced landscaping of any new
development, setbacks and tree an plant cover.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Whilst community committees may be of some
appeal we need to ensure they are not just a
mechanism for disruption and discord. Clear
parameters would need to be put in place with
rules governing roles and outcomes.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

Councils need to have more control over
mandatory rules to ensure that planning is done
in the best interests of existing and future
communities. Less VCAT ability to overturn
decisions and apply much higher levels of
development with little account taken of the
existing and a desirable environment.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing affordability is not the real outcome of existing development. Currently developments are all driven and
determined by profit outcomes. To achieve housing affordability will require changes to government tax regulations at
the least. An perhaps a system that provides incentives for accessible housing.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

The current system provides too much leeway
to allow intrusive developments that take no
account of the existing environment. Existing
"Guidelines" become the maximum provisions
instead of the minimum we should expect and
accept.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was a Councillor for the City of Croydon(now part of Maroondah) for 15 years. There are a many groups active within
Maroondah such as Croydon Conservation Society, Ruskin Park Residents' Action Group,CRISP Nursery (Community
of Ringwood Indigenous Species Plant Nursery),Friends of Mullum Mullum Valley,Warrien Reserve Committee of
Management.
They are just of few of the many looking after the natural environment. There are many more dealing with community
needs and issues as well as community centre committees, sporting clubs all of which can be viewed as resident
groups. I have been involved with many local issue advocate groups over the years both in Maroondah and Hobsons
Bay. I was a resident of Croydon for 23 years then of Williamstown for 18 years and returned to Croydon approx. 12
months ago. On return I was very distressed by the lack of maintenance and care for the environment and determined
to attempt a return to Council to address the shortcomings currently apparent in Maroondah.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Alison Ballard
Benalla Rural City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Money currently being spent on infrastructure projects that the community does not need.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Alice Pryor, Moreland City Council, South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Infill development, ageing infrastructure, changing community needs.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Councillors are elected, the oversight is
provided by the community and voters. I believe
there should be greater transparency and
residential input in decision making and policy
development which would allow for more
informed voters.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are many factors that determine housing affordability. Infill development pushes up the cost of low density
housing through increasing competition between house owners and developers. The resulting developments often do
not provide cheaper or better quality housing, leaving residents worse off.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was a Councillor on Moreland City Council from 2004-2012.
I have been involved in many local issues, in the time I was on Council, before and after.
We need greater action on Climate Change, within the community and at a council level. Our young people need better
education and employment opportunities. Moreland needs better community facilities, open spaces and leadership to
build community resilience and cohesiveness.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Nick Shady, Ballarat City council. South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Lack of transparency
Lack of future heavy transport planning
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Probably not
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
In Ballarat I believe that the housing that is being built is to a budget, the western growth corridor has seen negative
property value growth which is a big issue as a large percentage is in the investor market. Lower wage growth and
poverty in our community is making housing unaffordable.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
First time candidate, work with organisations for community benefit, working with mental health outcomes, trying to
reduce the suicide rate.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
J.R. Perez, Frankston, North-East Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Need for responsible public spending and three dangerous intersections in the Eastern end of the ward.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Placing common sense and human lives
instead of cars and profiteering is the way to go
in urban planning.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Keep it honest. Communities are everybody's
business, not just developers.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I believe (building) has overlooked the impact on residents of neighbouring communities. If elected, I will work together
with councillors from other communities to resolve this issue.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I stand for infrastructure, community care, child care and libraries. In some of these areas I already have a head start by
being a "lollipop man" for four years, and in libraries by volunteering at the central library in a historic document
restoration project since this year.
I have yet to get acquainted with the resident and planning groups active in my electorate at this point in time. If
elected, this will be my first time as Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Janet Pearce
Macedon Ranges Shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
We are rural so zoning, preserving our natural landscape, water catchment, farming and agriculture zones. The rural
living zone.
Preparing for growth.
Infrastructure and council priorities conflicting with community priorities.
Macedon Ranges as a Shire is not protected under State planning as some other Shires are, and we need to be.
The lack of fair, timely and understandable decision-making processes in planning by the current council
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Yes l definitely would support tjis

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

Medium rise infill and high rise are not as
relevant in our towns and Shire. Environment
and sustainability in planning are priority.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Compared with Melbourne , it is more affordable.
Obviously discrepancies with towns and areas in prices.
I don't think we should make planning and zoning decisions based on price affordability.
This is an issue state and country wide
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
We moved to the area and have raised our three children here, and both work in the Shire. Community and the unique
environment are the priorities as that is what is the strength of this Shire and why people choose to live here.
Growth needs to be balanced.
I have been active and volunteered on many committees and community groups since we moved here 16 years ago.
That is what l find rewarding and stimulating.
Macedon Ranges Residents Association are very vocal and informed in regard to planning.
Macedon Ranges Sustainability Group is also proactive. l follow both these groups.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Wyndham City
Harrison Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Questionable attendance record & participation by some Councillors.
A low priority in providing a facility(s) for youth, especially scouts and guides and other like groups.
Need for more amenities/facilities on reserves & parks.
More community based services to assist residents, such as financial, legal and housing and infant care.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Further comment

All planning needs to be on a level playing field
and transparent. A greater legal budget should
not be a means to the end result.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

Councillors are elected to serve their respective
community. The idea of a community policing
committee appears to be interfering with the
entrusted role by a minority which may not be
representative?

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Wyndham City has an abundance of growth corridor which in itself helps with housing affordability because of the
availability of supply.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Whilst new estates are being developed with a
rapid rate. It is apparent is that there is a lack of
community development for both new and older
neighbourhoods and also a need for developed
linkage between the two groups.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
A candidate committed to building a stronger community with effective delivery of services with increased priority for
youth and seniors.
Whilst all efforts by our previous councillors are to be commended, we now need to look at satisfying and reviewing the
current council plan.
Concerns requiring action include:Improved services and facilities for our youth and seniors.
We need to foster and encourage the growth of local scouts, girl guides and other similar groups.
A purpose built pavilion to house a number of these groups could be a possible solution.
Williams first Scout Group need a more suitable home base facility.
Council roads, footpaths and parks need to be reviewed, prioritised and improved.
We need to foster the community's involvement in the arts, music and theatre, especially for our young and also our
seniors within the community
We also need to be vigilant and vocal in campaigning to our State Government forImproved security within our community.
A 24/7 Police presence in Point Cook is important.
Improve Parking and it's availability at our local rail stations.
Improved public hospital services and facilities.
Provision of schools for our new estates.
Continue the duplication and widening our major roads.
Wyndham City is a $400 million turnover business and we need candidates who are suitably qualified and experienced
to deal with this task.
I am a Rotarian, Stewardship Chairman for Laverton Parish, Delegate and Chairman of Werribee Bingo Association,
District Delegate to ROMAC.
I have not been a councillor to date.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Peter Feeney Maroondah Council Mullum Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Extension of the Central Activity areas beyond its current boundaries and unfettered multi unit developments in areas
where there is insufficient supporting infrastructure
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, because we are not building enough affordable appropriate housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been very active in a wide range of community groups., There are active resident groups in the ward
campaigning for the protection of neighbourhood character and heritage. I have never been a Councillor but I have
served on a number of Council committees and reference groups.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David Bell
Surf Coast Shire
Torquay Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Urban Sprawl and the rural urban interface. Ministerial interference in planning decisions. As a rapid growth area we
have a problem with both physical and social infrastructure. Ad hoc planning decisions.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Ministers decisions are the only area where
there is no ability for administrative review. This
is not a good situation it leaves the probity of
decisions open to question with out any avenue
to raise the question.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

No public official or elected representative
should accept any donations. Political affiliation
which does not allow for conscience voting
must be treated with caution.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

Need to define "Medium" rise, protection of
environment should be an overarching
principle. The notion that we can grow with out
limits must be overturned. High rise
development is never justified and should not
be allowed, it is not environmentally
sustainable.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Greed is the major factor driving housing affordability.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

There is no single view in any community, in
my local community a majority view is that the
supposed benefits of development seldom, if
ever, materialise, that growth in population
does not improve the well been of a community.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a Councillor of 1 term and standing for reelection. I led a major protest against a development in Torquay. I have
been an active member of many community groups, school councils, sporting clubs, land care groups, am proprietor of
the local, weekly, farmers market and passionate about protection of the environment.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Richard Shannon Wodonga city council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
baranduda fields high street redevelopment
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
forien investement
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
local primary school
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jason Martin, Whitehorse Council, Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Traffic management and congestion.
Good design on new developments.
Community expectations, developer expectations and keeping te community informed.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Further comment

Very broad questions and could be answered
differently in respect to various developments.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Probably not
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

We need reporting feedback on lost VCAT
decisions and why. Sometimes Councils takes
on losing cases time after time with no review.
Subsequently they are wasting ratepayers
money. Donations from developers to
politicians and or parties at state or local level
are not appropriate.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Further comment

All these points are important and achievable if
councils work with other levels of government,
agencies, stakeholders and community.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Affordability is better in Melbourne versus Sydney, and this is partly due to increased supply. The other major factor is
low interest rates. Supply needs to increase to improve affordability.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

Firstly, Victoria needs to enforce good design in
high-rise development. Secondly, governments
should be planning and implementing
infrastructure in line with population growth.
This is where the community feels let down.
The government is driving population growth
but not managing it.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a long term resident in the City of Whitehorse, and I am nominating as a first-time councillor for the City of
Whitehorse. I value good design in developments, local government community assets and feel successive
governments have not forecast the demands of population growth. If we plan for growth, we can still maintain good
neighbourhood amenity.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Felicity Sinfield
Boroondara Council - Cotham Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate and over development, excessive population growth, insufficient planning regulation, lack of parking in
shopping precincts.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

VCAT is a joke and there should be a
parliamentary enquiry into their jurisdiction.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

We need to do something about Victoria's
population growth and pressure put on local
councils from State and Federal Governments
to accommodate 10% growth over the next 10
years. Once our heritage homes have gone we
can not get them back. Once the amenity has
gone from local communities - we can't get it
back. We need to act now to protect our
suburbs.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are many factors. Maintaining local amenity is more important to me than housing affordability. Not everyone
has to live in inner city suburbs.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

My local residents are outraged. As am I. This
is my primary motivating factor in deciding to
stand as a candidate for the first time.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a mother and serving police officer. Through these roles, I believe I understand what is important to my local
community. I have never stood as a candidate, nor been an elected Councillor previously. SOS, BRAG, KERA are the
main groups in my area. I have been involved in resisting over development in my area previously and I am currently
making application to Heritage Victoria to have a neighbouring property heritage listed as there is a proposal to remove
it and put 27 apartments in it's place.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Rucker
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Appropriate development, in regard to governance, stability of the executive leadership team, and accountability and
transparency in decision-making. Maintaining good amenity in local areas is also an issue.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

A formal role for community representatives
would need to have extremely high level
governance and short terms model to ensure
good and fair representation.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing development is responding to short-term needs and the accommodation currently dominating, one and two
bedroom apartments without good accessibility may not be flexible use and appropriate for the needs of the ageing
population in years to come.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been active in the local community for over 20 years. In 1996 I founded and coordinated the Darebin Music Feast
to celebrate the diversity of local music. As a lesbian advocate I raised awareness of LGBTIQ issues with Council and
helped establish and currently participate in the Sexuality, Sex and Gender Diversity advisory committee. Over the
years I have formally objected to the selling off of excess land in St David Street Northcote and other apartment
developments to raise awareness of appropriate or over development that may result. Darebin Appropriate
Development Association is an active local resident group. I am not a current Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Robert flanigan . casey , rivergum
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
lack of transparency and accountability. way too much subdivision of existing blocks and no new infrastructure
planning/upgrading for new developments.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

more boots on the ground to see what is
actually happening and resultant affects

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

where do I sign ?
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Less important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

Least important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Less important

Protecting biodiversity

Less important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
no. development has now become a massive cash grab for all involved.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

overdeveloped dog boxes

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I`m a 48 yr old white male whos had enough of poor governance and council infighting and far from happy with how my
rates are being spent.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Adrian Whitehead Darebin Cazaly
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
My main focus is reversing global warming and ensuring infrastructure is in place to deal with increased frequency of
extreme weather events, growing local food, and producing local energy. I oppose increased density of suburbs due to
loss of food growing land through house land conversion to units, over shadowing issues and failure to provide
adequate public, walking and bike transport in response to increasing populations which is now resulting in a
dysfunctional road system in many areas of Melbourne.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

We need a base line of planning that protect the
character and amenity of our suburbs and town
centers.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Our building inspection system is broken and
corrupt. Building are being signed off for
occupancy with having basic element like taps
or meeting minimum building standards such as
having insulation. The system needs to be
rebuilt, home unit buyers protected, and corrupt
builder banned for life and made to pay for
shoddy work or sent to jail.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No most new units are built for investors. We need to reduce tax subsidies on negative gearing, remove foreign
investors from the housing and unit market, and use tax saving to build new housing stock for the social and public
housing sectors. Empty homes need to be taxed to force them onto the market.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Disappointment with new build out of character
homes and high multistory development with
reduced parking and over shadowing issues.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have oppose a highrise development in my street, and another in our immediate suburb. I campaign on global
warming. I am pushing for a new set of pedestrian lights on a major road to service school kids and community
members.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify)
Save the Planet www.voteplanet.net
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Lee Stanford
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
Seawinds
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Aquatic Centre nearly fully funded but where does the council build this great facility
Red Tape and over legistation in many areas
To rebuild The Dromana Pier More surveillance camers in the CBD Better Transport options
Protect our Green Wedge at all costs. More sensitive planning. There are many, common sense is a great asset.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Many decisions made by councils do not favour
the landowner or developer so end up with V
Cat who in many cases over rules the councils
decision

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes there are, mainly low interest rates and the abilty of investers to fully negative gear rental properties regardless of
how many they own.
Also too few alternatives for supper funds, so many just invest in the property market. These all contribue to higher
property prices and less housing affordability along with high building costs.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Local resident and business owner. Strong business background. A dedicated community worker especially interested
inour youth issues
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
LES WILLMOTT
WYREENA WARD
MAROONDAH COUNCIL
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
OVER DEVELOPMENT
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

No

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
no
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Tree protection and minimum lot size of housing blocks. ruskin park action group, croydon conservation society,
Councillor 30 years.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Shane McCluskey
City of Monash
Mulgrave Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
From a Governance point of view, I fear the governance of Council may be distracted by the in fighting and squabbling
at Council, due to the fractured nature of Councillor relationships. Important time and energy is being consumed that
could otherwise be best placed with community engagement and consultation being more broad. The planning and
infrastructure in the Ward needs some serious attention as much of it, particularly the sporting and recreation
infrastructure not only needs a major review, but it is under utilised by the community generally.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Whilst we currently have some 'minimum'
planning standards, there needs to be, I think, a
balance whereby Council has sufficient
planning power and there still remains some
discretionary element at State level with some
independent oversight.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

As fas as political donations go, I think the
register of donations should be more
descriptive and contain more detail in order to
track a few steps back to the heart of
donations, not just the first donor company
details etc.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

It is important to have an overarching set of
standards and values, but again, balancing that
with community needs and expectations, as
with that of Developers, Businesses and
Residents. Whilst sometimes difficult to achieve
and perhaps accomodate, should be the
ultimate aim of Council.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The current level of housing development is perhaps helping housing 'availability' more than 'affordability'. The changing
mode of modern day living provides that development has catered for that change in peoples choices on how they want
to live. Hence the significant increase in apartment style living. The biggest factor I think, is the availability of 'cheap
money'. When people are able to borrow at a low rate, the housing options increase due to, in part, that market force.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Recent engagement with some residents in my
Ward would suggest that the two areas of
concern are the change to the once 'garden
city' look of Monash due to some of the recent
development in the area, as well as the lack of
oversight in the planning of, but ultimate
dismissal, of the intention to move underground
the power lines in the Waverley Park Estate.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
My involvement has been to a large extent in the areas of Early Childhood Development and Care, as well as the local
sporting, recreation and open space facilities and infrastructure.
I believe an urgent review of the city's assets in these areas are required.
I have never held a position on Council previously.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mike Zafiropoulos AM
Manningham Council, Koonung Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate development and indequate planning for the rapid growth of the municipality, lack of parking, traffic
congestion, needs for improvements in public transport
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Strong local planning controls and planning
certainty should minimise any Ministerial
intervention

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Accountability and transparency are essential
for effective corporate governance.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Further comment

Genuine community consultation and
engagement is critical in assisting Council to
determine the balance between competing
priorities

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Within this municipality the rapid pace for development and construction has not helped housing affordability as a large
proportion of multi-unit development is expensive. Other factors impacting on affordability include state government
policies (housing grants and rental subsidies) ; mixed use development and adequate housing choice; appropriate mix
of housing stock
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

My concerns relate particularly to the Koonung
ward, which is Principal Activity Centre and
hence significantly impacted by excessive
levels of high rise developments and associated
significant parking and traffic management
issues

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Former Fitzroy Mayor, Former Director of the Royal Victorian Eye & Ear Hospital and of the Lord Mayor's Charitable
Foundation, former General Manager of SBS. On Access & Equity Committee of Council. On Ministerial Advisory
Committee for Small Business, Chair/Director of Templestowe not for profit aged care facility, board chair of C31,
Australia Day Ambassador. Active in aged care and social inclusion issues. Involved in Eastern Golf Course and
Westfield Shopping Town development consultations/protests.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Barry Jenner
City of Boroondara
Gardiner Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Ensuring council decision making is transparent and fair.
Advocating better setback and building and fence height restrictions.
Adopting best practice traffic management systems.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Council should have greater powers and be
able to reduce the size and impact of
McMansions. Council should be able to better
prevent the cutting down of well established
trees.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Past Treasurer Camberwell Cricket Club Juniors.
BRAG is active in Boroondara.
I have not been a councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jane Clarke
Mornington Peninsula Shire - Seawinds Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Accountability & Transparency.
Balancing the needs of a growing population whilst maintaining the character of our townships and protecting the
natural environment.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Active in local community issues - environment & public transport. Supported by Mornington Peninsula Residents &
Ratepayers Assoc. Candidate 1997 & 2003.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Paul Simmons, Gateway Ward, City of Port Phillip
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Councils increasingly need to maximise the financial effectiveness of their income from rates and other sources and to
spend it wisely. We need to monitor town planning and ensure that buildings are appropriate to the area and provide
sufficient off street parking. As regards infrastructure we need to ensure that the roads are safe for all users and there is
appropriate segretation between all road users.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know

Further comment

With respect to political donations from
planning developers the concern is that they
will influence decision making. However,
generally most donations come with the implied
hope or wish that they will somehow assist in
obtaining a favourable decision in the person's
area of business. The whole area of donations
needs to be looked at to ensure transparency,
accountability and remedy for malfeasance.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The simple answer is no, but the factors causing it are complex and not all within the purview of local government
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

I cannot speak for the local residents but this is
my view.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am married, with children and have worked in Human Resources management all my life. This is my first attempt at
being elected to Council. I have decided to run for office because I believe I can make a difference
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Maverick Knight
Mullum Mullum Ward
Manningham Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The Warrandyte Bridge issue, traffic congestion, raised crime and break ins in the area, environmental challenges.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No it is not helping.
Foreign investment into property that is then left empty and not even rented.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am 19, currently studying Conservation and Land Management and am on the Committee of Open Spaces and
Streetscapes for Manningham Council.
There are many active environmental and protection groups operating in the local area. I have no been a Councillor
before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Lake Ward, City of Port Phillip
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The fishermans bend project, transport infrastructure, type of redevelopment and eritage overlays
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The interaction between State Gov and Local
Govt seems obscure, Fishermans bend is a
case in point

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Not sure/don't know

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know

Further comment

Port Phillip council is very active in trying to be
tranparent

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Less important

Protecting biodiversity

Less important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

In gerneral I think that low to moderate density
development is prefferable

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Vacancy rates are high, rents are falling in inner Melbourne apartments, over built apartment living = increasing rental
affordability...but where do people realy want to live is the question
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Port Phillip is so diverse .. Albert Park and
Middle Park seem happy (low density) but St
Kilda seems unhappy ..lots of action groups,
high crime etc
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am an engineer and I have owned property in my electorate for 20 yrs.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Amanda Bajada
Buckley Ward
Moonee Valley City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
In my view the following issues are a concern to me as well as local citizens that have made contact with me:
- overdevelopment
- lack of transparency in the consultation process with residents
- Non-compliant designs still receiving permits.
- Inappropriate and unsightly development that does not reflect current architectural look and feel.
- Inconsistency in the decision of outcomes.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Local Government statements that suggest one reason medium to high rise development is required to allow the
growing population to have access to high valued areas close to the CBD is irrelevant. When the price for a new 2
bedroom apartment in Essendon is $400K plus, I don't believe this type of housing can be considered affordable. Over
the past two years Melbourne (the most liveable city) has experienced a 72% in homelessness. Perhaps we need to
readdress this issue, as the increase in medium to high rise development with the massive increase in homelessness
does not seem to be addressing the question/issue of affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Residents across the inner CBD area are
generally concerned with the overdevelopment.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Living in Moonee Valley for over 30 years, I am passionate about our municipality including its assets, environment,
neighbourhood safety and health for all generations. I will be proud to represent you and the Buckley Ward.
I actively follow the Save Essendon and Save Moonee Ponds page and believe it is important to continue such
involvement so that I am well equipped with the voices of the public and how they feel about development in the areas
that effect them.
I grew up in Moonee Valley and do agree with progress, but it requires balance, moderation and consultation. As a
mother, professional and family woman, I am passionate about ensuring future generations get to enjoy the spectacular
spaces that our foremothers and forefathers have created for us. It is our time now to ensure we protect what history
has made for us so that our children can enjoy it also in the future.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Des Olin
Monash City Council
Mulgrave
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Far to many in house secret behind committee or briefings.
planning of housing demolish, for fence to fence concrete should be reviewed
Glen Waverley Central car park reviewed.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No - it is only providing large home with fence to fence concrete
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Independent, and member of the Brandon Park residence Group.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Peter Castaldo - Banyule City Council - Griffin Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Over development, meaningful Public Consultation, traffic congestion and parking
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not helping as there are tax incentives that the most wealthy can use to outbid new entrants with little money. Federal
laws need to change.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a local in the area and connected with a few local community groups such as transition towns and community
gardens. I'm also a local bee keeper. I have never run for any public position before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
RONALD KITCHINGMAN
MANNINGHAM
KOONUNG
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
EXCESS UNIT DEVELOPMENT
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
BUILDING STANDARDS MUST PROTECT PURCHASER
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

concerns about lack of consultation with
residents

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
have been active in the community for many years, and have served two terms as a councillor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Wellington, Central ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The adhoc way in which streets are added to the area. These new areas do not necessarily have the public spaces,
connectivity and facilities that the older areas have
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Land out here is still very much affordable. One of the big attractions for relocating to Wellington. Ie lots of land being
released.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have not been a Councilor.
I am a long term resident of the area. A public servant. I have been active with issues regarding flood planning,
supporting charities and sporting clubs.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Milton Wilde
Maroondah _ Mullum Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There is No governance, Poor planning if at all and
Infrastructure and services have ground to a halt.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Too much discretion is afforded to a poorly
managed planning department and developers
(and the dollar) have too much influence with
council.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Planning departments need to be accountable.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

Further comment

Council haven't been able to balance anything
for some time now.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No current development and construction is not helping, but there are many other factors including population growth
which are contributing to this problem.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Too much over development and too much
population increase across the state.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a new candidate and want to see Council made more accessible and accountable to the residents.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Cr Rohan Leppert
Councillor candidate, City of Melbourne
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
- Property owners' and residents' third party rights are being removed by the ever-expanding capital city zone. This is
undemocratic.
- Melbourne's record rates of development are putting intense pressure on Melbourne's heritage fabric, and the heritage
protection controls are far too often out of date and so inadequate. The Greens are updating the heritage controls as
quickly as possible.
- The quality of new apartments being constructed in the central city are too often of low quality, due to the highly
discretionary and under-regulated planning and building rules. We need to catch up to other cities and, where possible,
lead the way on sustainable development.
- The centre of Melbourne is full of more and more people on any given day. Government needs to ensure that
sustainable transport modes that move the greatest number of people - trains, trams, cycle routes and high quality
pedestrian areas - are prioritised.
- The Melbourne City Council this last term has too often been compromised by a majority of Councillors having
conflicts of interest on matters where a developer has donated to their election campaigns; this has lost quorum and the
non-conflicted Councillors have not been able to vote either. The rules need to change so that developers are not
allowed to donate to Councillors or candidates.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

"Minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion" are not useful in that the one
standard would not easily apply to residential
towers in the CBD AND low-rise stable
residential areas in the suburbs. This is too
blunt an approach. Instead, we need strong and
clear controls that apply to different densities
and types of residential development; the
Greens advocate strongly for this in detail at
melbournecitygreens.com/planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Current development is not helping affordability. Government needs to do more to require affordable housing and review
those barriers to affordability (e.g. unnecessary off street car parking can add a lot of cost to a dwelling) - and the
market will adjust. We of course need to tackle affordability issues across all levels of government, so we need
politicians at all levels who are willing and able to negotiate and cooperate to reform Australian housing finance and
construction.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a current Councillor, and deputy chair of the Planning portfolio. Moreso than any other Councillor, I have
commissioned new planning scheme amendments to improve the clarity in the scheme around public benefits and
expectations on developers. The Greens' complete plan to improve inner city liveability and reform the planning regime
is at melbournecitygreens.com/planning
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Megan Baumann-Wakefield
Mornington Peninsula Shire, Briars Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
1) In general, way too many rules, too much bureaucracy and red tape.
2) Pressure from Property Developers means approvals are being fast-tracked while communities are not adequately
consulted and state planning for infrastructure and services lags.
3) Public transport on the Mornington Peninsula is inadequate to offset road congestion and reduce the need for car
travel.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme
document is unnecessarily 100's of pages long.
Of course some rules and regulations are
needed in any society or community but fewer
rules would be appreciated by many people.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

No
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Probably not

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Probably not

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Re High rise development - Why not just make
it mandatory...nothing over 3 floors high. End of
story.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Affordability is also determined by Real Estate Agents and Property Developers who in my opinion are becoming
way too greedy pushing prices up and up, so that people feel pressured and at the end of the day are forced into paying
more than necessary. Yes good for sellers but a tragedy for buyers.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

My response is Mornington Peninsula focused.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Yes, please refer to my candidate statement. For more information please contact me directly. There are a number of
issues that I have followed locally but til now have not been involved per se. There are a number of groups active in our
community - a number of whom have made contact during the run up to the council elections, which is really terrific. No
I have never been a councillor before but have years of international corporate business and small business experience
- community engagement is where I would like to focus next.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Nav Nagpal - Knox Council and Friberg Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Over development, in appropriate development, loss of open spaces, loss of green belts
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Probably not
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I am not convinced that the current level and trend of housing is actually achieving the affordability factor. The
development occurs to increase supply and bring the costs down but the costs are still going up. There obviously needs
to be a stricter look into the appropriate development which is effective.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

I think Victoria as a community wants to help
families and young people getting affordable
housing but at the same time there needs to be
balance where overall effectiveness and impact
of the development has to be considered.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been personally been impacted with inappropriate development and build of high rises. We lost our family home
to townhouses that got built indiscriminately around our house with no appeal possibilities or assistance from the
council. I am a facebook follower of KADA ( Knox Appropriate Development Association) and agree with their agenda at
hand. I have not been a Councillor before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Kingston City Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Currently there is an Amendment to be put on exhibition to the public, probably in November, to the current Planning
Scheme overlay that restricts all new building on Beach Road and surrounds to 2-storeys.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, figure just released show Melbourne housing prices are increasing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Have been a member of Save the Edgy group & assisted in Heritage Register listing for the Mentone Hotel. I have
never been a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Diana Rice, Cherry Lake ward, Hobsons Bay City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
pressure on open space, poor train service and non-integrated bus service, increasing density and urban renewal,
development of brownfield areas, increasing traffic congestion
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Local public transport advocacy campaign - Altona Loop Group
Local sustainability neighbourhood group - Sustainability Street
Save Williamstown is active in Hobsons Bay
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jonathon Goodfellow Maribyrnong City Council Yarraville Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
G1 Historic party-political control of Council
G2 Community/stakeholder disagreement
UP1 Development approvals and appeals process reform
UP2 Parking policies disproportionately applied
I1 Major projects consultation and community impact assessment processes inadequate
I2 Lack of vertical integration of Commonwealth, state and local government planning processes and resource allocation
I3 Lack of an integrated transport infrastructure strategy
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

There will always be a need to allow for local
conditions in the planning process which will
always include the need for discretion but at the
moment this process does not protect local
needs but rather developer or regulator
interests. The planning and development
process requires review and reform across
jurisdictions.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps

Further comment

If the first two objectives listed above are
realised there will be less likelihood of the need
for the last two. Having said that I do believe we
need investigations into developers apparent
disproportionate control in the planning
process, and this would include political
donations. We must not allow a focus on
political donations to distract any need to
investigate corruption in the planning and
approvals processes of developments and
significant tenders and interactions with
corporate and other vested interests. This work
could then inform a much broader suite of
political donation, fraud and corruption law
reforms focused on these relationships.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Many of these particular issues are not
necessarily mutually exclusive nor directly
competing but overall my priorities are to the
areas that have the least capacity to receive
adequate advocacy and attention from all levels
of government as well as the community. For
example, biodiversity may only receive a
fraction of the support that residents rights and
amenities do which have natural advocates,
being residents and their constituent
representatives.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Until housing development focuses on creating much needed low-cost housing including pathways to ownership
housing affordability. Greater advocacy for a national housing strategy that includes funding streams must strengthen
and be ongoing.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

I can only say that opinions vary greatly - some
people would clearly consider themselves in
the very unhappy and concerned category
whilst others appear to welcome any sign of
development on the basis of their belief this is
necessary given "economic circumstances". A
great deal many more people do not appear to
have high levels of knowledge or even basic
information about poor quality/design/excessive
development.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a first-time candidate for Council. I have been involved in many local community organisations from community
legal services to disability discrimination access training organisations providing education and training regarding
disability accessibility in the built environment. I have also been involved in community development, community legal
education, health promotion and social inclusion. There are many groups involved in the local community however to list
them here would be to endorse some over others and hence I do not believe it is appropriate for a candidate to support
any one group or range of groups over others as many have competing aims and objectives which are themselves
indicative of broader stakeholders or vested interests (for example some residents are also developers or investors in
large developments or even have local businesses that influence traders associations and so on. The potential conflicts
of interest in such individuals role in resident or planning groups whether perceived or real are not necessarily clear on
the surface).
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Moreland City Council, South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Development is booming, residents are concerned about over-development, planning stakeholders are dissatisfied and
open space is not sufficient
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Residents are frustrated that they have to obey
the rules but when others infringe on them, they
have limited ability to enforce their amenity.
Developers seem to be able to do whatever
they want

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Council governance needs improvement and
greater reporting and transparency is essential.
Greater scrutiny of candidates at election times
is also important.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Less important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

Our planning regimes allow significant in-fill
development and high-rise in activity centres in
an already highly urbanised environment.
Greater provision of open space and related
amenities is the highest priority.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing affordability is influenced by a myriad of factors, the most important of which are far beyond the scope of local
councils to affect. Council can impact affordability through the supply of suitably zoned land, zoning and planning
schemes that prioritise diverse housing types, amount of developer contributions to civic infrastructure.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

While many Brunswick residents recognise the
environmental and economic benefits of
increased density they are disappointed by low
quality housing and no visible improvements to
residents' amenity

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
https://melyuan4moreland.wordpress.com/
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Linda Groom
Knox City Council
Dobson Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
C141 Amendment for Upper Ferntree Gully
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
In our area, this does not appear to be helping housing affordability, infact quite the opposite. There are many other
factors that influence affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have not been on council previously, however I have been on various volunteer committees over the past 10 years
both as a general member and as part of the executive. I feel the role of a councillor is as a conduit between the
residents of Dobson Ward and the Council, not about the individual.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David Redfearn, Rucker Ward, Darebin City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Conduct of the council itself due to entrenched blocs and personality issues is leading to a toxic decision making
environment. Darebin Council has come under sustained scrutiny by the State Government around governance matters
over a number of years. Heavy development pressure on the municipality due to growth pressures both within and
without Darebin, The Preston Market and its future. It all comes back to philosophical questions around governance and
planning; it may seem trite to ask this but is Darebin planning in the public interest or for a narrow agenda of economic
growth and profit and is it really working with our community on these? It is not and we need a council capable of this.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

This is complex. If the Minister calls in a bad
development where a council may be seen to
be favouring certain interests we in the
community cheer him/her on but, if he/she
seeks to override a council against the public
interest, we are rightly appalled. This applies to
minimum standards too. We need a planning
regime based on a triple bottom line approach
with environmental and social factors at the
forefront followed by the economic factors. This
may require a review of the act, substantial
community consultation leading to a planning
regime which is not market driven but has the
trust of the community and is applied fairly and
consistently. The Melbourne 2030 process
probably came closest to this.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I think these speak for themselves. If we have a
system driven by vested interests, we will not
get the best outcomes. This is not an argument
against change; it will occur but must be in the
public interest ahead of any private or corporate
interests.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

I again emphasise the triple bottom line
approach to planning. Get this right and we
have successful, inclusive and prosperous
communities.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
It is not happening in our area due to extraordinarily high property values. There needs to be investment in public
housing and winding back of the drivers of property market distortions such as negative gearing; these are outside the
direct remit of local government which can nonetheless be a powerful advocate given its proximity to the community.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

The rapidity and scale of change and its nature
is a hot topic with anyone you care to talk to in
this area.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Heavily involved with waterways restoration and advocacy being the President of Friends of Merri Creek (and a life
member), a former President and Treasurer of the Merri Creek Management Committee and the foundation President of
the Yarra Riverkeeper Association which has advocated strongly for a Yarra River Act and which is to be delivered by
the Victorian Government.
I have either chaired or served on a number of community bodies over many years related to education, adult
education, community philanthropy and health.
Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for services to the community, environment and local government.
I have served twice on the Darebin Environment Reference Group.
Former Mayor (two terms) and Councillor for the City of Northcote 1982-93 and involved in many local planning
decisions in the 1980s - early 1990s. My last involvement in a major planning decision was for a major (in my view
inappropriate) development proposal for the grounds of the former monastery site on St Georges Road, Northcote
which was voted down 7-5 (if I recall correctly) by the council, I was one of the 7.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jacquie, Brimbank City Counil Horseshoe Bend Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Disabiity transport, older elsablished aged communities, mangment of council as it ws run by administration for 8 years.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Need more information before i can make an
informed decision

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Not sure/don't know

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know

Further comment

Need more information about this issues before
i can make an informed decision
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Other factors determ afford housing such as the realestate market, disctance to transport, hospitals and schools,
distance to shopping centres
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Need more information to make an informed
decision

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I love empowering disadvantaged communities through workskos,information sessions and education. I follow the
community development principle
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Andrew Thackrah, Darebin Council, Cazaly Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Accountability around donations; the need to appropriately manage growth around key corridors (taking into account
the need for improved public transport links and urban planning that factors in climate change); the need to protect the
character and integrity of the Preston Market site.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I'm in favour of advancing a wider process
(involving the State Government) to improve
our planning laws to factor in the need to
carefully manage key population
growth/development corridors and wider
systemic challenges such as climate change. I
accept that under the present planning system
the Minister has a role to play in 'calling in'
particular development applications, and that
local Councils can seek to lead the way in
rejecting inappropriate development
applications (though such decisions may later
be overturned by VCAT).

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Regarding 'mandatory formal oversight
committees' - I'm in favour of measures that will
involve community representatives playing a
role in helping ensure greater accountability of
council performance, but would want to ensure
that such committees would not see any key
responsibilities for Council
performance/delivery shift to unelected
representatives.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

I think it is important for Council representatives
to balance all of the above factors when making
planning decisions!

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing development is clearly important in helping address the 'supply side' of the housing affordability question,
however, other factors (in particular federal tax incentives such as negative gearing) also have a significant impact on
issues of affordability. Councils need to work with other levels of government to advance the cause of housing
affordability.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Residents in my area appear pleased with the
investment being made by the State
Government in improving transport links (ie.
removing level crossings) but are concerned by
the transparency around and quality of
apartment and other large-scale residential
developments.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have worked for the Commonwealth Government, in the trade union movement and for non-governmental
organisations. I have served on university and governmental committees and am experienced in dealing with issues of
governance and transparency. I am not currently a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jamie Hyams
Tucker Ward, City of Glen Eira
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Overdevelopment in general and the congestion it causes in streets and the strain it places on infrastructure.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Notsure/don't know

Further comment

The main issue is that VCAT by law doesn't
need to apply Council planning policies. It just
needs to take them into account. This can
amount to simply deciding to disregard them,
and also to disregard ResCode. The Planning
and Environment Act should be amended to
require VCAT to apply Council planning
policies. That would give much greater certainty
and better protection against overdevelopment,
and would respect the democratic process at
both State and Council level which leads to the
policies in the first place.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Probably not

Further comment

Councils have audit committees to oversee
their performance. Any councillor who accepts a
donation of more than $500 from a developer is
prevented by the conflict of interest provisions
of the Local Government Act from voting on
any item where that developer has an interest.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Less important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Probably. Although housing is not very affordable, it would probably be worse if not for the level of development
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Some are very unhappy, some less concerned,
so the moderately unhappy would be an
average.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have around 10 years experience as a councillor and have been mayor twice, so I have been very involved in local
issues. There is a very small and insignificant residents association, and SOS is moderately active.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
George Georgiou
Moreland City Council
North East Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
A large number of poor quality town house developments in our general and neighbourhood zones.
Poor safe and direct walking connections to our train stations.
Poor safety measures along major pedestrian corridors, in particularly along Sydney Rd.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No I don't believe the current level of construction is helping with housing affordability but if this level of construction
continues, we will have a chronic oversupply in the future which will cause a correction in the housing market.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Met with members of the Moreland City Council planning department on a number of occasions about rezoning our rail
corridors to mixed use and therefore putting less pressure on medium density developments in our general and
neighbourhood zones.
Never been a councillor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Greg Deakin
City of Boroondara, Junction Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
1. Key parts of our heritage are being eroded because the Council does not have the tools to fight the development
objectives of the State Government, supported by VCAT. For example the original commercial section of Burke Road
around the railway station is in grave danger of irreversible damage. Council needs to make another effort to review the
Camberwell Junction Structure Plan and have it incorporated into the Planning Scheme.
2. The gradual loss of neighbourhood character through the role of private building surveyors in approving building
permits for single dwellings without reference to neighbourhood character. Gradual loss of open space and tree canopy
is also occurring because of this. Council has become active in this area and needs to progress further by taking back a
meaningful role in the approval process.
3. Proposals for large apartment developments now coming forward along the growth corridors are on a scale not seen
before and threaten neighbour character and amenity. Council must scrutinise these proposals and reject them where
residents are adversely affected, or at least negotiate better outcomes for residents.
4. The current State Government inquiry into residential zones appears to have the clear objective to substantially
weaken resident protections in the current system.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

In our area the Council is generally community
focused, but is over ruled by VCAT. VCAT is a
body removed from community concerns, that
will cheerfully delare State Government
development priorities overrule community
concerns.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Subject to further discussion as to how formal
oversight committees might be constituted.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

At times the State Government seems
determined to charge through local
communities with a wrecking ball

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
In our area a high level of investment from overseas by people with little connection with the area or with local issues is
pushing up prices.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

I live in a heritage area which has fairly good
protection from development. Outside of this,
people are much more concerned about
inappropriate development, loss of traditional
housing stock and neighbourhood character.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am standing for Council for the reasons outlined in question 2 above. I have been involved in fighting several
inappropriate development applications recently. Council is not quite up to the mark in protecting heritage and
neighbourhood character. I have felt let down by the performance of my local councillor, who has been on Council for
14 years.
The Boroondara Resident Action Group (BRAG) has been active in our area for the past decade or so, and has made a
good contribution in monitoring changes in planning laws and local vs state government issues.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Amanda Stone
Langridge Ward
Yarra Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Rapid residential growth is placing huge pressure on open space, public transport, community facilities and road
space/parking. The scale (size, height) of development applications is challenging existing residents and the council
alike. The multi-layered planning system with decisions being made by councils, and/or VCAT and/or the Planning
Minister, confuses and frustrates all parties, especially residents who hold legitimate objections.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Councils are generally best placed to make
decisions based on local conditions and need to
be trusted to do so. Planning decisions need to
account for social equity and environmental
sustainability and insufficient weight is given to
these currently.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Greater involvement of the community in the
planning process, especially strategic planning,
is the best way to ensure greater accountability
and transparency.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these factors are important and different
factors will take priority over others depending
on the application and where it is. Planning is
so often a balancing act. However the provision
of secure housing for all, and the right of people
to feel comfortable in their home is vital and so
these factors rate highly. Finally, unless
planning protects the environment that sustains
us, the intentions of the Planning and
Environment Act are not being met, so these
factors rate highly also.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing affordability is influenced by many factors, some long term and entrenched in the economy. Whilst it is believed
that building more apartments or releasing more land helps affordability, there is not a lot of evidence of this being the
case with affordability decreasing whilst the rate of construction increases. It's a complex problem with no simple
solution, but greater investment in public housing is needed to ensure those most at risk of homelessness have access
to safe, secure housing.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

Yarra has some of Melbourne's oldest suburbs
and a distinct built character. Whilst most
residents accept some urban consolidation, it
has come at a price, with local character and
heritage being threatened and in some cases
overwhelmed by large scale, and
unsympathetic developments. The small lot
sizes in Yarra mean that most developments
have an impact on other properties unless
sensitively designed. The development boom
has been very focused in Yarra and many
residents have felt disempowered by rapid and
large scale change which they feel they have
little say in. With more residents living in multiunit developments, it's essential that these
include opportunities for recreation and social
activity with common areas and open space in
order to facilitate cohesive local communities.
This is not currently the case with many larger
developments. I can't comment on how
Victorians more broadly feel.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a current councillor and am very committed to community involvement in the planning process. I initiated the
Liveable Yarra project, a deliberative engagement project with a representative sample of the community in the rewrite
of the Yarra Planning Scheme. The project showed predictably that given enough information and opportunity, residents
make intelligent, informed and valuable contributions to the decisions and trade-offs that need to be made in planning
the future of the city. We should do more of it.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Richard Barrow, Casey, Four Oaks
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Coping with the pressures of rapid and sustained growth, maintaining rural and green wedge areas, having existing
infrastructure maintained and new provided in the right timeframe
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Local residents want to see infrastructure
provided in time with residential development.
The roads, the schools, the parks and open
space, the shops and community services need
to be there on time.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
50+yr local, passionate about open spaces, sporting facilities and everything else about our city.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Reid, Phil Kingston City Council Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Over Development, Developers bypassing Council and going straight to VCAT, No support from Council on single
storey dewellings, narrowing street widths.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes over development is helping housing affordability. However they are not planning for families with small children
and also are not allowing enough car parking spots.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a member of three groups opposing Sky Rail as proposed by the LXRA People living close to railway lines do not
want elevated solutions. Should the elevated solutions go ahead in our City, Council maintenance costs will increase,
noise levels will spread further out and our City will become a little uglier. I have never run for Council before. Question
10 below the answer is No, I'm an Independant and I do not accept any donations from political parties or developers.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Peter Sanko Wyndham city chaffey ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Roads; rail bus services; parking at rail stations.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Very true.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

No

Further comment

Laws never solve the problem always.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

Good planning inspires people to take pride in
there community and house prices are always
healthy.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

So fast.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
No, Just want all to have a fare go.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Saied Rezawi
Candidate for city of greater Dandrnong
SILVER LEAFE ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The reason to nominate myself as in council election as independent candidate is not just serve myself in my community
it's more to participate in political ground as well to represent in developing Australia with success.
I want to serve myself with all communities work together as Australia is multicultural society.
My concerns on my election campaigning will be:. Better support services for senior citizens.
. Improving distribution and allocation of council revenue.
. Increased support and services for victims of domestic violence.
. Introduction of programs and services for youth participation and

engagement.

. Encouraging alternative solutions for affordable housing.
. Greater access and opportunities for youth employment.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Not sure/don't know

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am candidate first time from city of greater Dandenong for silverleafe ward never been councilor before.
If I be successful as councilor I will more approach local council to promote local jobs and businesses for local area
resident specially for young people who finished his educational study tafe or other skilled qualifications
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
David Phillips - Ranges Ward - Cardinia Shire Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Cardinia Shire Council is in a growth corridor and is an interface Council - population growth in the Shire will continue in
the future at a rapid rate - we need to ensure that infrastructure and development meets the needs of the growing Shire
population and is done in a sustainable way.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes - factors such as interest rates at any given time will also determine affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am married with 2 young children and live in Officer. I work as a lawyer.
Amongst other associations, there is the Cardinia Ratepayers & Residents Association, Officer Progress Association
and the Upper Beaconsfield Association - this is by no means an exhaustive list.
I am not a Councillor, but rather a candidate seeking election to Cardinia Shire Council.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Maurice Schinkel, Island Ward Bass Coast Shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Delegations to officers, Town Boundaries, Overlays, Township Character, the threat of the Port of Hastings and a
proposal for a car ferry.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Unsure.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
By attending every Bass Coast Shire Council meeting for the past four years, and asking multiple questions I have been
involved in many planning matters, particularly those affecting the environment.
Phillip Island Conservation Society, Friends of the Koals, Birdlife, Hooded Plover Watch, and various Coastcare groups.
I have never been a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Moreland
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There are many issues of concern - lack of residents' rights in the planning process, lack of infrastructure to cope with
all of the new developments.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The most important thing is to have some
mandatory minimum standards for
developments. Any discretionary powers need
to be very strictly regulated. It should be illegal
to remove third party appeal rights (residents'
right to object)

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

There definitely needs to be stronger
enforcement of permit conditions - this is an
issue of staffing levels. There also needs to be
better oversight of building quality, but there is a
problem because the builiding inspection
system was totally privatised in the 1990s and
that has resulted in making it more difficult for
residents when the developers do the wrong
thing. I'm not sure that mandatory oversight
committees would resolve the issues - they may
be useful, but it depends on who is on them and
what powers they have.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

I found one of the questions here ambiguous
when you are limited to saying how important
an issue is. I don't agree with high rise
development in the activity centres in Moreland
for a range of reasons. To answer the multiple
choice above, I answered that high rise
development is less important. It isn't adequate
to say that high rise is more or less important. It
is important to me to campaign against high rise
in Moreland's activity centres.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The massive level of housing development and construction is resulting in housing becoming more unaffordable. The
problem is to do with housing becoming a commodity and an object for financial speculation rather than something you
purchase to live in. This is what is driving housing unaffordability. Australia is in a crisis of housing affordability at the
moment. The only way that housing unaffordability can be tackled is with more investment in public housing and
abolishing or phasing out negative gearing plus measures to prevent developers land banking to drive up the cost of
land.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

I think local residents are very unhappy
because they feel very disconnected from the
planning decisions that have a direct impact on
their lives eg developments being approved
without the required amount of parking; lack of
adequate access to interpreters to facilitate
elderly residents from migrant backgrounds to
be able to express their point of view; planning
consultations when residents are up against
developers with all of their experts; plus many
other issues. Some residents who aren't
opposed to unit developments are upset about
the number of unit developments in a small
radius rather than being spread out - this
results in much more congestion, hotter
suburbs, and problems of stormwater systems
coping in times of heavy floods because of all
the concrete used in developments.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I helped initiate the Save Coburg Residents Network which campaigned against Moreland council's plan to turn the
Coburg shopping centre into a mini CBD with lots of buildings of 8-10 storeys. I campaigned against the excessive
heights and campaigned for residents' third party appeal rights to be kept. I helped organise public meetings on these
issues. I have also been involved in campaigning against the destruction of heritage and overdevelopment of the former
Pentridge Prison site. State governments and the local council have missed a bit opportunity to create a historical
precinct along the lines of Port Arthur on this site.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) Socialist Alliance
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
East Gippsland - no wards
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Impacted by rural zoning restrictions and bushfire building regulations. Slow approval process for planning permits
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Rural issues very different to urban planning
issues. Your survey appears to be focused on
urban issues. I am answering with that in mind
as I have experience from ACT about urban
planning issues.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
It clearly isn't! Negative gearing, bushfire building regs have increased cost of houses, lack of government and social
housing options, need for mandatory ratio of social housing in new developments.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

Really depends. There have been dodgy
developments in the main towns of the shire.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Rural shire and I live in a remote part of it. My concerns have been environmental and community-based. There isn't a
resident or planning group active in this shire, due to tyranny of distance. one of my aims in this campaign is to develop
a shire-wide network of people with an interest in sustainability and social justice to keep an eye on the newly elected
council. I have been a Greens member of ACT legislative assembly and did loads of work around planning (2004-2008)
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Shan Jayaweera
Glen Eira
Rosstown Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The extraordinary number of high rise unit developments going up taking over entire suburban streets and the lack of
planning and additional infrastructure to manage this.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

There are too many major political party
influences in councils in Victoria.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No it doesn't help housing affordability BUT it is sold as such. It isn't making houses cheaper for people but it is lining
the pockets of developers in a big way
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

I think a lot of us are worried by the rate of
development and the lack of facilities and
resources being put back into the community

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
The street I live on in Carnegie is heritage listed. A developer bought a property and sought to tear down a heritage
listed house and put up units. The council blocked it and the developers took the matter to VCAT - the people next door
at great personal expense paid to have a seat at the hearing and got the residents of the street involved. Attending the
hearing if it was left to the council lawyer the developer would have won and it was only the actions of the residents that
stopped the development. A few days later the 125 year old Frogmore house estate was demolished with the blessing
of the council which was devastating.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Brian Littlechild
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Sewage, heritage overlays, pine plantation aerial spraying, local roads/guteters/edges, adventure tourism facilities
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Each case on its merits

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Probably not

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

In a Shire that is in a tourist area.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. We need rent capping.Housing has become a "money box" rather than a resource.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Too busy earning income to notice .

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Invovled in library survival, environment/heritage protection, small business development, age/youth integration
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Imogen Jubb
Moreland North-East Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Urban development, public transport and bike infrastructure, climate change
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've been involved in climate change for many years. There are many opportunities and risks for local councils as a
result. I would like to see all development builds in key design elements including site, environment, health, water,
energy, equity, heritage and beauty as core parts of the design concept (such as used in the Living Building Challenge
design brief). With some further work at the drawing board there are likely at least some win-win solutions for
community, developers and council.
I would also like to see much better transparency and communication from council about which sites are proposed for
development, outcomes for local residents and recourse for any issues.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Tom Christensen
Frankston Council South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There has been a high degree of inaction, bickering and bullying at Frankston council with a lack of transparency which
residents have made known they/we are not happy with. Increasing rates costs and overspending on the wrong things,
lack of parking and the slow death of strip shops in the Frankston CBD which needs to be addressed. The foreshore is
not utilised, with the construction of the a new office block for SE Water right on the beach, this should have been put to
the public and built inland with proper consideration for the possibilities of having a residential tower with cafe's and
shops to bring life to the beach and business district.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Council is the representative of the people, and
should be aware of what the people want
through more transparency and consultation.
Political donations are only there because the
donor wants something, and this should not be
allowed to happen or affect council decision
making.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Price is always determined by supply, and there is a lack of housing available in the community which of course pushes
the price up. Development is required to keep housing .costs from increasing further away from the grasp of first home
buyers.
Factors determining affordability are lack of available housing.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

Frankston does need development and a shake
up of its town planning department. There is a
general understanding with potential
developers that it is very difficult to get large
scale developments off the ground, and this is
holding back the city. Not unchecked
development, but considered and smart
development is essential.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I ran a small business in Frankston as a mowing contractor for 6 years. My previous history is management, with sales
and marketing experience. I have been a member of Rotary both in Frankston for 3 years and North Balwyn for 3 years
and i have been involved in various projects within both of these clubs.
I have not been a councillor so I will bring a new and fresh perspective to the position if I am elected.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Sandra Mayer Frankston
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Overdevelopment, not enough car parking, narrow streets
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

No

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not sure
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Yes I'm a councillor, I oppose overdevelopment in residential areas
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Phllip Parker
Seawinds Ward
Mornington Peninsula Shire
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Concerns about higher density residential developments
Council's out of control spending
Councillor's abusing allowances or exceeding them
Name change for Rosebud West
Planned Swimming pool / Aquatic for Rosebud area
Getting Arthur's seat chair lift working again
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Probably not

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Councils should not have any closed session
meetings on their own accord. If the state
government demands certain meetings being
closed, it should state the reason.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

All political donations should be banned.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No.. In the interest of preserving and conserving our culture, we need to consider allowing more land releases rather
than permitting higher density development. The higher density developing may offer you a lower cost residence (if you
want to live in a shoe box), but makes it harder for owner occupiers to buy a house on a traditional block with a
backyard. I am also concerned about higher density developments in flood prone areas.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Based on the average age demographic and
holiday home ownership within the Mornington
Shire, it is safe to assume that most people
would be opposed to excessive development
within the area.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am an IT professional with many years experience working in Senior Manager. I have served on several company
boards and have been a Director of several companies.
The Seawinds ward has several outstanding issues including the proposed development of the Rosebud Aquatic
Centre, the possible re-development of Safety Beach Golf Course (which is more of a body corporate issue than council
matter at this stage), the Dromana pier maintenance (and possible extension), and name changing of town Rosebud
West to Capel Sound. There is also potential issues with development in Green-Wedge areas south of Rosebud - which
makes part of a wetland for birds and other wildlife. The Arthur's seat chair project was a hot issue, however state
government has assumed control now back in April 2016.
I have never been on a council and this is my first time nominating. My main reason for running is to encourage further
community representation and engaging and educating the wide community new ways to lobby the council in this new
digital age. I also believe it is necessary for Councillors to be held to account, advocate for transparency, and be good
steward's of the councils limited funds.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Theo John Bila
Gardiner Ward
Boroondara Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Planning, Building, Inappropriate Developments
Traffic, Noise
Parking
Support for oldies
More places in Kindergartner
Council Rates
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

At the moment are too many duplication in
decision making and council has limited power
being subjected to arbitration, state government
overruling their decisions.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I don't think that local government should be
politicized and money should not elect
Councillor. Maximum three terms must be
introduce to eliminate anachronism.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Further comment

High Rises where appropiate.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I don't think it does.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

I don't think that the speculators should
targeting high price area.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
1- Initiating a group fighting against The Council Residential Zones fore one year reaching The Ministry Of Planning and
the top state and federal politicians. The council did not do consider friendly our presentations, but The Ministry for
Planning Panel did so, however the Council was using tricks to get around.
We were not helped wards councilors.
2- Involved in Design of Camberwell Library, Ashburton and Hawthorn Aquatic centres,
3- Age Ref Committee
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mark Lane
Whitehorse Council
Elgar Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
1: Over development of sites with gross dispensation of car parking requirements which are already very conservative.
2: Lack of care in spending on parks and recreation facilities.
3: Traffic congestion in and around the Box Hill Retail precinct.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I have said perhaps as it would depend on the
solution being proposed.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Other factors are at play here. More development doe snot necessarily mean more affordability, nor does it mean more
opportunities for locals to live in a certain area. This is somewhat complex.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Catherine Pirrie East Gippsland Shire Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban
planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

No

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing
development and construction is helping housing
affordability? Are there other factors determining
affordability?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
John Green
Southern Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate development. Retention of existing neighbourhood character. Prioritorising the needs of different car
parking users around Sandringham station.Accountability for expenditure of Council funds.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Must push for the retention of the Residential
Zones in the Bayside district

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I agree. Interest rates are favourable at present but this could encourge borrowers to overcommit.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
For the past three years I have been acting in a voluntary capacity as honorary secretary/treasurer for an organisation
seeking to create a high quality public marine conservation and education facility for Bayside.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Bruce Poon - Melbourne City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
- Ability of residents to understand and effect planning decisions, and achieve acceptable levels of disruptions caused by
buildings. Lack of consultation on key decisions
- Ability of infrastructure to cope with growth in residents and their companion animals
- Transparency and accountability for councillors and Mayor
- Appropriateness of rating structure and consequent impact on the built form. Lack of value capture for new
infrastructure projects.
- Lack of high level attention to the issues affecting non-human animals, such as protection of wildlife habitat
- Planning for disruptions associated with major new infrastructure projects. Conflicts of interest brought about by some
of these changes
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
The greater the rate of housing construction and development, relative to the population size (which also changes), the
greater affordability will be. However, this is only one factor. There are a big range of factors that affect affordability.
Principal amongst these is the treatment of land titles and the relative rate of economic rent taken by public vs private
rentiers. Other factors include the technologies used to build, required standards, cost of regulatory compliance,
minimum standards for housing types, level of subsidy provided, etc.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived in the CBD for more than 15 years, in an apartment that was then, the tallest building in the block, and is
now surrounded by taller towers. I have seen and lived the development cycle for a number of large towers in a small
laneway, and have been bullied off land that was on our title by developers with unlimited legal budgets.
The point is not to stop development, but to make it appropriate, and where possible, cooperative with the rest of the
residents.
I focus on representing non-human animals, and am involved with a range of initiatives for their benefit. Issues of
governance, urban planning and development will affect them every bit as much as other residents.
I have interacted with council and councillors on a number of issues, from parking, bats, cats, possums and buildings,
but have never run for council before. I have stood for the AJP at state and federal elections in the upper house.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) Animal Justice Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Linda Pearson
Nillumbik
Wingrove ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate development
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There is too much development whose only aim is a fast buck.What is built should uplift the community in as many ways
as possible.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have never been a councillor
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Simon Crawford, Maribyrnong City, Yarraville Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Council needs to be more responsive, transparent and accountable. The amount of open space needs to be increased
as density increases. More bike paths need to be built and footpaths need to be improved.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've lived locally for 6 years and have been actively involved in getting trucks off local streets, improving cycling
infrastructure and cleaning local water ways.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Chris Hansen - Moreland City Council (South Ward)
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
A major concern of residents in the South Ward is that many significant urban planning decisions taken by Council do
not reflect the community's expectation that the character and heritage of our historic suburbs should be celebrated and
maintained.
Residents have also expressed strong concerns to me that Council's process for planning basic urban infrastructure
(such as pedestrian infrastructure, traffic management and open space) to meet the demand created by population
growth has typically been reactive, rather than proactive.
In the new term of Council, we need Councillors who will be strong, vocal advocates for a planning system that is
transparent, easy to navigate and accessible for residents who wish to contribute to, or object to planning matters that
impact their local community.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

In principle, I support the concept of formal
oversight committees, particularly on issues
relevant to the transparency and accessibility of
our local planning processes.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Residential developments geared towards property investors immediately create significant barriers to maintaining
housing affordability in our local community. Moreland's proximity to the CBD means that if affordable and social
housing is not planned for appropriately, with significant leadership from the State Government, that many long-term
residents will be forced to relocate from Moreland in the coming years.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Rapid changes in Moreland's residential
developments have already resulted in
significant losses to the character, feel and
connection of our local suburbs. The
concentration of new residents in large, highdensity developments without the proper
linkages with open space and activity hubs will
negatively impact Moreland's liveability into the
future, if not proactively addressed by the next
term of Council.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Currently working as a senior policy specialist in the Victorian justice sector, I am also an active volunteer and mentor to
young people living in foster care.
In the South Ward, I'm proud to see many community, 'friends of' and residents' groups campaigning for progressive
and inclusive environmental and social policy changes in our local community.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Lance justice coburn
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Transport rail and road -unsealed roads
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

We need to be transparent

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Not sure/don't know

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are lots of factors supply and demand
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

Providing infrastructure is created to support
development

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am on advisory committee to oversee use and planning Melton harness centre and general harness racing issues
moving forward
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Irina Saverchenko Wyndham Council Harrison Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Our area needs better town planing, more roads and traffic lights, well organised parking places and public transport
meeting the resident's requirements.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not at all. The main factor is economic growth of a country. It has a positive impact on the national income and level of
employment, which further results in higher living standards and housing affordability..
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
My main priority is to ensure that our families live in a safe area and have a reliable protection against growing criminal
threat. My first goal is to have police station built in Point Cook and surveillance cameras installed on all major roads.
I have not been a Councillor, but had an experience in the capacity of a member of Women's Committee at the
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons that is a Nobel Peace Prize organisation
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mike McEvoy, Nicholls Ward, City of Yarra
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Unprecedented population growth in Yarra will present significant challenges for Local Government and the community
over the coming years. Community consultation is imperative, as is transparency, especially when it comes to
development and planning.
It is important that we take stronger action at the local level to address climate change and prepare our urban landscape
for its affects. Many of the things we need to do to make the City of Yarra carbon neutral have the added benefit of
making our city more liveable. Safer bike and walking routes, electric buses, solar for apartments and renters, more car
share, less congestion, and greener streets and lane ways through urban agriculture and increased tree canopy.
To reduce congestion on our roads we need Doncaster Rail and more investment in public transport and bike
infrastructure.
Also, as our population increases, development continues, and property prices increase, we need to ensure that no one
is left behind. We need to fight for quality affordable housing, funding for local artists and art spaces, and the protection
and improvement of public housing.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are a range of views from local residents,
but there is a clear desire from many in the
community to have more of a say in how
development occurs in the City of Yarra. The
best way for me to respond to this question is
to provide a link to the Greens Land Use Policy
which covers off on quality, design and
development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived and worked in the City of Yarra for 15 years. I'm an actor, theatre-maker and facilitator. For the past five
years I've been a Director of a theatre company that works in community and organisational development. I’ve served
on the Boards of several NFP and arts organisations and I value the role that a vibrant arts and cultural sector plays in
our community and economy.
I love the City of Yarra. It is great because we already have a compassionate and diverse community, excellent public
transport, a safe bike network, beautiful parks and public spaces, sports facilities, lots of innovative local businesses,
world-leading artists, music venues, cafes, restaurants and all the things that form the basis of a thriving community.
It's important that we protect and enhance what is good about the area and continue to play a leadership role when it
comes to environmental sustainability. I am ready to bring my creativity and innovative thinking to Council, along with my
ability to listen and engage communities in decision-making and planning. I look forward to building on the success of
previous Councillors.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jessica Harrison Bunurong Ward, Bass Coast Shire Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Preserving coastal areas.
Safety of pedestrians/car traffic/bicycles
Planning overlays to restrict coastal development.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
We need more affordable housing in the Shire.
Some housing is affordable but not in good repair.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
As an environmentally aware person, I have been involved with many grassroots campaigns to protect the environment,
but I also think that housing developments are inevitable and need consultation and planning to achieve the right
outcomes. I have not been a councillor before.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
John MacIsaac
Independent candidate for City of Darebin Rucker Ward
M: 0418 945 355
E: johnamacisaac@gmail.com
PO Box 576 Northcote VIC 3070
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Governance
“Minister Moves to get Darebin City Council back on track” Minister for Local Government, Natalie Hutchins says “Like
many local residents over the last few months, I am very disappointed to see Council distracted from its job.” “The
Council, assisted by two special inspectors, will get their priorities straight and complete the task of ensuring good
governance and better services for their community.” “The Darebin community deserves no less, and they will ultimately
hold the Council to account at the next election.” – In a media release dated 25 June 2015
Poker machines - local governments having proper authority over the location of poker machines in their respective
communities.
Climate change - Action in response to climate change is urgent and needs attention at all levels of the Government.
Plan to mitigate the risk to infrastructure e.g. public transport, roads etc
Urban planning and infrastructure issues
Sustainable economic development in the City of Darebin considering the future impact of doubling the population of
Darebin in the next 20 to 30 year and the future impact on existing residents, infrastructure including roads, public
transport and community facilities.
Allocation of grants to support local infrastructure, maintaining open spaces and park lands,
Retaining the heritage and character of Darebin and ensures that development is sustainable. E.g. Proposed
development of Preston market site.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

No

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

No

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes helping affordability but overall affordability in housing is decreasing. High level of apartment construction is good
for the economy and jobs but are we heading for excess in stock and collapse of sale prices? Are the apartments
liveable and sustainable? If apartments to do not include adequate onsite parking there will be negative impact on
existing residents and businesses. Are we planning for increased capcity for public transport?
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
John MacISAAC - Independent Candidate for City of Darebin Rucker Ward. “Listening, real democracy and genuine
community consultation.” An engineer, strategic planner and specialist in dispute resolution, Director of mental health
organisation. a community justice role in the State of Victoria. Stop Chaos and Dysfunction. Elect a new Darebin Council
in 2016
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Liberal Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Greater Dandenong City Council - Silverleaf ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Wheelchair access to every single shop around the Dandenong area.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Land prices are very high
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am Disability Advocate & personally involved with Disabled advisory committee member of Dandenong city council.
Member of the Disability action southeast & Disability resources center
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Kim Le Cerf standing for Darebin City Council, Rucker Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
STATUTORY PLANNING
- Residents rights have been limited to objecting to development that are more than 200m away from their property.
- The speaking time limits for applicants and objectors at Planning Committee need to be reviewed to ensure the
objectors to major developments are not disadvantaged by the number and complexity of objections (i.e. five objectors
may have very different grounds for objecting, however if they all opt to speak within the current five minute limit, they
only get one minute each).
- Planning permit applications for pokies and developments of four storeys or more can be considered under delegation
by Council officers, instead of going to Planning Committee for decision.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND DEMOCRACY
Lack of opportunities for the community to be involved in Council decision making processes, including:
- Ineffective use of Question Time in Council meetings. I will call for to trial a question time model that allows for
questions to be asked an answered prior to the hearing of specific Council agenda items.
- No regular ward meetings - I will call for reinstating these meetings with the locations rotated to different
neighbourhoods in each ward.
- No regular community input into strategic planning - I will call for the introduction of a community planning forum to be
held monthly or bi-monthly, enabling all Darwin residents and ratepayers to be able to contribute to Council policies,
plans and priorities.
- Limited use of deliberative democracy and participatory budgeting - I will call for a broader range of decisions to be
considered using these processes.
TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
- Lack of skills and training to equip them for the role of being a Councillor - I will call for facilitation and governance
training.
- Lack of constructive deliberation and consensus building around Council decisions
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Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Greens believe that all Land Use Planning
decision must give importance to social equity
and sustainability - including open space and
the biodiversity. Our policy aims include
removal of general thresholds in local planning
schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister. If
development applications are called in under
this power, then the ministerial decisions
should be subject to greater transparency. To
read more about our Land Use Planning Policy
visit: greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

The best way to ensure greater accountability is
to ensure genuine community collaboration,
through deliberative processes (e.g. citizen
juries, people panels or the IAP2 spectrum of
public participation). They all have their place
and are important to ensure authentic and
genuine consultation, and have the added
benefit of reinforcing accountability to the
community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

All of these issues are important and should be
weighed up for each decision, giving
consideration to that each decision has a
different local context, impact and amenity. The
best outcomes for the community should be at
the heart of the decision.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, a lot of apartment development is being driven by the investors market.
For further information see our Housing Policy: greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

There are a variety of views from local
residents, however there is a lot of feedback
indicating people are unhappy, particularly with
poorly designed and poorly located
development. Our Land Use Policy includes
principles and aims relating to quality, design
and development:
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Can you tell us a bit more about yourself?
I love living in Thornbury, as I feel a real connection to my community. I know my neighbours want what I want - a fair
and liveable community. With Darebin's population projected to grow by 40,000 in the next 14 years, Council needs to
act now to protect that vision.
I am standing for election because I want to be a champion for deliberate and deliberative development. People should
be at the heart of the decision making, so that we create connected communities through sustainable development, that
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be at the heart of the decision making, so that we create connected communities through sustainable development, that
also fits with our local neighbourhood character. With the growth in residents I also want to ensure investment keeps up
with the increased demand on community infrastructure and services, like childcare, bike paths, open space and
sporting facilities (to name a few).
As a leader of a climate action team within local government, I'm also passionate about tackling climate change.
There's more we need to do in Darebin, including installing solar on thousands more roofs by expanding the Solar
Savers program and building community-owned renewables through a new Darebin Energy Foundation.
Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if any?
- I petitioned Council to purchase two historic sites in Darebin, while raising awareness in the community of the
challenges Darebin faces with community infrastructure. The petition attracted over 1000 signatures in 2-3 days. The
sites could have been converted into new community hubs to keep up with the demand from our growing population, as
well as protected the heritage values of these sites.
- I was involved with the campaign for a new multi sports facility. A generation of kids, particularly girls have already
missed out on local team sports due to underinvestment. Council has committed to building a new stadium at John Cain
Park, however has not allocated any capital works funding delaying construction.
- I was involved with the campaign for a new pedestrian crossing at Victoria Road and Clifton Street, near the Northcote
pool. More investment is needed to be made in active transport, to ensure people, and particularly children can walk
around our streets safely. However, VicRoads' rules are the current blocker and Greg Barber MLC has raised this issue
a number of times in State Parliament.
Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate?
- Darebin Appropriate Development Association
- Darebin Climate Action Now
- Darebin Community Network
- Friends of Merri Creek
- Friends of Darebin Creek
- Darebin Parklands Association
- Alphington Station Action Group
- Friends of Alphington Railway Reserve
- St Georges Road Residents Action Group
- Merri Action Group
- Merri Community Group
- Merri Stationeers
- Fairfield Stationeers
- Northcote Stationeers
- Northcote Community Garden
- Transition Darebin
- Darebin Progress Association
- Ratepayers Group Darebin
- West Alphington Residents, Inc.
- Darebin Bicycle Users Group
- People for Preston Market (not strictly Rucker, but definitely a concern for Rucker residents)
- There are a number of other smaller neighbourhood groups (too many to mention here)
Are you, or have you been a Councillor? If so, how many years?
No, I have not been a Councillor before. I do work at another inner-city Council for the last five years, so am very
familiar with the role of local government, Councillors and its processes. I have also undertaken a variety of training to
prepare for the role of a Councillor, including:
- Stand for Council Briefing Session - Municipal Association of Victoria
- Pre-Election Training (Parts A & B) - Victoria Local Governance Association
- GoWomenLG Forum - Victoria Local Governance Association and Victorian Government
- Candidate Training - Australia Greens Victoria
- Leading Diversity - Australian Institute of Management
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Geraldine GONSALVEZ
Silverleaf Ward.

Greater Dandenong City council.

Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Open, transparent, robust communication and consultation as a part of our Planning policy and decision making.
Actively curb waste and cheap tacky over development especially in established residential and greenfield areas when
it comes to how Greater Dandenong’s rate revenue is expended. Increase our green spaces, parklands & gardens.
Improve our public transport quality,connectivity, and networking.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

We do need mandatory standards to prevent in
compatible uses co locating to create local
amenity issues. Rework disused brownfield
Industrial sites and car yards/parks to convert to
village type affordable medium density housing.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Support for mandatory formal oversight local
community oriented committees with
community representatives to help ensure
greater accountability of council performance is
a good idea.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

Further comment

The retail side of our City needs active creative,
re jeuvination supportive of small business as
in shop top residential/retail.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not quite. I believe we should be leasing land to overseas investors as opposed to the rapid sell off of Australian land to
foreign overseas investors that in turn contribute to rising housing purchase and rental costs. costs.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

People are concerned about the inequities
resulting from rising costs, inflation, taxable
imposts as in tolls, fines, parking costs and
concepts such as the recently suggested
consumption tax that imposes greater hardship
on ordinary families in the absence of secure
jobs due to the end of line decisions taken in
the production and manufacturing sectors.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Greater Dandenong has been our home since 1984. It is where my husband of 35 years and me chose to raise our
large family. All our children went to the local playgroups, kindergarten, primary /secondary schools, sporting clubs etc.
It is also where both my husband & I continue our various voluntary commitments & interests. I have also previously
served a term on the Greater Dandenong Council in the years 2000 to 2003 as the independently elected Dandenong
Ward Councillor.
I know the issues the challenges and strengths and I stand to Champion Change, Leadership Policy and Local Action. I
believe the Silverleaf ward is ready for change and for new beginnings as its sitting Councillors date way back to 1997 &
the dawn of this millennium. Hopefully with your No. 1 Vote I will become your new Silverleaf ward Councillor and I will
be able to put you the resident in charge of Dandenong. By listening to you and ensuring that we have good healthy
active, robust communication and consultation as a part of our decision making policy on Council.
I believe strongly in giving residents maximum value for their rates and will actively curb waste when it comes to how
Greater Dandenongs rate revenue is expended. I am and have been engaged in the area of Education pre - schools,
family ministry, sporting & historical preservation groups, local friends & hobby groups and regional resident action
groups against toxic and nuclear waste as well as with our local culture/art/drama music groups and choirs since 1984
within the City of Greater Dandenong,and Victoria.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify)
I am an Independent candidate in the Silverleaf ward
in the city of Greater Dandenong 2016 Council
Election.
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Tony Romeo - Watts Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Better Transport and roads, Planning of housing estates, better security - Police Caroline Springs 24/7, Hospital,
Schools, Gambling, and Youth violence
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Not sure/don't know

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Local Employment, and Infrastructure to develop our community
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I Tony Romeo have nominated myself for Melton City Council Watts Ward. I am passionate with Diggers Rest and
surrounding suburbs in particular with its growth and popularity over the years. Young families looking for new housing
in an established township with great facilities for the whole family to enjoy. I am disappointed with the lack of
consideration in council to further develop our infrastructure to accommodate our growing population in the Western
District.
I suggest more Schools in our region, a Hospital in Melton, Control Gambling, looking after our adolescences in our
community, understanding Diversity in our community, better infrastructure, roads and access to freeways.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Ruth Allen- Lake Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
St Kilda Rd development needs to be kept in line with planning. Until recently there wasn't adequate planning guideline
sin place hence some larger than necessary or want building have been approved. We need development but it must be
in line with aesthetics, culture and needs of the area.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

I think the question is too broad to give real
value in any answers. Everything is important
and to generalise things can enable them to be
taken out of context. I would need more
information on specifics, context and particular
issues to prioritise properly

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I support affordable housing in the area and I would like to see minimum requirements in housing developments too I
would also like to see larger apartments built to suit families and larger groups in a home. Diversity in types of housing
to accommodate a range of people and incomes could assist with our every increasing population and affordable
housing crisis.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

I think the diversity in Lake Ward means there
is diversity in the local residents opinions on
this. I don't know of another ward that has such
a mixture of socio economic groups and
housing styles. This in turn makes it hard to get
consensus on this
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been a trader for twenty five years on Fitzroy St, having owned Tolarno Bar and Bistro and then Barney Allen's
for ten years. I have lived in St Kilda for almost 30 years. I have watched gorgeous Fitzroy St deteriorate before my
eyes, breaking my heart in the process. I am not a politician but I am a doer. I fought against the super stop outside the
school because I saw the devastating effect it had on Fitzroy and found the whole consultation process tedious and
frustrating. I feel for the most part they had a result and they architecture the process to get the result they wanted.I
have an MBA and I am passionate about small business as it’s what I have done for so long and has given me so much
joy (well the first 22 years anyway). I think small business thriving in an area help make thriving communities. I don’t
have all the knowledge but I do have the skills and ability to gain that knowledge and most importantly, I have common
sense (of course I think I do) and would relish the opportunity to make a positive difference to an area I love for me,
everyone and so my son gets as much enjoyment from the area as I have
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Steph Amir
Cazaly Ward, Darebin Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
PLANNING
- Concerns from residents about over-development or poor quality developments, including badly-designed apartments,
issues around over-shadowing, poor quality or dangerous building materials (asbestos, polystyrene, etc).
- Lack of infrastructure for the increasing population, eg. there is no high school in Preston, quality of bike lanes/paths is
inconsistent both in terms of availability and safety, spaces for community arts is very concentrated in the south of the
council area
- Complaints about trees along the streets (eg. blocking line of sight, dropping leaves, causing damage, etc)
GOVERNANCE
Lack of opportunities for the community to be involved in Council decision making processes, including:
- Ineffective use of Question Time in Council meetings. I will call for to trial a question time model that allows for
questions to be asked and answered prior to the hearing of specific Council agenda items.
- No regular ward meetings - I will call for reinstating these meetings with the locations rotated to different
neighbourhoods in each ward.
- No regular community input into strategic planning - I will call for the introduction of a community planning forum to be
held monthly or bi-monthly, enabling all Darebin residents and ratepayers to be able to contribute to Council policies,
plans and priorities.
- Limited use of deliberative democracy and participatory budgeting - I will call for a broader range of decisions to be
considered using these processes.
- Lack of skills and training to equip them for the role of being a Councillor - I will call for facilitation and governance
training.
- Lack of constructive deliberation and consensus building around Council decisions
- The speaking time limits for applicants and objectors at Planning Committee need to be reviewed to ensure the
objectors to major developments are not disadvantaged by the number and complexity of objections (i.e. five objectors
may have very different grounds for objecting, however if they all opt to speak within the current five minute limit, they
only get one minute each).
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Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Greens believe that all Land Use Planning
decision must give importance to social equity
and sustainability - including open space and
biodiversity.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Political donations from developers is a big
problem in Victoria. It undermines democratic
process and creates a bias for councillors who
should be considering the best interests of the
community, not developer profits.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important and should be
weighed up for each decision, giving
consideration to that each decision has a
different local context, impact and amenity. The
best outcomes for the community should be at
the heart of the decision.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, a lot of apartment development is being driven by the investors market. There is also a mismatch between the
kinds of housing being built and the kinds of housing that people want or need.
Council has a role to play but housing affordability largely falls within the state jurisdiction. Eg. see our Housing Policy:
greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Feedback has been mixed, but there are lots of
complaints about inappropriate development.
As mentioned above this includes development
that is: - poor quality, leading to rapid
depreciation - dangerous (eg. highly flammable
or containing toxic substances such as
asbestos) - inconsistent with local character causes overshadowing in residential areas rapid without the necessary rise in
infrastructure (public transport, schools,
community spaces, child care, recreation
facilities, open spaces, etc).
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I’m 31 and live in Preston with my partner. I’ve worked across a range of sectors, including in zoology, science
communication, crime prevention, multicultural policy, disability policy, program evaluation, and as a manager in the
youth sector.
I also have volunteered in a range of roles including at two prisons, as a volunteer tutor for refugee children, and on the
board of a community radio station. I’m in a community choir and had a community radio show for three years (currently
on a break during the election).
I’ve been working with a range of individuals and groups including assisting individual residents with planning
complaints or disputes, and advocating on a range of issues including better connectivity of bike paths, protecting
Preston Market, and funding for the arts. In Darebin the most active planning group is the Darebin Appropriate
Development Association. There are also small residents groups and a ratepayers group but it’s quite new.
I haven’t been a councillor… yet!
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Derek Rollins Swipers Gully Nillunbik
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Developers buying existing blocks then buying next door for Hugh Unit sites
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

No

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

We have in Eltham acorner block where Eltham
Clinic opeares The property next door was
bought a developer who wants to combine the
blocks,this is dreadful planning if ever allowed

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Further comment

Bad planning like Bunnings opening up in
Bridge Street Eltham just added to all the traffic
problems.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Over population is one problem plus 457 visas we need to slow down and look where we are in the world,,other wise we
hill have a very big financial melt down
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Australia is still about twenty years behind rest
of world re transport services.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am not a councilor, I am team manager of local soccer side Eltham Redbacks. I have run my own business for over
forty years employed many people. Emigrated to Australia over 50 years ago.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mark Tregonning
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Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
STATUTORY PLANNING
- I want Council to lead a debate on what sort of urban planning Darebin wants, including a shift to more medium density
growth and less dominance by developments of high rises of small space apartments.
- Residents' rights have been limited to objecting to development that are more than 200m away from their property,
which needs review.
- The speaking time limits for applicants and objectors at Planning Committee need to be reviewed to ensure the
objectors to major developments are not disadvantaged by the number and complexity of objections (i.e. five objectors
may have very different grounds for objecting, however if they all opt to speak within the current five minute limit, they
only get one minute each).
- Planning permit applications for pokies and developments of four storeys or more can be considered under delegation
by Council officers, instead of going to Planning Committee for decision.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND DEMOCRACY
Lack of opportunities for the community to be involved in Council decision making processes, including:
- Ineffective use of Question Time in Council meetings. I will call for to trial a question time model that allows for
questions to be asked an answered prior to the hearing of specific Council agenda items.
- No regular ward meetings - I will call for reinstating these meetings with the locations rotated to different
neighbourhoods in each ward.
- No regular community input into strategic planning - I will call for the introduction of a community planning forum to be
held monthly or bi-monthly, enabling all Darwin residents and ratepayers to be able to contribute to Council policies,
plans and priorities.
- Limited use of deliberative democracy and participatory budgeting - I will call for a broader range of decisions to be
considered using these processes.

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
- Lack of skills and training to equip them for the role of being a Councillor - I will call for facilitation and governance
training.
- Lack of constructive deliberation and consensus building around Council decisions
- Lack of information given to residents about discussions of important public interest - eg conversations between
Council and Salta about the Preston Market development.
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Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Greens believe that all Land Use Planning
decision must give importance to social equity
and sustainability - including open space and
the biodiversity. Darebin's current planning
system seems to be producing an outcome
lacking in diversity. I want planning laws which
encourage more public and social housing,
more options for families, and a greater
emphasis on medium density developments
Our policy aims include removal of general
thresholds in local planning schemes, which
pass responsible authority status from Councils
to the Planning Minister. If development
applications are called in under this power,
then the ministerial decisions should be subject
to greater transparency. To read more about
our Land Use Planning Policy visit:
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Darebin Council has lost the trust of many of its
residents and there needs to be a major focus
of governance in the 2016-2020 Council. The
best way to ensure greater accountability is to
ensure genuine community collaboration,
through deliberative processes (e.g. citizen
juries, people panels or the IAP2 spectrum of
public participation). They all have their place
and are important to ensure authentic and
genuine consultation, and have the added
benefit of reinforcing accountability to the
community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

All of these issues are important and should be
weighed up for each decision, giving
consideration to that each decision has a
different local context, impact and amenity. The
best outcomes for the community should be at
the heart of the decision. In the area of high
rise development particularly, there has been a
pattern of development company's interests
over-riding community interests.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, a lot of apartment development is being driven by the investors market.

For further information see our Housing Policy: greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

There are a variety of views from local
residents, however there is a lot of feedback
indicating people are unhappy, particularly with
poorly designed and poorly located
development. The majority of the complaints
are that developments are too high, and that
there is a lack of diversity in the price, quality,
size etc of dwellings being built.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a cofounder of the group People for Preston Market 2 years ago, when I was active it a community campaign to
oppose the attempt to raise height limits at the Preson Market to 28 stories to allow developer Salta to build 1500
appartments on that land. I have continued to be active with the group, running the facebook page and organising a
recent "photo bomb" demonstration to raise awareness of the ongoing issues there.
I've lived in Preston for 7 years, and I own an apartment there. I am an actor and theatre maker and was an associate
artist at Little Feat Theatre for 4 years.
I am a lawyer and have worked at Victoria Legal Aid for 7 years.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jackson Bradshaw
Monash City Council
Mount Waverley Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Monash Planning Scheme Amendment C125 which seeks to retain the 'Garden City' character of Monash.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Probably not

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Least important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Less important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, there is not much in terms of housing development happening in the Mount Waverley Ward. The desirability of
people to buy houses in this area has increased the house prices considerably in this area due mainly to top performing
public schools.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

Poor transport infrastructure is more of a
problem than excessive development.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a young candidate, so I haven't been a Councillor and I haven't been involved in any local issues to date. I don't
believe there are any resident or planning groups active in my area.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Judith Voce
Candidate for Cotham Ward
City of Boroondara
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The continual undermining of Council's autonomy by successive State Governments. Future maintenance and retention
of infrastructure assets and services in years to come as a result of rate capping and cost shifting by the State and
Federal Governments.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Further comment

Boroondara Council exercises proper decisionmaking against all planning regulations and
provides an extensive process for community
input and submission of objections.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or
very limited rights.

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Further comment

All Councils currently report to the Auditor
General on compulsory statutory financial and
governance requirements. I can only speak for
Boroondara which exercises exemplary
governance and financial accountability and
transparency. I personally would prefer
prohibition on developer donations to reduce
conflicts of interests in decision-making.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Further comment

Although most of the above are supportable it's
meaningless to tick a box as a comparison
across all Councils without understanding what
is already addressed by individual Councils.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Property developers are concerned with return on their investment rather than providing housing stock that best suits
the area and needs of people wanting to downsize for example or family homes with sufficient private open space for
children to play and trees to be planted.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

Most residents want to protect their
environment from inappropriate development
that affects their amenity and quality of life.
There is conflict between the ability to develop
your property in a modern aesthetic style that is
sympathetic to the streetscape that contains
heritage and traditional homes. Council has
recently submitted a strong submission to the
State Government's Better Apartment
Development Guidelines to address issues of
quality, design, liveability, etc.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Selling off public assets by the Commissioners; protecting Yarra Bend Park; securing historical Villa Alba as a
community owned asset; fighting the location of the proposed bridge across the Yarra River through passive open
space at Willsmere Billabong; an amendment to protect former Whitlam house as a historical property of local
significance, plus more. BRAG, SOS, KERA to name a few.
I'm a Councillor with ten years' experience.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Dr Olivia Ball
Greens candidate for Lord Mayor of Melbourne
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
- Melbourne's record rates of development are putting intense pressure on Melbourne's heritage fabric, and the heritage
protection controls are far too often out of date and inadequate. The Greens are updating the heritage controls as
quickly as possible.
- The quality of new apartments being constructed in the central city are too often of low quality, due to the highly
discretionary and under-regulated planning and building rules. We need to catch up to other cities and, where possible,
lead the way on sustainable development.
- The centre of Melbourne is full of more and more people on any given day. Government needs to ensure that
sustainable transport modes that move the greatest number of people - trains, trams, cycle routes and high quality
pedestrian areas - are prioritised.
- The Melbourne City Council this last term has too often been compromised by a majority of Councillors having
conflicts of interest on matters where a developer has donated to their election campaigns; this has lost quorum and the
non-conflicted Councillors have not been able to vote either. The rules need to change so that developers are not
allowed to donate to Councillors or candidates.
- Property owners' and residents' third party rights are being removed by the ever-expanding capital city zone. This is
undemocratic.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Minimum mandatory planning standards to limit
discretion" are not useful in that the one
standard would not easily apply to residential
towers in the CBD AND low-rise stable
residential areas in the suburbs. This is too
blunt an approach. Instead, we need strong and
clear controls that apply to different densities
and types of residential development; the
Greens advocate strongly for this in detail at
melbournecitygreens.com/planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Current development is not helping affordability. Government needs to do more to require affordable housing and review
those barriers to affordability (e.g. unnecessary off street car parking can add a lot of cost to a dwelling) - and the
market will adjust. We of course need to tackle affordability issues across all levels of government, so we need
politicians at all levels who are willing and able to negotiate and cooperate to reform Australian housing finance and
construction.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a human rights advocate, I live in Carlton and work in the CBD. I am not a current Councillor, and am running for
Lord Mayor on a comprehensive planning policy (and other policies!) to ensure we are planning for liveable
communities, leading the world on sustainability, and ensuring clean government at Town Hall.
melbournecitygreens.com/planning
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
STEVE YANKO. MONASH COUNCIL. MULGRAVE WARD.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
People are very concerned about over-development in our suburbs. Furthermore, people are concerned that councillors
that are politically aligned voted to remove minimum 5 metre rear setbacks from properties and yet these councillors
don't live in the affected suburbs or even in the City of Monash. People are concerned that the idea of having a
backyard will be eroded by these types of decisions.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Q1) Not really in my area. Q2) The high quality of government and private secondary schools in Monash has attracted
many buyers to the area who are willing to pay very high prices for properties to ensure that their children can attend
these schools.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

People I've spoken to are concerned about
McMansions, high rise apartments that impinge
on local infrastructure and people's amenity,
increase in traffic congestion and changing the
neighbourhood character.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a resident of the Mulgrave Ward since 1997.
I have worked on a community issue for 12 years and that is to get a car park developed for the Brandon Park PreSchool and the Maternal Child Health Centre next to it. I also successfully lobbied Monash Council and State
government to have 15% open space for public use on a 22 acre block of land that was sold to a developer with that
condition. We are still working with Monash Council to ensure that the open space is easily accessible to all residents.
I have also contributed to Monash Council's community feedback requests.
In our area, the Brandon Park Residents' Action Group and the Monash Ratepayers Inc are quite active and were very
supportive in my campaign for the pre-school and local residents.
I have never been a councillor. For more information about me please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/SteveYankoforMonashCouncil/
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
My name is TRAN, Hai . Nominated Yarra Council – Langridge Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Difficulty with coordination, communication & revenue allocation between sectors of government (municipal, subregional, metropolitan) and community services.
In regards to expected population growth, managing community anxiety in terms of allocation of affordable housing (with
real choices offered), effective health & welfare services and creating liveable spaces to foster community perceptions
of safety.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I will need to have greater involvement /
exposure to this area, before I form a position
on this subject.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

This is a difficult area as councils need some
autonomy to get works created and completed,
however this needs to be balanced with
community need and desire for the projects
being considered (therefore transparency
should be the focus here).

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

We need to protect our environment for it
sustains all life and promotes wellbeing. All
development must be considered in regards to
environmental impact versus community /
economic need.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
With population growth and gravitation towards urban areas, it is difficult to strike the happy balance between housing
development / construction and affordability. Developing satellite cities, increasing public transport to outer areas and
review of single detached dwellings (land space), would all assist in crating housing affordability in Melbourne.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

We need to protect our environment for it
sustains all life and promotes well-being. All
development must be considered in regards to
environmental impact versus community /
economic need.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
My name is TRAN, Hai, I am currently President of Atherton Gardens Residents Association (AGRA). I have been ReElected as AGRA’ President 5 terms already. For more than 10 years I have been working very hard to make the lives of
people living in and around Atherton Gardens better and want to increase my ability to make positive changes by
becoming a Councillor.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Bass Coast Shire; Island Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban
planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
In the electorate of Island Ward, we do not suffer from the vagaries of housing prices as in the city. Our problem is the
ever expansion of the urban creep into farm land and the lack of infrastructure to support the population increases. Our
environment on this island is fragile and continued population explosion can only end in tears. Affordability is not at
issue on the Island - we have many cheap and ugly sub divisions - that's more of a problem.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was instrumental in the establishing of an association called Rhyll R.A.I.D, which stands for Residents Against
Inappropriate Development. I have made submissions against a number of inappropriate developments and subdivisions on Phillip Island.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jim Cusack
Moonee Valley Council
Myrnong
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Massive developments proposed for the Moonee Ponds Market site (34 Storeys), the redevelopment of Moonee Valley
Racecourse (26 & 28 storeys) and Flemington Racecourse (30 storey and 28,26,22 storey), Excessive developments
proposed for Mt Alexander road From Flemington to Moonee Ponds Junction (8 + storeys)
Major developments creeping into suburban streets especially in Flemington & Ascot Vale
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Notsure/don't know

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Control over Council discretion is vexed. Our
Council has worked very hard with community
to set height limits in key areas but it is VCAT
and the Minister who have overuled them on
the basis they are guidance and not mandatory
thus we have a monstrosity at 1 Ascot Vale
Road

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Probably not

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

There are many reports completed now in
respect of performance and financial
management including budget setting etc. The
problem is that they are not communicated well.
They should be written in less dense manner
and made more accessible to residents. Not a
mandated group however, I do support
wholeheartedly Council establishing a
community body to advise on budget direction
setting, coordinate community input to annual
budgets, assess and provide input to higher
level council strategies and review council
performance. Council meetings need to be
streamed live both audio and visual. to date
Moonee Valley only does audio.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Local communities are being changed at a
great rate without thought to future impact on
the environment, how communities work,
reduced diversity. I appreciate the capacity for
some infill and a need to rejuvenate old stock
and upgrade activity centres but the cost of
unplanned non integrated development is killing
some neighbourhoods. heritage values are an
important part of telling our story and should not
be discarded or lost.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing affordability is being driven by many factors outside of the current level of development. It is absolutely urgent
government policy focus on service provision, public transport, NBN type solutions for communication to take the
pressure off inner urban prices, focus on planned development in regional centres and develop its economic models to
decentralise business and work opportunities.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Cookie cutter development with flats that don't
provide a "home" are counter intuitive to
promoting healthy communities. Interesting
design has been forsaken, environmentally
sensitive design is seldom in play and
considerations to create diversity, promote
originality and let a sense of place evolve are
often put aside as not relevant considerations.
so that's how we got the docklands mess.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Moved against EastWest Link, lead Council's mobilisation against Moonee Valley and Flemington Racecourses
seconded the motion to get the Minister to call in the second stage of the project on Moonee Ponds Market site. Fought
many community battles with locals to stop inappropriate developments in their suburbs.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Manningham City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Government waste, services to cater for the inclusion of new developments, community safety and making sure the
rates for business are comparable to their worth.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

In Manningham, we need better services and
more jobs to cater for the inclusion of new
developments.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

I would like to see Manningham City Council
play a more active role with the Federal
Government and Green Army to clean up our
environment and increase dog waste disposal
bins in our parks. Importantly, I would like to
encourage more strip shopping along
Doncaster Road to provide local jobs and
services - it is not wise to only build new
apartments.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Councils should have more control over what gets built, because better planning is required to enable greater hope,
reward and opportunity amongst the residents of Manningham.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

They are pleased about some new
developments, but, are unsure of how or why
some developments are approved.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived in Manningham most of my life, work in aged care, care deeply for greater prosperity, law & order, social
cohesion, better public roads, public transport and a cleaner natural environment for all people who call Manningham
home.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Vanessa Marie Van Gramberg
Cardinia Shire Council- Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
As a growth corridor, Cardinia has major issues with lack of infrastructure. The population growth is rapid and it is
important to ensure appropriate development for the community short term and long term.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I believe if a Councillor is doing their role
correctly they should be consulting with
residents already. Also if Councillors are not
doing this they need to be voted out at the
election. People need to hold them accountable
and let people know what occurred if they did
not serve their role honestly and with the
residents and ratepayers at heart.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Every situation is different and it would depend
on the location, the planning application and
most of all the residents and their wishes.
When your home is your biggest investment in
life you want to know your property values and
way of life is protected. You need to meet with
residents and other parties and find out what all
the issues are. Nobody knows an area more
than those who live in it every day.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Oppurtunities, Transport options, services and facilities are also factors
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been involved with a residents group over 10 years ago when a childcare centre was sold and it became an
illegal boarding house. We called for action lobbied Councillors and contacted local papers.
It resulted in the owner having to put in the correct planning applications. Residents then put in objections to various
aspects of the application and it was rejected. It was later approved by VCAT with conditions. However, this was a
positive outcome as the owner had to improve the safety and facilities for the borders to a livable standard and fencing
for privacy for the resident in the boarding house and surrounding houses were also improved.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Evan Packer,
Bayside Central Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Genuine community consultation in a timely manner; Expenditure on capital works not always balanced according to
need or use; Retention of character and amenity of an area or local community not always considered; Shortage of car
parking at stations/transport hubs and shopping strips; Regular review of traffic management to ensure a safe and
controlled flow of vehicles and people;
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

A balanced approach is needed for each
community - not all suburbs have the same
attributes or qualities, and planning needs to be
appropriate for an area and its residents

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

As our population grows we must protect the
open spaces we have; Development needs to
consider local history and heritage; High rise
development in suburban activity centres must
incorporate considerations for setbacks,
overshadowing, public transport, car parking,
reasonable living spaces for residents and
green/outdoor areas.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Possibly - but at what price to the community? Living standards in terms of reasonable internal and external areas must
be maintained for a healthy community. Transport, shops, facilities and parkland should always be near densely
populated buildings.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Further comment

Community concern about schools, parking,
public transport, road congestion, parkland and
other facilities is significant and enough to
indicate we need better balance and controls as
we grow and develop our suburbs

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
A resident of Bayside for nearly 50 years - growing up, educated, raising a family and working locally. Not aligned to any
political party or single interest group - independent and unbiased.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Daniela Smith - Hume
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There are too many speed humps, roads that are too narrow for buses to navigate or cars to park, train stations with
inadequate parking, health centres where patients need to pay for parking, wastage due to inadequate planning.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Often roads and other structures are built only
to be torn down months later due to changes in
planning. This happened three times on
Bridgewater Rd in Craigieburn. At other times,
planning is so poor that main roads are so
narrow that when buses stop traffic is held up
and motorists take unacceptable risks, this is
done even though there is plenty of land for bus
rest stops to be built so that traffic can pass.
We have beautiful parks with tennis courts,
BBQs and basketball courts but no lighting so
the cannot be enjoyed on balmy evenings. Who
is making these decisions?

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Affordability has been skewed by investors in my opinion. Whilst smaller residences do help, I don't think we need tiny
apartments.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've never been a Councillor. I've have been on the Committee of Management of my son's early intervention centre
and of his school council for several years as well as a member of the fundraising committee.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Marijke Graham, Maroondah City Council, Wyreena Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Over-development and inappropriate development, loss of native trees, lack of parking for residential streets and railway
stations, better public transportation needed, run-down shopping centers
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Not in our municipality - housing (no matter the size) is not "affordable" for many. This is a highly complex issue that
requires cooperation amongst the 3 levels of government.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Never been a Councillor. The Ruskin Park Action Group is active in my ward but I am not a member myself.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Rebecca Paterson - Monash, Mt Waverley ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Monash is in a difficult place when it comes to planning, it is without a doubt a hotbed of activity for development (knock
down/ rebuild) and this is seeing a big change to the character of the area. Council has passed in principle C125
amendment, which seeks to strengthen current planning rules, but I believe it doesn't go far enough. Infrastructure
issues are many; inadequate funding for capital projects like community centre upgrades, pavilion upgrades, lack of car
parking at train stations and in local streets.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Further comment

I am appalled by the amount of times the
planning minister (any of them, not just the
current one) have called in applications and
passed them against the wishes of the
community and Council. The Deakin Bridge,
Gateway Project (Chadstone) and Waverley
Park powerlines are some good local examples.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Agree with all of these, although regarding
standardised reporting, the local government
reporting framework just started last year which
is a response to the previous lack of
standardized reporting. Regarding oversight
committees, Council audit committees are
required to have community representatives,
but this could possibly be extended somewhat.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Least important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No, definitely not. Melbourne currently has historically high vacancy rates, yet we keep hearing we need to build more to
meet demand for housing. I think the problem is that not enough if this housing is designed to be affordable, it is just
being built, and as long as its sold, it doesn't matter if it is let.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

This is a big issue in Mt Waverley, definitely the
number one concern of residents.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I became interested in Council when I spearheaded a group objecting to 54, 3 storey townhouses in Burwood. I've been
a Councillor for 3 years. The ratepayers association is really the only group active in Mt Waverley.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Graeme Eddiehausen - Bayside City Council Souther Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
C140 Amendment/poor Council planning strategy & communication
Rail crossing removal/improved public transport
Increasing traffic congestion
Street parking problems due to higher density developments
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Without minimum standards developers will
continue to push down the threshold of
acceptable safety, quality & functionality

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

We need better controls to ensure
developments meet minimum quality standards
and accommodate the range of dwelling needs
in our communities. Developments should
focus on creating suitable homes, not just
maximising investment returns

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Council planning should focus on creating
homes and sustainable communities

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Housing prices continue to rise despite increasing supply, particularly of apartments. Many of these remain unoccupied.
Tax benefits for investors are clearly driving some demand & adding to price pressures
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

People's views usually vary depending on the
personal impact they feel as a result of
developments in their vicinity. "Inappropriate
development" is something everyone opposes,
it's only their definition of inappropriate of
inappropriate that varies.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I haven't been a Councillor
My main interaction with Council has been associated with foreshore development, particularly related to life saving
clubs
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Kasuni Mendis, City of Casey, Springfield Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
I think one of the main issues is a shortage in road infrastructure. It is clear that residential roads have excess traffic,
which often include hoons that make it difficult for young children to play on the streets.
Similarly, crime has become a big issue in our area in recent times.
The current council has been up in arms about there being a lack of police, which apparently has been going on for
years. My question is, if there is a lack of police, then why has the council allowed the area to develop further, despite
knowing there is inadequate law enforcement?
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Perhaps
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
In a sense, it is. The more supply there is to meet demand the less the cost should, theoretically be. But other factors
such as location, basic infrastructure and lifestyle options can also impact affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am currently on the City of Casey Conservation Advisory Committee.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Christine Cooke
Heide Ward, Manningham
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Doncaster Rail is urgently needed to speed up travel time and to link to other growth zones, and reduce pollution and
road traffic.
Bus frequencies are inadequate in some area.
Upgrades to community facilities are a priority with increasing resident populations. Aquarina's upgrade is successful,
but it has extremely difficult access. Sporting groups also warrant upgrades to their facilities.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

We need more transparency period! Minimum
mandatory planning standards will reduce
VCAT intervention and save costs.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Local Government reporting and benchmarks is
good but communication and consultation
needs to become authentic and not just to read
the results in a process of engagement. Political
pressure on councils around development has
a long history and is concerning, residents need
to be made aware of situations that might affect
them.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Most important

Further comment

Financial and environmental sustainability
should guide planning for growth as well as
community programs. Local business needs to
be fostered and quality, targeted promotion
developed. Manningham does not have many
significant properties requiring Heritage
Conservation, however priority needs to be
given to the ones we do have.
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Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are opposing forces regarding housing affordability in Manningham. We have a very strong increase in overseas
purchasers, keeping prices high, however, apartment stocks are increasing rapidly helping to keep prices down.
Councils need to mandate a larger percentage of affordable residences during planning applications.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

More control is needed on parking, traffic
management with a strong focus on mass
people movement.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was a member of the Eastern Golf Club Panel, and was one of the leaders of the campaign to prevent development of
this green space.
I have worked with SOS.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mark Riley, Moreland City Council (South Ward candidate)
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The City of Moreland has experienced a very significant increase in development pressure given its proximity to the
CBD. Improvements and increases in the availability of public transport are not keeping pace with population increases.
The city also has significantly ageing infrastructure such as roads and footpaths which has resulted in the need to
upgrade a large amount of it, in a short space of time. There is an urgent task to increase sustainable transport
infrastructure to transition the transport of people across the city to more environmentally sustainable options that
reduce car congestion and pollution. Many residents are also concerned about poor quality urban development and
reducing affordability of housing.
Eg. pressure on open space, pressure on green wedge, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths, lack of footpaths,
poorly planned community infrastructure, not enough focus on local climate change initiatives, lack of genuine
community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and biodiversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And, subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I have worked in the homelessness sector and community development area too. The lack of investment by federal and
state governments over more than two decades, have in large part lead to the increased numbers of homeless people
sleeping out in Moreland and Melbourne and other areas. Government policies have also fuelled the rise in private
dwelling and land prices.
The Greens have extensive policies on home ownership, public housing, community housing, the private rental market,
homelessness, disability access and environmentally sustainable design elements. Please check them out http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have lived in, or next to, Moreland (on the Merri Creek) for 17 years. I'm involved in the Friends of Upfield Linear Park
and other Friends groups. I've been involved in Climate Action Moreland since it's inception, am active in the Urban
Orchard food swap, the Moreland City Council Housing Advisory Committee (for two years).I have supported all the
Greens councillors that have been elected since 2001-2, when Fraser Brindley was first elected to South Ward. I am
linked in with the Brunswick Resident Network as well.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Aaron Ciotti
Brimbank City Council
Taylors Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The main governance issue in Brimbank is that it has been in administration for several years. The new council must
continue the work of the administrators and create a viable future for the City moving forward.
Along with consultation amongst the community, I have identified that there are several issues facing Brimbank City
council in regard to infrastructure, they range from roundabouts and speed humps to the level crossing removal
authorities neglect in community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There is a shortage of housing in Melbourne. Housing development and construction is not keeping up with current
demand, this contributing to the high costs of housing here in the surrounding suburbs. There are many factors, in my
opinion, creating this shortage of housing and it will take the three levels of government to work together and create
solid, implementable plans for the future.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am completely independent and unaffiliated. I have just begun my accent into government for the better of my
community, and I will work closely with the people I represent.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Alex Breskin, standing for Kingston City Council, South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
pressure on open space, pressure on green wedge, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths, poorly planned
community infrastructure, not enough focus on local climate change initiatives, lack of genuine community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I've lived in Kingston for 17 years. I care deeply for the community and have been involved for the past 2 years in
fighting for residents rights. This was through the State election in 2014, the Federal election in 2016 and fighting to
make Climate Change, social equality and public infrastructure a big ticket item.
During my campaigns, I've knocked on over 4,000 doors in the community and found that there is major concern with
regards to development around areas going down the beach side, where the impacts of climate change will hit it
hardest. People in these communities see the developments going up but are left wondering what is going to happen to
their neighbourhoods and whether public transport will get them to work on time, or if they should even bother with it at
all. The direction we're going is so one sided that there are question marks all over whether we are building a functional
city or just a place to live with no regard on urban planning.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Alec Carson
Pyrenees Shire
Mount Emu Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
This is a rural agriculture area with only Snake Valley as a population centre
The main issue is arounfd minimum building standards
Bushfire Overlays
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

No

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
This is not an issue in this ward for the reasons outlined above
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Previously a Councillor for 4 years
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Adam Pulford, Moreland City Council, North-East Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The City of Moreland has experienced a very significant increase in development pressure given its proximity to the
CBD. Improvements and increases in the availability of public transport are not keeping pace with population increases.
The city also has significantly ageing infrastructure such as roads and footpaths which has resulted in the need to
upgrade a large amount of it, in a short space of time. There is an urgent task to increase sustainable transport
infrastructure to transition the transport of people across the city to more environmentally sustainable options that
reduce car congestion and pollution. Many residents are also concerned about poor quality urban development and
reducing affordability of housing.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and biodiversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And, subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I'm running for North-East Ward with the Greens because they are standing up for our community -- putting the needs
of people ahead of property developer or corporate donors and leading in creating a fairer, more sustainable Moreland.
Local groups active in Moreland include:
Brunswick Residents Network
Save Coburg
Pentridge Action Group
Anstey village residents group
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Freda Ados
Maroondah City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Over development with inadequate infrastructure available.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Most important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Stamp duty in Victoria is one of the highest in the country.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
No I have never been a councillor.
I have been involved in numerous volunteering positions.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Jess Dorney, Greens candidate for Moreland City Council, South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The City of Moreland has experienced a very significant increase in development pressure given its proximity to the
CBD. Improvements and increases in the availability of public transport are not keeping pace with population increases.
The city also has significantly ageing infrastructure such as roads and footpaths which has resulted in the need to
upgrade a large amount of it, in a short space of time. There is an urgent task to increase sustainable transport
infrastructure to transition the transport of people across the city to more environmentally sustainable options that
reduce car congestion and pollution. Many residents are also concerned about poor quality urban development and
reducing affordability of housing and the lack of quality open space
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and biodiversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And, subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which
local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in
your electorate? Are you, or have you been a
Councillor? If so, how many years?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Andrew Pakenham, City of Boroondara, Glenferrie Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Overdevelopment, heritage and environmental protection, support for small business, adequate access to recreation
facilities.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I believe the current level of housing development and construction is not helping housing affordability as much as it
should be. It is being negated by other factors.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am passionate about our urban form, particularly quality design, heritage protection and readaptation, social equality
and environmental sustainability.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Natalie Abboud Candidate for North East Ward, Moreland City Council.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The City of Moreland has experienced a very significant increase in development pressure given its proximity to the
CBD. Improvements and increases in the availability of public transport are not keeping pace with population increases.
The city also has significantly ageing infrastructure such as roads and footpaths which has resulted in the need to
upgrade a large amount of it, in a short space of time. There is an urgent task to increase sustainable transport
infrastructure to transition the transport of people across the city to more environmentally sustainable options that
reduce car congestion and pollution. Many residents are also concerned about poor quality urban development and
reducing affordability of housing.
Eg. pressure on open space, pressure on green wedge, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths, lack of footpaths,
poorly planned community infrastructure, not enough focus on local climate change initiatives, lack of genuine
community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and biodiversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And, subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and biodiversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And, subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning In
relation to Question 5, the best way to ensure
greater accountability is to ensure genuine
community collaboration, whether that be
deliberative processes, citizens juries, people
panels or the IAP2 spectrum of public
participation. They all have their place and are
important to ensure authentic and genuine
consultation and have the added benefit of
reinforcing accountability to the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have never been a councillor. I have lived in North Coburg for ten years and run business in Brunswick East for ten
years. I have three small children and I would like to see the suburb grow, but sustainably, so that they can continue to
enjoy the culturally rich, vibrant neighbourhoods and fantastic parks that we all do today.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Quinn McCormack
Candidate for South Ward
Frankston City Council
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
- lack of adequate governance, openness, transparency and accountability
- planning decisions which result in altered neighbourhood character and fracture community
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

While there needs to be certainty for community
with respect to planning matters, there needs to
be some mechanism for review as not all
matters are easily dealt with in the same set of
parameters.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

Definitely supportive of oversight committees,
however the appointment process and
composition of members would need to be
properly established.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Housing affordability is not simply a matter of housing stock availability. There are many factors which affect
affordability including rates and utilities which are increasing and are resulting in many members of our community
selling their homes as they cannot afford the excessive costs to maintain their homes.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
- A truly independent candidate
- Well known campaigner for social justice, community participation and local environmental matters
-Lawyer, scientist and business owner
-Community Volunteer - Community Legal Centre and environmental friends groups
Elected to the Boards of:
- Peninsula Community Legal Centre
- FNCR Guardians
- Devilbend Foundation
- Womens Health in the South East
-Honoured to be appointed by Victorian Minister for Environment and Climate Change to Chair the Management
Committee for the Frankston Nature Conservation Reserve (FNCR) to preserve Frankston’s biodiversity for future
generations
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Liz Johnstone
Canal ward, Port Phillip
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Poor accountability and transparency
Insufficient proportion of rate income spent on asset management and capital works
Fishermans Bend and St Kilda junction - poor planning and scale of apartment development
Neighbourhood character and impact higher density residential development.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Ministerial powers are reserve powers and the
number of times they are needed should be
significantly reduced, rather than their scope

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Less important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Affordability is a function of many factors much more than simply supply. The current development is having little or no
impact on affordability and may even be having the,opposite effect due to speculation.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have worked in planning at the MAV and for the Planning Institute of Australia.
I was an independent councillor and Mayor in st kilda and Port Phillip
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Janene Watt, Springfield Ward, Whitehorse Council.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Traffic, community open space, community facilities and even appropriate redevelopments and the changing of our leafy
streetscapes are all important issues facing my ward and council. The selling off of public spaces and council assets eg
car park in Box Hill and other land is of concern to residents when their are no clear options considered to ensure that
the changes are not adversely impacting the community.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

planning laws need to have a stronger
community impact. I would consider at a local
government level the ability of the community to
have their say around future developments and
have great weight for residents who are next to
or adversely impacted by development and
planning laws. If a development does not
consider community views and opinions then it
can be questioned about their commitment for
their legacy on the community. We also need to
ensure that we look to innovative and future
focused solutions to issues and if a developer
has a great idea for solving a problem then I
want to acknowledge this.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

I believe in community consultation, quality of
development and strong integration of the
development with the existing community.
Residents affected need to have their views
replied to. There needs to be suitable controls
and checks to ensure quality of development for
residents. Finally the local council must ensure
it fits with their character and identity of the
residents.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

More important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

More important

Further comment

there needs to be balance between community,
council and developer needs. There needs to
be open and transparent conversations and a
agreement struck and concessions made.
Ultimately development is required for future
economic success and community diversity, but
not at the expense of community standards,
open/public space or the environment. We need
to ensure we are developing in a way that
provides a strong stable future for the
community and council who live in the area not
a developer making a profit who doesn't live in
the area.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
affordability is not just a supply and demand argument, but complicated by land availability, wages, jobs in the area,
desirability, schools etc. Activity centres are required but growth must still be appropriate for the community. change is
necessary but it must be for the right reasons.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

for the residents with large blocks that can
subdivide they are most likely happy, but for
other residents they are most likely unhappy at
how their suburbs are changing, how traffic is
getting worse, community is less focused on
supporting everyone and people are more self
focused. This is not just a development issue
but one of how councils support their residents
in communities.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have been a resident in my ward for almost 20 years. I am passionate about leaving the world a better place for my
community and connecting with residents like we use to. I have not been a councillor before and I am running to bring a
great community focus and transparency to council.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) Independant
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Mel Van Dyk - Lake Ward, City of Port Phillip
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
I believe that some of the main governance issues in my electorate are transparency and responsiveness.
Affordable housing, sustainability, responsible planning & development and parking are also major issues.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Perhaps

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Perhaps

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Perhaps

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Perhaps

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

More important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

More important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important. Priorities
would be ascertained by community
need/outcry, time constraints and scale of the
project/task. I personally believe in prioritising
residents' rights, residential amenity, social
justice and protecting our community first and
foremost.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Yes and yes.
Port Phillip has been a leader and supporter of affordable housing projects for the last 30 years. That being said, it is
costly, we have a large amount of people on waiting lists for housing and a homeless crisis that needs to be addressed.
There are many factors that determine affordability - gentrification, population and economy, regulation, funding,
sustainability...
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

I think there would be a reasonable distribution
of moderately happy to unhappy residents
about the way Victoria is being developed.
Melbourne is (again) the most liveable city in
the world, we have a lot to be thankful for. That
being said, there will always be room for
improvement and challenges to meet
community needs and expectations.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I have worked in the Local Government sector for the last eight years, primarily in the Community Safety / Services /
Development areas.
I have decided to stand for Council as an Independent Candidate for the first time as I enjoy helping people, I
understand the relationship between Councillors / council and other tiers of government and I want to make a positive
impact on my community.
You can find out more about what I stand for on my Facebook page - 'Mel Van Dyk for Port Phillip'.
There are many active resident and planning groups in my electorate - CAPP, unChain, PPAS, Save Albert Park,
Fawkner Street Residents Group, Save Brooks Jetty, PPHA, PPCC and more!
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Danielle Wilson, City of Yarra - Nicholls Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
There is a disconnect between community engagement on a project and final approval. The community feels left in the
dark when there are large developments going ahead without information provided to the community about the benefits
of such a project going ahead.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
A Fitzroy North local, I have a strong desire to assist and strengthen my community. I’m standing up for those
underrepresented by the Council.
I am a young professional living in Fitzroy North. Having no tertiary education and being a renter in Yarra, I represent a
demographic not represented by the City of Yarra councillors. I have a strong desire to continue speaking with those in
the City of Yarra about their values and encouraging community involvement at a local level.
I have chosen to stand with The Greens due to my commitment to encouraging action against climate change at a local
and individual level.
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Sian Nelson - Moreland - North-West Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The City of Moreland has experienced a very significant increase in development pressure given its proximity to the
CBD. Improvements and increases in the availability of public transport are not keeping pace with population increases.
The city also has significantly ageing infrastructure such as roads and footpaths which has resulted in the need to
upgrade a large amount of it, in a short space of time. There is an urgent task to increase sustainable transport
infrastructure to transition the transport of people across the city to more environmentally sustainable options that
reduce car congestion and pollution. Many residents are also concerned about poor quality urban development and
reducing affordability of housing.
Eg. pressure on open space, pressure on green wedge, lack of public transport, lack of bike paths, lack of footpaths,
poorly planned community infrastructure, not enough focus on local climate change initiatives, lack of genuine
community consultation.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and biodiversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And, subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
For further information on this question I’ve included the link to the Greens policy on housing
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I’ve lived locally for 5 years, and care deeply about urban planning and transparency.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Ray Pastoors
Moreland City Council - South Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
High rise apartments are an issue for the area. There have been some wins, for example, heritage areas protected from
development on Lygon St. However, with the state planning Minister rejecting council's apartment and design
framework and planning amendments, this had to led an increase in developer applications and approval being granted
for properties that won't serve our community well into the future. As an example, small apartments that deliver little
livability in terms of space and lighting.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Perhaps

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

More important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are a number of properties being built. However, the quality is not the same as traditional homes. Developers are
getting a cheap deal, rather than focusing on the benefits of the long-term needs for a property. This won't serve
residents well into the future. Other factors do impact housing affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderatelyhappy

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I'm an advocate for sustainability. As a small business owner, I work with a number of partners to drive a greener web.
I've also worked in the energy industry and have an interest for energy efficiency and clean energy solutions. My
advocacy for renewables has also come from my time as a local convenor for the Australian Youth Climate Coalition.
At the moment I'm a new contender to the Moreland City Council elections. As a councillor, if elected I will stand up for
diversity, equality and fairness in the local area.
My passion includes sustainability in the sense that we consider long-term planning and development, lobby key
partners and the state government to take positive action for the future and work in a way that we can incentivise those
who are going above and beyond green standards set by others and council.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
City of Yarra - submitted on behalf of all Labor candidates.
Nicholls Ward: Cr Roberto Colanzi, Luke Creasey
Langridge Ward: Danae Bosler, Lindy Mills
Melba Ward: Mi-Lin Chen Yi Mei, Aman Gaur
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Population growth, need for local infrastructure eg sport and recreation facilities, open space, schools (state), child care,
public transport (state). See Question 5.1 and 5.3 regarding governance.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The first two of these can't be adequately
answered using the above scale. 3.1.
Sometimes 'call in' can lead to better outcomes,
eg ability of Minister to take a precinct-wide
approach to a major redevelopment area. 3.2.
Some mandatory heights will help, and Council
can and should use Design and Development
Overlays (DDOs) more widely to put them in
place.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

5.1 Yarra has standardised reporting and has
passed all Auditor General tests with flying
colours. 5.2 Yarra has recently set up a
Construction management and enforcements
team to strengthen these issues. 5.3 Yarra has
an extensive network of community consultation
committees which provide valuable input to
about 15 areas of council operations.

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

More important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Negative gearing may be causing speculative uplift in housing and land prices and it is outside Council's control. A
federal inquiry may help lift housing supply and reduce costs.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

They are unsure

Further comment

It's fair to say there are a wide range of views in
our community about development, some of
which is poor, some of which is better than
average.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
Cr Colanzi (4 years), others standing are not current councillors.
For our backgrounds and experience please see www.yarralabor.net
Resident groups: Fitzroy Residents Association, Collingwood Abbotsford Residents Association, Richmond RAID, South
Alphington Fairfield Civic Association, WARInc.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Euan Thomas. The City of Whitehorse, Riversdale Ward.
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate development overtaking council planning, if that makes sense. Council has a plan on a number of houses
per block. Yet that policy is overturned by VCAT!
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Perhaps

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

VCAT over-ruling council planning must stop.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

There should be no political donations from
developers to councilors.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

More important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Further comment

Protection for residents is a must.

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. There needs to be a pro-active approach by all levels of government to address housing affordability, such as
Negative Gearing and Capital Gains, land tax and pushing for more social housing in developments.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

The increase in house prices also has an
impact on people's rates and for the elderly and
pensioners, this is a big issue.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
This is the first time I've nominated for council.
I have been involved in a number of planning issues over the years, such as developers wanting to take public park land
and fighting them. I've also advocated for more disabled parking bays and the hours that are allocated to the bays
before the public are allowed to park in them without getting fined.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Chris Dite - Nicholls Ward
Bridgid O'Brien - Nicholls Ward
Stephen Jolly - Langridge Ward
Mel Gregson - Langridge Ward
Nyadan Gai - Langridge Ward
Toby Dite - Melba Ward
Steph Putker - Melba Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
The current planning framework enormously favours developers over community voices. We favour strengthening the
guidelines, ensuring council adheres to them, and using council resources to facilitate community involvement in the
planning process. We also think council has a role in advocating for changes to planning laws and approaches at the
state and federal level.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
No. Recent data show that just 1% of new rental properties in Yarra can be considered affordable. There is a huge
amount of pressure at the lower end of the housing market - both buying and renting. Our duel approach is to fight for a
mandatory minimum of affordable housing in all new large developments (like we recently won in the Amcor
development in Abbotsford) while also identifying local sites suitable for new public housing developments. Pressure
needs to be put on the state government to address the housing affordability crisis by building new public housing for
the 34,000 Victorians currently on the waiting list.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Currently planning is decided based on the
short-term profitability for developers, not the
long-term interests of our communities.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
We led the community campaign to stop the East West Link. We led the HOME campaigns to stop the sell-off of open
space on the Fitzroy and Richmond public housing estates. Over the years we have helped save many council services
and assets from privatisation. Our current Councillor is Stephen Jolly.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Other (please specify) We are independent socialists
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Sharon Partridge Whitehorse Springfield Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Inappropriate/over development
Lack of sporting facilities especially ovals
Concern over redevelopment cost of Arts Centre
Loss of bird habitat and tree canopy
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Council have a framework that they uphold that
is a guideline from the State Government within
which they can make some adjustments but it is
the legislation itself that needs to be altered to
protect residents in local areas. Overlays on
trees and extra parking onsite need to be
included and adhered to in building regulations.
This would ensure that cars are off the street
and not causing congestion and hazards and
habitat would be be protected.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Most important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Less important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
It seems that the developments locally have not been affordable but have been profitable for developers.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I was a Councillor 2003-2005
I am a member of the following groups:Rotary Mitcham, St Johns Catholic Church, Heatherdale Community Action
Group. Whitehorse Friends For Reconciliation, Nunawading Primary School Site Preservation Group, Amnest
International, RECVIC (Reconciliation Victoria). Friends of Oecussi
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Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Gayle Maher
Wellington Shire - Coastal Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Within the coastal ward, historically there have been many planning issues. The Honeysuckles, Golden Beach, Paradise
Beach and Lake Reeves were affected by the Ninety Mile Beach Plan. Port Albert was affected by the C33 Amendment
that introduced flood zones and inundation overlays to the whole township effectively making Port Albert a potential
ghost town. Port Albert has recently been affected by a C55 Amendment and C95 Amendment that went to Panel
hearings. Drainage and roads is a major infrastructure issue in Port Albert and other coastal towns in the ward. Within
the wider municipality, Glenaladale is facing a mineral sands open-cut mine proposal which is a major issue for that
community.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

No

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

I am an advocate of having uniform planning
laws across the whole of Victoria. In a nearby
locality, planning laws are very different
allowing for greater development due only to it
being located in a different Shire. Uniform
planning laws will encourage development as
there is a better degree of certainty for
developers and land owners.

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

No
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Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Not sure/don't know

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Most important

Heritage Conservation

More important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Less important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

More important

High rise development in activity centres

Least important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
Currently, I think so as home loan rates are presently low. It depends on the cost of land which is why we are seeing
such growth in areas outside of metropolitan Melbourne ie. Pakenham, Cranbourne etc. International buyers are
affecting property prices in suburban areas and rural ones.
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Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Moderately unhappy

Further comment

Local residents were very concerned by the
effects of the C33 Amendment upon the Port
Albert township. It resulted in ad hoc
development that has homes built at varying
levels. This caused much angst and can still be
felt today. Poor design and excessive
development effects residents and impacts
upon their quality of life. I have experienced this
first hand.

Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I am a 48-year-old mother of 3 children and married to a tradesman. I was involved with the Port Albert Progress
Association for 7 years and fought the C33 Amendment to the Wellington Planning Scheme for approx 4 years. We
were successful. I believe this issue to have been a significant fight on behalf of all Victorian coastal communities and
accordingly it achieved much media coverage. More recently the community challenged a C55 Amendment that
resulted in a strategic review into rural allotments in Port Albert and in turn a C95 Amendment that encompassed the
results of the strategic review. This was not as successful as the community hoped. I have not been a Councillor before,
but would like the opportunity to make a difference and have valuable input.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

No
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Polly Morgan - Stonnington Council, East Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Here are some of the main issues I see within the City of Stonnington:
* Poor accessibility for people with disabilities. Approximately 1 in 5 people have a disability, and ideally new
developments should be based upon the principles of universal design so they are accessible to everyone within the
community.
Existing infrastructure needs to be as accessible as possible.
* Development also needs to be ecologically sustainable.
* We need more transparency in planning, and better consultation across the whole community on planning issues.
* Lack of open space, high density development putting pressure on local neighbourhoods, loss of tree canopies due to
development pressures.
* Congestion and local traffic issues, and a need for better public transport to cope with population growth.
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

The Victorian Greens believe all Land Use
Planning decisions must give primacy to social
equity and ecological sustainability - including
open space and bio-diversity - in all human
settlements. Our aims include the removal of
general thresholds in municipal Planning
Schemes, which pass responsible authority
status from Councils to the Planning Minister.
And subjecting ministerial decisions under the
power to 'call in' projects to greater
transparency. To read our land use planning
policy in detail visit
greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-use-planning
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Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Perhaps

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Probably not

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

No

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes

Further comment

With regard to question 4, this is not just an
issue in mixed use zones. The Victorian Greens
believe we need reform of the planning scheme
to provide stable and sustainable zoning, which
answers community needs, is based on
publicly-accessible and thorough detailed
description and needs-based research, and
makes clear what uses are and are not
acceptable in which zones. In relation to appeal
rights, the Victorian Greens believe significant
land-use and transport projects should be
subject to public audit, assessment and appeal
processes. There should be public confidence
and planning in the public interest relying on
proper process, including: fairness, certainty,
transparency, accountability, independent
assessment; enforcement and the rule of law;
rights to notice and to object for the community
and affected parties; and respect for local
priorities. Further to that, VCAT should revert to
being an administrative appeals body only,
rather than a de facto planning authority. It
should be tasked with reviewing compliance of
planning decisions with law and regulation;
accessible to all, and concluding such appeal
cases in a timely manner. In relation to
Question 5, the best way to ensure greater
accountability is to ensure genuine community
collaboration, whether that be deliberative
processes, citizens juries, people panels or the
IAP2 spectrum of public participation. They all
have their place and are important to ensure
authentic and genuine consultation and have
the added benefit of reinforcing accountability to
the community.
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Important

Housing affordability and social justice

Important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Important

Long term environmental sustainability

Important

Protecting biodiversity

Important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Further comment

All of these issues are important when weighing
up the right fit for local communities. It’s
important to consider local context, impact and
amenity including consideration of the above
issues to ensure the best outcome for
communities (as they pertain to the locality and
scope of what’s contemplated in the
application).

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
There are multiple factors that determine housing affordability, and the Greens believe the housing needs of all
Victorians should be met through the provision of a mix of affordable private, public and community options. I’ve
included the link to the Greens policy on housing below: http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/housing
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
Further comment

There are far ranging views from local
residents. The best way for me to respond to
this question is to provide a link to the Greens
Land Use Policy which covers off on quality,
design and development, you can find it here:
http://greens.org.au/policies/vic/land-useplanning
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I'm a local. I grew up in Glen Iris and currently live in Malvern. I believe that we should foster better inclusion for all
residents, particularly for people with disabilities and the elderly, and that we should invest in people through support for
greater access to council services, including home and community care, aged care and mental health services. I'm
currently a member of the Access Stonnington Committee (the community advisory committee on disability issues for
the City of Stonnington).
I think we need to support development that is sustainable, and we need to balance this with the need to preserve the
rich heritage and character of our neighbourhoods within Stonnington.
The biggest planning group within Stonnington's East Ward is the Malvern East Group. Many neighbours also organise
groups within their street to advocate for their needs, and I have had the opportunity to meet with some of these groups
and discuss their concerns around planning and infrastructure within Stonnington. This is the first time I have run for
council.
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

The Greens
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Q1: What is your name and for which Council and Ward have you nominated?
Michael Macdonald, Maroondah City Council, Wyreena Ward
Q2: What are some of the main governance, urban planning and infrastructure issuesin your electorate?
Overdevelopment, unsustainable development, lack of adequate transport infrastructure (busses/ car parks).
Q3: Many consider there is too much discretionary decision making in our planning laws. What do you think?
Do we need to limit theextent of the Minister’s discretionary
power eg. to alter Council height limits or to "call in"
development applications?

Yes

Do we need minimum mandatory planning standards to
limit discretion exercised by Local Councils and VCAT?

Yes

Do we need more transparency in planning decision
making?

Yes

Further comment

Local decisions should be made and kept
locally- not overturned by someone in Spring
St!

Q4: Some residents have no notice and appeal rights, or very limited rights.
Do we need tighter planning controls to protect residents,
particularly in mixed use zones?

Yes

Q5: Reports by the Ombudsman and the Auditor-Generalhave been critical of some council governance
issues.
Do we needmore standardised financial reporting and
reporting of outcomes, targets and performance
benchmarks for councils?

Yes

Do we needstronger enforcement of permit conditions and
oversight of building quality, including better resourcing and
strengthened enforcement laws?

Yes

Would you support mandatory formal oversight committees
with community representatives to help ensure greater
accountability of council performance?

Yes

Do we needlaws to prevent political donations from
developers, as in NSW?

Yes
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Q6: Our planning provisions require Councils to balance important and often competing issues. How would
you prioritise these issues?
Protecting Green Wedges, Public Lands and Open Space

Most important

Residents rights and residential amenity

Most important

Economic activity through construction and development

Important

Heritage Conservation

Most important

Housing affordability and social justice

More important

Medium rise infill development

Important

Protecting communities, small local business and shopping
strips

Most important

Long term environmental sustainability

Most important

Protecting biodiversity

Most important

High rise development in activity centres

Important

Q7: Do you think the current level of housing development and construction is helping housing affordability?
Are there other factors determining affordability?
I do not. I support the increase in supply of affordable housing stock however the growth in my municipality has been
appalling and in fact limiting access to first home buyers as many units are bought a second or third investment
property. Many of these developments are unsustainable and are an overdevelopment of the area. Location of work and
access to transport are key factors in determining affordability.
Q8: Some consider that Victoria’s liveability and the valuable social capital embedded in cohesive local
communities is being diminished by poor quality, poorly designed or excessive development.
How happy do you think your local residents are with the
way Victoria is being developed?

Very unhappy and concerned

Further comment

Overdevelopment is a huge issue for my
municipality.
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Q9: Can you tell us a bit more about yourself? Which local issues have you personally been involved in, if
any? Which resident or planning groups are active in your electorate? Are you, or have you been a Councillor?
If so, how many years?
I too have serious concerns about overdevelopment in our community. One of my key election priorities is to undertake
a complete overhaul of Council's Town Planning Scheme.
I see a number of issues currently occurring in our area that bring about the overdevelopment of our municipality. For
one, Council's local planning laws need to be strengthened to protect tree canopies and promote sustainable
development. This includes requiring a mandate for Council planners and developers to consider such things as how a
new development will impact on the existing area, including the impact on the capacity of existing local roads and
services. Council also needs to consider existing height levels and minimum set backs required for existing
developments.
Secondly we have issues with Council's ability to enforce these laws. Far too often developers do the wrong thing, such
as cut down trees without a permit with Council impervious in stopping them. Even when developers are caught red
handed their only punishment is a small fine which in their terms is a small investment to encroach on more land.
Thirdly, and most unfortunately, we have elected representatives with the power to fix these things but we do not
receive the leadership required to do so. Councillors need to genuinely consult with residents and be strong on using
their powers to stop planning decisions being made that affect our neighbourhood character.
Finally we have the issue of VCAT, which from time to time will veto legitimate local planning decision. I firmly believe
that local planning decisions should be kept local and not decided by Spring St! The Council is a member of the
Municipal Association of Victoria and should use this position to lobby all Councils to put pressure on the State
Government to reform VCAT. Maroondah's not the only municipality experiencing the overdevelopment of our
community.
Ruskin Park Residents Action Group and Ringwood Historical Society are probably the most active.
Councillor 2008-2012
Q10: Are you a member of a political party? If yes, which
party?

Labor Party
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